CHAPTER 1
THE OUTBREAK OF WORLD WAR II
Hudson's Bay Company, Pangnirtung Post Journal, 1938-1939, 1939-1940
Wednesday September 28, 1938
We anxiously listen to the news programmes to hear the latest developments on the European situation.
Saturday April 8, 1939
Most of the talk is about the serious European situation, but we entertain high hopes for the best.
Thursday April 27, 1939
Situation certainly is grave, latest event being conscription in the British Isles.
Sunday September 3, 1939
Great Britain, France, Australia and New Zealand declared war on Germany today. The whole settlement gathered in the Company's living
room to hear His Majesty King George VI speak to his people. The flags were flying.

Did the Inuit know that there was a war going on?

What was your reaction when you heard about the war?

Uqi Kunuk: This happened before I was old enough to
remember. My father used to tell us that the HBC [Hudson's Bay
Company] always knew what was going on with the war, even
before the Americans arrived. He said that people were scared.

Napatchie Noah: I was kind of scared. I thought the Germans
were going to come, and I was afraid of being killed when they
arrived.

You were afraid of being killed?
Napatchie Noah: Yes, by non-Americans arriving in Iqaluit.

Did the Inuit know about the war back then?

Were there Germans in the Arctic at that time?

Napatchie Noah: Yes, we knew that there was a war going on
because the Americans were here. I heard about this. I'm not the
only one who knew.

Napatchie Noah: I heard that there were Germans, but I'm not
really able to say.

After the war was over, did you hear about the Russians?
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Napatchie Noah: I might have heard about this, but again I really
can't say.

qammaq3, in that inlet down there.

Were there any radios at Inuit camps?
Napatchie Noah: We didn't have a radio at that time. The only
place we heard any information was at Iqalugaarjuit1. We had no
communication equipment back then. The manager at
Iqalugaarjuit informed us about the war. We had no radios or
communication equipment back then.

At the time, were Inuit aware that there was a war going on?
Jimmy Nooshoota: Yes. We knew that there was a war going on
and so did our parents. We heard about this even though we
were children.

Did you know that there was a war going on before the
Americans came?
Were the people from the winter camps aware of the war?
Simonie Michael: Yes. My step-father, Tigullagaq, used to work
for the HBC when I was a child. That is after I came from
Kimmirut because I was adopted. We would hear the news about
the war whenever the wind was blowing through the windpowered radio in Iqalugaarjuit. The Company owned one of
these. We would hear the news about the war from them.

Did they hear better when it was windy? Did I understand
you correctly?
Simonie Michael: Yes. When the wind was blowing, that was
when it would go on. They tapped on it.2

Jimmy Nooshoota: We had already heard on the radio that there
was a war going on before the Americans came to Kimmirut, on
the kind of radios that did not require batteries. Airplanes would
also drop mail at Kimmirut that was going to the qallunaat4, like
the traders and the police.
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: You said that the police would come
over to your house to listen to the radio while the war was going
on.
Jimmy Nooshoota: When it became time for the news to be aired
over the radio, the police would come over and listen to our radio
because our radio had better reception.

What kind of radio was it?

Where was the HBC store that Tigullagaq worked at?

Jimmy Nooshoota: It was the kind operating on large batteries.

Simonie Michael: I think it was about fifty-two miles from
Iqaluit. It was in Iqalugaarjuit, where people from here go fishing.
It was across from Tasiujarjualaaq. You would pass Barnabas'

Did you understand what was being said over the radio?

In Inuktitut the name for the Hudson's Bay Company’s trading post in
Ward Inlet can be pronounced either in the singular, Iqalugaarjuk or in
the plural, Iqalugaarjuit.
2 Referring to Morse Code.

Jimmy Nooshoota: I couldn't. My father worked for the police for
quite a while so he could speak and understand a bit of English,

1

A sod house; also a snowhouse with the top covered by a tent.
The Inuktitut word for a white person; singular qallunaaq, plural
qallunaat.
3
4
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just enough to get by.

What other qallunaat were there?

Were the people scared?

Shorty Shoo: There was the HBC manager, the RCMP, and the
missionaries. They were the only qallunaat there back then.

Jimmy Nooshoota: I did not witness anyone showing any kind of
fear even though there was a war going on. Perhaps people did
not realize the threat that war brought to people, so no one
seemed to be afraid.

Did you live here in Iqaluit, or did you live in another camp
when the Americans were here?

Did the Inuit hear from the qallunaat that there was a war
going on?
Shorty Shoo: Yes. I was a child back then. We Inuit knew about
this, because we were told.

Who told the Inuit about this?
Shorty Shoo: I do not know who told us.

Shorty Shoo: We have lived here since we moved here in 1958.

Were the Inuit scared that there was a war going on?

Where did you live before you moved here?

Shorty Shoo: I wasn't, because I was too young to understand.

Shorty Shoo: I'm from Kimmirut. Both my wife and I were born
just outside of Kimmirut.

Annie Shoo: I was scared.

When were you and your wife born?
Shorty Shoo: They say I was born in 1932. She is a year older than
me.

Did you often go to Kimmirut when you lived in your camp?
Shorty Shoo: Yes. We went to Kimmirut nearly every day by
dogteam in the winter. That was the only place to go trading.

What were your parents' names?
Shorty Shoo: Both of my parents were named Pitsiulaaq.

Did your father trade fox furs or sealskins at the HBC?

Why were you scared?
Annie Shoo: We used to be afraid of airplanes. We would cover
our lights when we heard a plane. That was the first time we
heard airplanes.

Did you know who the planes belonged to? Did they belong
to the Americans?
Annie Shoo: We were even scared by the sound of the plane. We
did not know what they looked like.

Were you young when you first saw a plane?
Annie Shoo: Yes. I was a young girl.

Shorty Shoo: He only traded fox furs back then. Later on he
traded polar bear skins.
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[Recollections of Qiluja, taken from "Keelooyak's Story (Part IV)", 1975d, p. 61-62]
I remember the first time I saw an airplane. I was still single at that time. Some Inuit were saying that there was a war going on and that an
army was going to arrive on our land.
The first plane I ever saw arrived during the day. A group of Inuit and myself started running away when we got scared of it. We just
heard the engine at first and then it appeared quite far from us. When it got closer to us, we forgot everything we were doing and ran for
our lives. We went into our homes and stayed there for a short time. One of the men in our camp, Moseesee, wanted to get away with the
umiak, so we all got in and fled hurriedly on the water trying to get away from the plane. Moseesee knew an open cave behind where we
were going to go clam digging that day and we all rushed over there for protection. The actions we took was Moseesee's idea. He did not
want to leave me behind because I was one of the best oarsman on the land. Can you imagine us trying to get away from an airplane with a
man-powered umiak? It must have been silly.
Then that very night, three Inuit, including me, stayed up all night watching if anymore planes should invade us again. Now that I think of
it, that certainly was very silly. The plane we were watching for was already far past our camp. After watching for the plane all night at the
open cave where we went for safety, we started walking home because our umiak was useless with the low tide at that time of day. We all
forgot to watch it in the excitement although someone told us to.
When we got back home, my step-mother, who was an old woman, was dying with laughter. She asked us why we were running away and
said she was not afraid of them because they were her friends and that she knew before that they would one day come to our land. She also
said the planes would start coming in greater numbers after she had died. I do not know how the old woman knew this, but I found out
later that she had an American father at birth. I think she knew a lot of things before they even happened, that old lady. She knew her
friends would be coming soon.
Gee, we all ran away from the plane that day because our man, Moseesee, wanted to escape. We all thought the army was coming to kill us
by landing on the land. We kept seeing more planes after that day and it did not bother us one bit. The old woman told us not to embarrass
ourselves by running away. She wanted me to stay with her but I just went with the rest who urged me to come. We saw two more planes
right after that, but we did not run away this time because they did not do anything to hurt us.

What year were your born?

When you first saw an airplane, how did you feel? What did
you think of it?

Akaka Sataa: I was born in 1918.

Akaka Sataa: Back then, I am not sure when it was, I think it was
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after the Americans were here already, in Mialigaqtaliminiq5. We,
men go out hunting on the land and we don't mind going out
alone. I went out caribou hunting over there by dogteam. I had
caught a caribou along the way. While I was cutting it up, an
airplane flew over. It had one propeller. That is when I first saw
one. Before that, during the summer, there was one that had gone
to Kimmirut. I found it amazing that it was flying in the winter
when there was a lot of snow. While I was watching it, it sped up.

It just kept on flying? It didn't land?

Did you find out about the war before the Americans came
here?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: I don't recall having heard about it. People
used to say that perhaps the Americans came here to protect the
Inuit. I remember when we lived down there, there were two
planes that came in, that were able to land on water. It turns out
they had come to look for a place to build the base.

Akaka Sataa: It didn't know I was there.

Was that the first time that you saw a plane?

Was this when you were in Kimmirut?

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: Yes. That was the very first time that I saw
one.

Akaka Sataa: We had a winter camp not too far from Kimmirut,
at Ijiarik.

Were you afraid of the airplane?
Akaka Sataa: I don't remember being afraid at all. I was old
enough to remember being helped by the qallunaat. I have never
known a time when there were no qallunaat. We never lived far
from where there were qallunaat. We always lived close to them.
My brothers did too. After I was born, I wasn't with my mother
Nutaraq. It was only after I was a toddler and we met up with
her, that I started living with her. I didn't feel that I had gone to a
stranger. I never experienced anything bad all through my
childhood.

Did you know about the war in 1940?
Akaka Sataa: Yes. I heard about that, but nothing scary happened
to me.

Was it scary?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: I may have been scared. I circled our tent. I
might not have been wearing any clothes. I think I was covered
with a couple of blankets and was circling around the outside of
the tent. After these two planes landed, it turned out there were
two Inuuk who had come from Kimmirut as guides on it. The
men were out caribou hunting when we were down at
Minnguqtuuq, leaving my mother, my younger sister and I
behind. We heard the planes but couldn't see them. Maybe they
were those fast planes. My sister was in terror. She became very
warm because she had covered herself with blankets at the back
of the tent. Because the planes sounded so close, my mother and I
tried to see them, but we didn't. Maybe it was because they had
already passed by and all we were hearing was the sound. My
brother was out with the hunting party at the time. He ran up to
the lake when he started hearing the sound of the plane.

He went to the lake?
In Inuktitut Mialigaqtaliminiq and Mialigagtaliviniq are both used to
refer to Crowell Island. The differences are due to dialectal variants.
5

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: He went to the lake to run away from the
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sound. Ironically, the plane landed on the water.

Even the men were scared?

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: He was with the hunting party. Even
though he was with them, I think he was with the group that had
been left behind to fish. They were fishing.

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: We were alone at that time. My brother was
a boy back then. No wonder he was scared.

He wasn't with the hunting party?
Royal Canadian Mounted Police Detachment, Daily Diary for Lake Harbour , 1941-1942
Wednesday July 16, 1941
U.S.N. Lapwing [*see photographs #1 & 2] dropped anchor in harbour 3 miles from Post, around noon. Const. McLauchlan, Const. Hastie,
S/Const. Sheutiapik and native Moosa visited boat in P.M. Captain Horning in command.
Thursday July 24, 1941
Two U.S. Naval Planes, 71P3 and 71P4 arrived at 2.00 P.M. Captain E. Roosevelt [*see photograph #3] in charge. Planes carried 10 and 11
men respectively. Captain Roosevelt and officers trying to locate suitable areas for landing fields at Frobisher Bay and Pangnirtung.
Friday July 25, 1941
Const. McLauchlan and native Moosa accompanied Captain Roosevelt to Frobisher Bay to act as guide and interpreter.
Sunday July 27, 1941
Const. McLauchlan and native Sheutiapik accompanied Captain Roosevelt to Frobisher Bay as guide and interpreter. Party circled over
Pangnirtung but poor weather made it impossible to land.
Monday July 28, 1941
Const. McLauchlan accompanied Captain Roosevelt to Frobisher Bay and Pangnirtung unable to land due to heavy fog.
Tuesday July 29, 1941
Const. McLauchlan accompanied Captain Roosevelt to Frobisher Bay and Pangnirtung - guide and interpreter. Arrived at Pangnirtung at
9.30 A.M. Spent day there, due to poor weather.
Thursday July 31, 1941
U.S. Naval Boat 'Lapwing' left Lake Harbour this early A.M. U.S. Naval Planes 71P3 and 71P4 left Lake Harbour this early A.M.
Anugaaq Arnaqquq: I don't really know the exact year, perhaps
it was in 1940, when the American ship arrived in Kimmirut. Two
airplanes arrived there too; the planes that are able to land on

water. The impressive Americans arrived. The two Inuuk said
they were looking for places to build houses near Kimmirut.
Since the land wasn't good, they didn't build near Kimmirut. The
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land was not good to build houses, so they went close to the
Hudson's Bay post, close to Iqaluit, about twenty to thirty miles
away. They temporarily settled there around 1941. Since there
was no place to build houses near Kimmirut, they moved here
instead.

Did you know Sheutiapik, who was originally from
Kimmirut?
Martha Kilabuk: Do you mean Sheutiapik from Kimmirut who
was married to Ningiuraapik?

Jimmy Nooshoota's adopted father.
Martha Kilabuk: Yes, I knew him. He was married to my
maternal aunt. I knew him very well.

He helped the Americans like Nakasuk did. Do you think he
should be recognized?
Martha Kilabuk: Yes. He helped the Americans.

Someone told us that he and Nakasuk were the founders of
Iqaluit.

were questioned.

In Iqalugaarjuit?
Martha Kilabuk: Yes, when they were there for the summer. It
was not their home. It was not their winter camp.

Jimmy Nooshoota: This is the first time I have ever mentioned
my father Sheutiapik's influence on people moving to Iqaluit. I
have thought about attending meetings held by different
organizations to have my father recognized as one of the
founders here. I have been told a number of times that my father
was influential in helping to develop Iqaluit as a community. I
have thought of sharing this with the present leaders of various
organizations. I am glad to have had this opportunity to put this
on tape.
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: He had asked Nakasuk to move here
with him.
Jimmy Nooshoota: The Americans arrived in Kimmirut by
airplane seeking a suitable place to set up a camp. He got on and
went down to see Nakasuk who was at Mialigaqtaliviniq and
asked him where there was flat terrain. They came to look at it,
and that's why there is a community here now.

Martha Kilabuk: My husband used to tell me that when they
were in Iqalugaarjuit, a small plane landed to look for a place that
the Americans could use. The Americans asked Nakasuk and my
father-in-law questions about where there was good land to build
houses.

Your father-in-law was one of them?
Martha Kilabuk: Yes. My husband told me that my father-in-law
and Tigullagaq were questioned. Nakasuk was with them when
they arrived. My father-in-law, Tigullaraq, Joamie and Nakasuk
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CHAPTER 2
CRYSTAL II WEATHER STATION AND THE BEGINNINGS OF FROBISHER BAY
Forbes, 1953, p. 18-20 6
Seven Diesel-powered trawlers had assembled here in Halifax: five, the Fabia, the Flow, the Cambridge, the Lark and the Cormorant, were of
the Boston fishing fleet and had come from there under Grening's command; two others, the Polarbjorn (Polar Bear) and the Quest, were
Norwegian ships belonging to Mr. Carlson, a Norwegian then in Halifax. All were to take on most of their loads from the Sicilien here in
Halifax and then [p. 19] follow her north to a final distributing point where they would scatter in three groups, - Number 1 to Chimo,
Number 2 to Frobisher Bay, at the southeastern corner of Baffin Island, and Number 3 to a point on the Northeast coast of Cumberland
Peninsula, well up the Baffin Island shore [...]
The orders from Washington directed the Sicilien to proceed with the whole trawler fleet to Hebron, far to the south of Cape
Chidley, and there to divide into the three groups and proceed separately to the three bases. [...] At the time of separation each trawler
must take on a heavy deck load from the Sicilien, and, worse still, one ship of each group must take a tank-lighter in tow for the last lap of
the journey. Each tank-lighter carried a heavy tractor to be put ashore at the base.
[... p. 20] Crystal Two, in Frobisher Bay, was under Major John Crowell, who had sailed as mate of the schooner Thebaud with
Commander Donald MacMillan on an exploration of that bay some years ago.
Carlson, 1962, p. 62
Because of the lateness of the season and lack of charts, the group that I accompanied (the Crystal II party) was unable to reach the site
recommended by Roosevelt. However, we discharged cargo on a small island a few miles from the head of the bay, where a weather
station was established.

E. Reid, Acting Under Secretary of State for External Affairs, to H.L. Keenleyside, Deputy Minister of Mines and Resources, February 20, 1948
Reprinted by permission of the publisher from QUEST FOR A NOTHERN AIR ROUTE by Alexander Forbes, 18-19, 20, 47, 63, 69, 70, 71, 118,
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, Copyright  1953 by the President and Fellows of Harvard College.

6
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(National Archives of Canada, RG 25, vol. 2710, series G-2, file 72-AN-40).
By an Exchange of Notes of August 22, 1941, the United States Government was authorized to establish weather and emergency stations at
Fort Chimo and Frobisher. These stations were to have the following equipment;
1. radio station
2. range station
3. direction finder
4. meteorological station
5. essential housing for a minimum operating personnel and aircraft emergency crew, for a medical detachment and for crews of
three large aircraft.
Geosa Uniuqsaraq: I have heard this information from one of my
relatives. He was my wife's older sister Natsivak's husband.
Natsivak and her husband used to tell stories about the
Americans. He and my wife's father are the only ones that I really
heard from. The Americans were first located on an island called
Mialigaqtaliviniq. They eventually moved here. I heard that after
Natsivak's father searched for a place for them, he located the
Americans here. They searched for the place by dogteam. He was
the one who chose this place and helped them move here. His
name was Nakasuk. That is how they ended up living here. The
Americans were searching elsewhere, not here.

Where were the Americans living?
Geosa Uniuqsaraq: At Mialigaqtaliviniq [*see photograph #4].

Why is it called Mialigaqtaliviniq?
Geosa Uniuqsaraq: The place did not have a name, and the
Americans lived there for a while. That is how they named the
place.

its Inuktitut name. They named it Mialigaqtaliviniq7. When the
Americans started living there, it got its name. People started
living there. Nakasuk lived there also.

Tomassie Naglingniq: What I'm going to talk about took place
before 1944, when we were still here in 1941, when we lived at
what is now the National Park in Qaummarviit. My grandparents
saw two ships that belonged to the Americans. They paddled
over to where those two ships were. The boats were big. In the
Pangniqtuuq dialect they call alliraq, those boats that can hold a
lot of people inside. All our family members decided to go and
see. We had two boats with the whole family in them. When we
went close to the ships, the Americans came to us on two small
boats with motors. When they got close to us, we realized they
were qallunaat wearing red life jackets. They put something on
top of their boat and everybody got scared, because we had never
seen anything like that. We thought it was a cannon. My family
Mialigaq is the term for an American in Inuktitut. Mialigaqtalik is a place
where there are Americans. Mialigaqtaliviniq/Mialigaqtaliminiq is a place
where there had been Americans. [-viniq and –miniq being dialectal
variants denoting a former place]
7

Was this before it had a name?
Geosa Uniuqsaraq: It was before it had a name. That is how it got
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thought the Americans were going to shoot them, so they started
crying. My grandfather Tigullagaq decided to do something.
Apparently he had an HBC flag, which he had obtained at
Iqalugaarjuk, which is sixty miles away from Iqaluit. He told
someone to tie it on to the end of an oar. When the Americans
saw it, they realized we were Canadians. That thing they put on
top of their boat, the one that looked like a cannon, had rope
inside. They threw the rope to our boat. It was so long that the
end landed behind us. It was to tow our boat. My grandfather's
boat did not have a motor and when they started towing us, the
boat seemed like it was going so fast that it was making a
whistling sound. Maybe because I was so young it seemed like
we were going so fast. Looking back now, we were going slowly.
Sometimes I think about that day and what their boat sounded
like. It sounded different than the present day diesel engines. The
sound of the motor went "tuk tuk tuk tuk tuk". Because diesel
powered engines aren't that fast, maybe it wasn't moving quickly.

pop and demonstrating to us. He was trying to show us how to
drink pop. I took a sip when he told me to, and my tongue felt
like it burned, but it was just Coca-Cola. When my tongue
burned, I threw the pop inside our tent and it exploded. The next
day the Americans gave out so many things, including cigarettes,
to my family and everyone else. My uncle, my grandparents and
my grandfather's cousin Nakasuk Tikivik were there. We went to
Mialigaqtaliminiq after Nakasuk was already there. He has only
one family member still alive. He lives nearby.

Who is he?

When we were towed to Mialigaqtaliminiq, we saw two
big ships. The ships were wooden, and not metal. There were a lot
of Americans. There was one American that was able to speak
Inuktitut, which he learned in Labrador. He was talking to us
through a megaphone.

Tomassie Naglingniq: Sammy Tikivik. I grew up with him. The
next day the Americans hired Inuit men to work for them.
Looking back, we have a good laugh about making $5.00 a day.
There were men trying to make uujuq, cooked seal meat, outside
and they were trying to build a camp fire, using the money they
got from the Americans. They used the $5.00 they earned for
working that day. I went on the radio once about this but I
skipped a few details that time, so it's kind of different. They
earned $5.00 a day. Sometimes they took sealskin pants and tops
from the Inuit. The Inuit only had sealskin clothing back then.
They did not have any fabric at that time.

Through a megaphone?

Clothing made out of fabric?

Tomassie Naglingniq: Yes. He said the Americans wanted to
find a location around Iqaluit, and their planes were looking for
land to build houses and a place to build an airstrip. During that
time he was talking to us in Inuktitut from the ship. Later on in
the evening we pitched our tent. We were really poor. We had
nothing with us. Back then the HBC was not at Qairulittuuq
anymore. The qallunaat started giving us biscuits, sugar, tea,
chocolate and Coca-Cola. They started opening pop and handing
them to us. There was one man with a long beard who looked
quite old. It was the first time I had ever seen a beard. His beard
was down to here [pointing to his stomach]. He was drinking the

Tomassie Naglingniq: Yes, fabric clothing. The Americans
bought clothing from Inuit even though it had been worn.

What did the Inuit use after they sold their clothing?
Tomassie Naglingniq: The Americans gave them second-hand
clothing like pants and jackets, etc. When the Inuit started
working, they got free things from the Americans everyday like
tea, etc. They also gave them things to eat. On a Saturday or a
Sunday, when the Americans were not working, they took us to
the ship and we watched a movie. We had never seen anything
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like that. Neither my grandparents nor my mother had ever seen
anything like that before. I did not have a father at that time.
Once inside the theatre on the ship we saw a big white screen. It
was really big. Niaquq, the man that spoke Inuktitut, told us to
look at the screen. They used to call him Niaquq. Niaquq learned
to speak Inuktitut in Labrador. He told us to look at the screen
because we were going to watch a war movie. My mother and her
family and a lot of other Inuit were watching. When the movie
started, everybody started yelling "ajait ajait" [meaning I'm
scared] because we never saw anything like that before. It was
like the people in the movie were coming and shooting at us, and
we were crying, us children anyway. We were even scared to
look at the screen. My mother and my grandparents were yelling
ajait when the people in the movies were shooting. The sound of
the shooting sounded like "tuk tuk tuk tuk tuk tuk". The Inuit
were ducking and taking cover, because they thought they were
being shot at.

Was this because you had never seen a movie before?
Tomassie Naglingniq: Yes, exactly. It was the first time ever. The
only qallunaat we had ever seen were working for the HBC at that
time. Sometimes we would only see one. It was the first time we
had ever seen equipment such as bulldozers. When they started
unloading the ship, their vehicles just started moving on the
ground even though they were made of metal. Looking back, we
must have thought they were from the moon. We were in
Mialigaqtaliminiq for a while. In the fall, probably in November,
when the sea ice was freezing, the Americans left
Mialigaqtaliminiq on those two ships. We moved here after they
left. We came here just by paddling our boat. The Americans did
not take us that time. That is what happened to us when they
arrived. Before the Americans arrived the Inuit were poor.

Someone said Nakasuk had a qammaq in the area near
Mialigaqtaliviniq.

Tomassie Naglingniq: Yes. He had a qammaq at that time around
this little hill, where we can't see it [in the picture #4]. I remember
there used to be a lot of tents on the land when we were children.
We were not supposed to go near the houses, because of the
wires, probably because they were worried about us. Before there
were a lot of people there in 1942, I can't remember which
building it was, probably the mess hall, we would be fed there.

Nakasuk's family weren't the only ones who lived there?
Tomassie Naglingniq: There were a lot of tents all around this
area. There were some below here, and numerous tents down the
point which are not shown in the picture. I remember them
clearly.

Simonie Michael: During 1940 and 1941, the Americans moved
to an island about twenty-five or twenty-six kilometers from
Iqaluit. The Americans started living in Tasiujarjuaq during the
winter. During the summer months, the Inuit would go caribou
hunting there. I remember caribou hunting there in 1939. But this
area did not have any caribou. That was before they had a camp
there. We would go there to look for caribou, but in 1940, the
Americans went to Mialigaqtaliviniq by dogteam and wintered
there. People would not go there because they would shoot
whatever moved during the night, even before they saw what it
was. This was because they had to be on guard all the time. They
did that all winter. It was in 1941 that Paulusi Nakasuk [*see
photographs #5 & 6] started looking for a place to build houses
with the Americans by dogteam. The next summer, a ship
arrived. The Americans brought Newfoundland workers with
them and they started building houses.

Is Mialigaqtaliminiq an island?
Simonie Michael: Yes. It is an island. Because it had a flat area
they built a landing strip and they moved there. They had two
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airplanes.

When they were starting to build houses, did you move here
with Paulusi Nakasuk?
Simonie Michael: We had wintered over in Qaummarvik. There
were a lot of whales. As we had enough whales for the winter, we
stayed there. We knew what everyone else was doing when the
Americans started moving from Mialigaqtaliviniq. That place is
after you pass Qaummarvik. Qaummarvik is about five miles
from Iqaluit. We were aware of these things going on when I was
a child. Paulusi Nakasuk was ferrying the Americans back and
forth by dogteam. That is when Iqaluit came into being.

Was Paulusi an Inuit leader?
Simonie Michael: No, he was not a leader. The Americans asked
who would be willing to work for them. My grandfather
Tigullagaq was asked but he refused. Nakasuk was just like
everybody else. He was not a leader. He started working for them
after he accepted the Americans' offer. Since he knew the land,
the Americans felt comfortable with him.

Did Nakasuk stay at the Mialigaqtaliviniq camp?
Simonie Michael: Yes, he had a qammaq there, and his dogs were
there. He used to live there.

Are you originally from Iqaluit?
Kanaju Ipeelie: Yes.

Who were your parents?
Kanaju Ipeelie: Their names were Ukaliq and Peter.

Do you know anything about Nakasuk?

Kanaju Ipeelie: We used to live in the same camp as Nakasuk.
We were living in the same camp as Nakasuk when they started
building the first houses in Mialigaqtaliminiq.

Did Nakashuk and your father work for the Americans?
Kanaju Ipeelie: Only Nakasuk worked for them when they first
came here. We didn't live here when they first came. We lived
behind this hill in the winter because we had a qammaq there. We
lived quite a distance from here when the Americans arrived.

Did you go and live there in the summer time?
Kanaju Ipeelie: We used to go there all year around, but we
didn't live in Mialigaqtaliminiq, because we had a winter camp
beyond it.

Did the Americans tell you to stay away from the houses?
Kanaju Ipeelie: They did not exactly tell us to stay away, but we
were little girls so we did not go there too much.

Did Nakasuk and his family help the Americans when they
were moving here to Iqaluit?
Kanaju Ipeelie: No, he didn't help them. The Americans were
looking for a place to move. We saw ships from Ukkusik during
the fall. People started following the ships by kayak during the
fall after there was snow on the ground, to see where they were
going. It seemed like the men from our camp were lost because
we couldn't see where they had gone. We couldn't see the land
from our camp. It was at that time when the Americans moved to
Mialigaqtaliminiq. It seemed like the men were gone for a long
time. The water was really rough in the fall. I guess they stayed
for a while because the Americans gave them free things. We
didn't know back then that you could go down there in one day
by boat. Back then it seemed like it took a long time.
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How was he related to Nakasuk?
Akaka Sataa: I knew Paulusi Nakasuk from before, when I was a
child back then. He lived in Tasiujaarjuk. That was where Tikivik
who is now deceased, had a winter camp. He was my step-father.
He married Nutaraq, the woman I call my mother. I thought he
was a qallunaaq, even though he was wearing Inuit clothing when
I saw him for the first time. He looked like a qallunaaq. That is
why he was called a qallunaaq.

Akaka Sataa: He was Nakasuk's step-brother.

Did Tikivik and Nakasuk have the same mother?
Akaka Sataa: I don't know. They probably had the same
ancestors, but I don't think that they had the same mother. I don't
know how they were brothers.

Forbes, 1953, p. 47, 63, 69-71
[p. 47] Crowell had established the Crystal Two base on an island far up the bay in October [1941] and there he had spent the winter as
commanding officer of his small garrison of ten men.
[p. 63, On July 22, 1942, in Frobisher Bay, looking for Crystal Two weather station] Examining [the island's] skyline with binoculars, my
eyes at last lit on a small flag or rag on a staff protruding from the top of the highest ridge.
[...]
We were soon rewarded by looking down from the summit on a broad stretch of level tundra, on the far side of which stood two houses
and the radio tower of Crowell's camp. As we approached, Crowell and a soldier came out to meet us with high-powered rifles loaded and
ready to repel an invading force. Happily, Crowell recognized me. He had received no word of our coming, nor had his radio operator
heard our message of the day before. We took them wholly by surprise.
[p. 69] ...examination of the proposed field by Crowell's camp proved it to be inadequate for an airport of the size required. We must
therefore proceed to the head of the bay as soon as possible and examine the site favored by Hubbard, lying east of the Sylvia Grinnel River
and abutting on Koojesse Inlet.
[p. 70] About 6:30 P.M. the Polaris and the Morrissey anchored in 20 fathoms near a high island beyond which we could see the wide
expanse of level land which was evidently the proposed airport site. Crowell and Barkin were eager to get ashore and examine the terrain
and lost no time in mobilizing an Army tent and camping gear. The idea of spending the first night ashore at this important site appealed to
me strongly and I tossed my sleeping bag into the lowered whaleboat. With us was Paluchi, an Eskimo patriarch of Frobisher Bay whom
Crowell had taken on as guide, philosopher, and friend, factotum and counselor soon after his arrival the previous October.
[...]
Before the sun set we had pitched our tent on a level bench of turf, moss, and wild flowers, commanding a beautiful view of the bay and the
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wide plain, destined soon to become a great airport.
[...]
Crowell and Barkin in their eagerness to explore the ground for airport development, breakfasted hastily on a slice of bread and a bit of
ham and made off when the sun was barely above the horizon. I accepted Paluchi's offer of a cup of tea and then explored on my own...
[p. 71] It was now clear that this was the place for the airport. The terrain was excellent, with level ground extending nearly the entire 6,000
feet needed for an ample runway. Bulldozers could easily level it as far as was needed. The harbor, readily accessible from the bay, offered
a good anchorage for ships of any size that would come in.

"Paluchi" was written in the archives. Nakasuk was not
written at all.
Martha Michael: People called him two names, Paulusi and
Nakasuk. When people had the same name, they would
differentiate between them by giving them a second name, even
though they didn't have last names yet. That is how they
differentiated between them. That is why he had a second name.
Some of the people used to have only one name.

Tomassie Naglingniq: We were related to Nakasuk through my
mother. Natsivak, Qattaapik, Qimmiataaq, Jaimisi and Sammy
Tikivik were Nakasuk's children. Jaimisi and Sammy were
brothers. I remember Nakasuk and his wife and his mother very
well. There was Sammy's real mother, his mother, his father, his
grandmother, his older grandmother, brothers Davidee and
Siqiniq and Natsivak, Qattaapik, and Qimmiataaq. There were
seven of them. Six of them have passed away [*see photograph
#7].

Was Sammy his son?
Tomassie Naglingniq: Yes. Sammy is the only one still alive.
They used to live in Mialigaqtaliminiq.

Anugaaq Arnaqquq: I remember when Nakasuk initially started
working for the Americans. I used to see Nakasuk. His youngest
son is still alive today. He is alive but he is not young anymore.
Jose Kusugaq, which organization was he the president of?

NTI [Nunavut Tunngavik Inc.]
Anugaaq Arnaqquq: I told him that although Nakasuk's son who
is still alive can't be recognized because he is the son of the
founder, that something should be done. All he said was that was
something that should be considered. Perhaps he just said that.
The son of the first person who worked with the Americans is still
alive. If it was possible for him to receive something that was
useful to him, when the new Government was formed in 1999,
although it didn't need to be anything big, I mentioned to him
that I thought this was something that should be considered. I'm
not going to go around and try to organize people into doing this,
but I think, in the way of the qallunaat, as a descendant, he should
be given recognition. He is not thinking about this. I'm just trying
to help him.

Who is his son?
Anugaaq Arnaqquq: Sammy is his son.
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Why was Nakasuk important to you?

Who was Sheutiapik that you mentioned earlier?

Anugaaq Arnaqquq: I can say that he didn't speak any English.
He had never been to school. When he was asked to work, he
accepted immediately. He couldn't converse with them. I can't
remember how long he worked. I never heard anyone say that he
was not liked, but I also never heard anyone say what an
exceptional worker he was. He probably tried to do his best
although he didn't know any English. He was the first Inuk that
worked for the Americans. I can say that they didn't have any
objection to this. Although I never spent time with him, I saw him
when I was young. I can tell you that setting up a camp is not
easy. These Americans wanted to set up a camp in the north.
There was nothing. There were no trees. It was dark. There were
blizzards. There was nothing in place at all. I am in awe of how
he helped those qallunaat set up camp here. I once asked Sammy
whether he remembered the time they came to Iqaluit and set up
the camp. He was quite young but I thought he was old enough
to remember. He said that he didn't remember it.

Sammy Tikivik: Sheutiapik was an RCMP officer stationed at
Kimmirut. I don't recall his last name but he was a police officer.
Jonah Kelly was his son-in-law. He knew him well.

Sammy Tikivik: I was not old enough to remember when my
mother died. When I was a little boy, she died. I grew up at
Mialigaqtaliviniq when the Americans were there. There weren't
many people living at the first site at that time. My father's name
was Paulusi Nakasuk. The Americans wanted him to work for
them. While my father was paddling his kayak, the Americans
hired him. While Sheutiapik and Ningiuraapik were living in
Kimmirut, the Americans came to fetch him by boat to work for
them.

Your father found this place. Is that why others started to
live here?

When you arrived at the site, did you stay for a long time?
Sammy Tikivik: I grew up at Mialigaqtaliviniq. My mother was
pregnant with me when they came up from further down the bay.
I was born at Mialigaqtaliviniq.

Were your father and Sheutiapik related?
Sammy Tikivik: Everybody was related to each other around
here in some way. His wife Ningiuraapik was related to us.

Did the Americans visit you? Did you visit them?
Sammy Tikivik: There was no problem visiting. They left after I
started to get to know them.

What did your father do for the Americans?
Sammy Tikivik: They needed employees so they took him and
he started working for them. That was before anybody was living
in Iqaluit. He was told to look for a place where they could build
houses. He found this place called Saaqu, but at low tide it was
very muddy so he found this place, Iqaluit.

Sammy Tikivik: Yes. They already knew about this area, because
they had come here by kayak to go caribou hunting.

After the Americans left, did you ever return to
Mialigaqtaliviniq?
Sammy Tikivik: No. We would just camp there. There was no
one living there anymore, and the houses were gone.

In 1998, I went out camping at Mialigaqtaliviniq. I saw the
place where your old qammaq was and also three graves. Do
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you know who they were?

Why was the Nakasuk School named after him?

Sammy Tikivik: One of the graves was my mother's mother
Naullaq and my father's grandmother's mother, but I forget her
name. And the one beside her, there's one that is only covered
with rocks.

Who's relative was the one covered with rocks?

Lucatsie Nowdlak: That is what they do. There is also the
Arnakallak Building. I don't know why these buildings are
named after a person. Maybe it is to help remember our
ancestors, who had lived here. We are not to forget the words of
our ancestors. We have to know what they did. Our father told us
not to forget the words of our ancestors.

Sammy Tikivik: I think it was my sister Nakasumak's child's
grave, but I only think so.

Was it named after him because he helped the Americans?

Your father's name is used at the local school here. Is it
because people had trust in him?
Sammy Tikivik: I am not quite sure, but I think so.

Lucatsie Nowdlak: Yes. There are other reasons too. Nakasuk
never changed, even when the qallunaat started coming. He tried
to remain a good person. He was a good person. There was
nothing bad that happened. The Americans were good. They
didn't do anything wrong.

Forbes, 1953, p. 118-120.
The next day, August 19 [1943], we were scheduled to set out in the Morrissey on a threefold errand. First there was the transportation of
Paluchi and all his family, dogs, worldly goods, and household goods. Paluchi was the versatile and obliging Eskimo who was Crowell's
"factotum" throughout his year at the island base down the bay. Crowell found him most helpful, and on leaving Frobisher Bay bequeathed
him to his successors. But, alas, when Crowell left, no one remained who understood the Innuit, and the Army personnel expunged him
from the Government payroll. Now they wanted to ship him and his family back to his old hunting ground on Crowell Island.
Major Davies, having no suitable boat available, asked us if we could take the party down, eight people, about ten dogs, and all their
goods, including a winter's supply of flour.
[...]
[p. 119] So it was all arranged that Paluchi and his tribe should come aboard at 7:30 A.M. and we should lead the Eagle out through Bartlett
Narrows, then cross the bay to Crowell Island and land the Eskimos there.
Bright and early, a barge came alongside and dumped about a ton of Innuit baggage on our deck. Seven-thirty came, then 8:00, and
our binoculars revealed no trace of approaching Eskimos. [...] Slowly we went out and when 8:30 came and nothing had stirred on the
beach we decided that we shouldn't keep the Eagle waiting any longer. So we put on speed and went on our way with the baggage but not
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its owners. [...] Thence we crossed to Crowell Harbor where to our amazement we found an M-T boat by the shore and a tent on the beach.
This little 28-foot boat had brought Paluchi and his kith and kin, dogs and all, 26 miles down the bay from the base. They had been ready to
sail with us on schedule, but Major Davies had been unable to procure a boat to bring them aboard the Morrissey, and only after we had
gone had he succeeded in mobilizing the boat. Not only had she brought eight Eskimos and as many dogs across the rough waters of the
bay, but another ton or so of supplies. How they all got into her was more than we could see.
[...]
The problem now was to get the double load of Eskimo dunnage ashore. Captain Bob felt that he had already done enough for Paluchi, and
his whaleboats were needed for our work. An old dory was fetched from the shore and filled with a first load. Paluchi paddled out in his
kayak and tried to tow the dory to the beach. The wind was so strong against him [p. 120] that he could barely make any progress. It is hard
to discourage an Eskimo, and for some minutes we watched him, patient and uncomplaining, as he paddled valiantly toward the distant
shore. At last Captain Bob's compassion prevailed and he ordered the whaleboat to take Paluchi ashore, towing the loaded dory.

Were you living here when the Americans arrived?
Akisu Joamie: Yes, I've lived here all my life. I was born here.
Therefore I know what it was like before. I experienced it. My
ancestors, and my father lived here too. I remember when the
ones that people call Americans started coming here.

They were not allowed to visit the qallunaat?
Akisu Joamie: Yes. Nakasuk was living among them, but when
he stopped working, he left. Not here, but down there
somewhere. This land is now called Mialigaqtaliviniq.

Here to Iqaluit or on the island?

Were you here when Nakasuk and his family moved here?

Akisu Joamie: I saw them go to the island. They wintered down
there on the island. There were only seven q a l l u n a a t at
Aukkannilik. One family was living in the qammaq. They were the
only Inuit living there; the parents and their children.

Akisu Joamie: Nakasuk and his family? Yes.

Was this Nakasuk's family?
Akisu Joamie: Yes, it was Nakasuk and his family. The
Americans moved here to Iqaluit once the ice broke up. The
family also moved here with them. They were the only Inuit
family living here amongst the qallunaat, but they didn't move in
with the qallunaat. They lived separately. I'm not sure when, but
they moved to where Inuit were living after a while. There were a
lot of qallunaat. The Inuit were restricted from having any contact
with them. Even though the Nakasuk family was living here, they
were not allowed to visit the qallunaat.

Did you see them move here?
Akisu Joamie: I was present when they moved here. They also
moved from here to where they were living before. When people
lived in camps down there, he moved. When the Americans came
here, they were taken from their camp. Maybe the Americans
wanted Inuit to work for them and do things for them. This was
in 1942 when Inuit had tents around here.

Did you ever go to Mialigaqtaliviniq, the island occupied by
the Americans?
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Jimmy Nooshoota: I only went once with my father Sheutiapik,
when he was working for the police as a guide. When I was a
boy, my father would take me along on his dogteam or on his
boat. I saw Nakasuk for the first time when we went walrus
hunting. When we came to Iqaluit by dogteam from Kimmirut, I
would see Nakasuk because he was already living here.

Did you see tents on the island where the Americans were?
Jimmy Nooshoota: Yes, but the qallunaat were living in houses.
There were warehouse stores, because they were living there.
Nakasuk and his family lived in more of a qammaq type building.

Martha Tikivik: There is a place called Mialigaqtaliviniq on an
island close to the land. I believe Nakasuk tried locating the
Americans there when they first arrived. Because water wasn't
available except on the next island, they moved further up north.
We spent the winter there when we returned to this area. There
were two houses. There was food that was rotting, blankets, and
other supplies that had been left behind. I heard that people from
Kimmirut took most of the supplies that were left in one of those
houses. It could have been people from here too, obviously. The
Americans had moved here in Iqaluit from this island.

Did you make a stop on the island to visit the Americans?
Jimmy Nooshoota: Yes. We went to the island with the others
and we walked around the camp.

Were there many Americans?
Jimmy Nooshoota: I cannot remember how many there were.
Iqaluit had already become a community. There were people
there all the time. There were three or four left behind to guard
the remaining equipment back then.

Is that why the police stopped there? Did they come across
the Americans by accident?

When you went to the Mialigaqtaliviniq camp were the
buildings still standing?
Mary Peter: There were only two buildings left. The others had
been torn down. The two remaining buildings were the main
building and the storage building. Both buildings had been left
with things inside. We would go and get things when told to do
so, but we never took anything valuable because they hadn't been
given to us.

Who was it that would tell you to get things from there?

Jimmy Nooshoota: While we were hunting walrus, we passed the
island that was occupied by the Americans and Nakasuk was
there with some qallunaat.

Mary Peter: Our parents. We would only take what we needed.
We tried not to take more than we needed. Our parents wouldn't
allow us to take more than was needed.

Did Nakasuk leave with you?

What kind of food did you get from there?

Jimmy Nooshoota: No. He was living on the island with the
Americans as hired help, so he did not even notice us when we
were leaving. He was not about to leave then.

Mary Peter: Soups and drink crystals.

Had you eaten this stuff before, or was this the first time that
you tried any of this?
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Mary Peter: I lived with my mother when she was at the hospital,
so I already knew about qallunaat food.

Did your mother work at the hospital?
Mary Peter: No she was a patient there. She was taken over there
when I was only four years old, so I accompanied her.

What were your relatives' names?
Uqi Kunuk: Jimmy was my father's younger brother's name. My
brother Saullu, my grandfather's sister and my mother's father,
who were also our immediate family members, were already
living here.

What other items were there, besides the food?

When you came here, did you live with one of your family
members, or did you have a place of your own?

Mary Peter: There was all sorts of bedding. There were
mattresses, pillows and blankets. A boat came from Kimmirut
and those items were taken. When the people arrived, they
loaded up their boat with them.

Uqi Kunuk: We always had our own place. We used to live in
another camp before we came here. We came here in the winter
and summer. We lived down there. Nobody lived in one camp.
They lived in their own camps.

Were those who came to get the stuff from the military?

What were those camps called?

Mary Peter: They were ordinary people. They weren't even
employees. Those that were already living there felt unable to
confront them. They wouldn't take any of the furnishings because
they felt that to do so would be stealing. They didn't want to
steal. It turns out that some other people were going to come and
fetch them. It should have been us who took the stuff.

Uqi Kunuk: When we came here from Pangniqtuuq we went to
Mialigaqtaliminiq first. I don't know what they call it in English.
When we moved from Mialigaqtaliminiq, we went to my
grandfather's old camp in Illaulittuuq.

Did Nakasuk come and visit you while you were living at
Mialigaqtaliviniq?

Uqi Kunuk: Yes I remember it well. That was the place where
they stayed. That was where they kept the generator, and that
was the cafeteria. We had a qammaq down the hill.

Mary Peter: We went there after they had left and were living in
Iqaluit. We spent the winter with his daughter Natsivak and her
family.

Did you have any relatives already living here when you
came back to the Frobisher Bay area?
Uqi Kunuk: My father's younger brother stayed behind when we
moved to Clyde River, so we already had relatives living here.

Here is a picture of Mialigaqtaliminiq [*see photograph #4].

Were those houses still standing when you went there?
Uqi Kunuk: Yes, they were. When we lived there nobody took
things from the houses and nobody went inside. We did not
know that the Americans weren't coming back for them.
Although there was a lot of food and blankets, my parents never
touched them.

Did you live in the same camp as Mary Peter?
Uqi Kunuk: She is my adopted sister. My parents adopted her
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in 1947 we went to our old camp at Illaulittuuq.

from Pangniqtuuq.

Did people from Kimmirut go there and take everything from
the houses?
Uqi Kunuk: Yes. They arrived from Kimmirut on a big boat
when we were still there. They took a lot of food. Some were even
carrying food on their shoulders. My parents did not take
anything. My father would never take anything without asking
first. Although they were taking a lot of things, we did not take
anything. We left Mialigaqtaliminiq when the houses were still
standing. It was after we had gone that all the stuff was taken and
the houses were torn down.

Did you know the people who went to Mialigaqtaliminiq?
Uqi Kunuk: Sheutiapik and Ningiuraapik owned the boats. They
came with a lot of other people.

Do you know if they were sent by the RCMP or did they go
there on their own?
Uqi Kunuk: They went to Iqaluit first to go and see the
Americans. Then they came from Iqaluit by boat.

Did they take the things for their own use?
Uqi Kunuk: Yes. They were for their own use. People used to get
things from the Americans in Iqaluit. Maybe that's why they went
there first.

Did they go back to Kimmirut?
Uqi Kunuk: Yes. They went back there.

How long were you in Mialigaqtaliminiq?
Uqi Kunuk: All year. We went there in the fall of 1946, and then
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CHAPTER 3
U.S. WEATHER STATIONS –
RECOLLECTIONS FROM KIMMIRUT (LAKE HARBOUR) AND CLYDE RIVER
Royal Canadian Mounted Police Detachment, Daily Diary for Lake Harbour, 1943-1944
Saturday April 17, 1943
Lieut. D. Irwin, and two natives arrived in p.m. - 2 teams of dogs - from Frobisher Bay. Irwin was quartered at this detachment, natives in
S/Const. Sheutiapik's quarters.
Saturday April 24, 1943
U.S. Plane arrived this a.m. landed on harbour with wheels - snow pretty deep - Pilot Harlow - Sergt. Chambers, U.S. Army and Kilgour H.B.C. Post Manager, Lake Harbour were occupants of plane from Frobisher Bay. Plane remained over night - Pilot Harlow quartered at
this detachment. Chambers is radio man for Lake Harbour Station. U.S. Army establishing weather station at Lake Harbour. Capt. Goodale
to be in charge - total strength 7 men.
Lake Harbour Historical Data, April 1943 to 15 May 1944, Army Air Force - Army Airways Communications System, Detachment 136th AACS
Squadron, via APO 692, Presque Isle, Maine (USAF Historical Research Agency)
One of the first advanced weather outposts on the Great Circle route to Europe, AACS Station WXAW, was activated in April 1943 at Lake
Harbour, Baffin Island, NWT. [...]
This station is attached to the North Atlantic Division of the ATC and the men who are responsible for its continual operation 24 hours
daily are placed here on detached service from Crystal 2.
[...]
Due to the speed with which this base was first decided upon, there were at first no facilities for housing or feeding. The Hudson's Bay
Company, however, provided a Native shack and this was used for about seven months. Each man used a sleeping bag and the floor of the
shack was used as a bed. Food was prepared in the open whenever possible. Several times fuel became short and driftwood was used in its
stead.
[...]
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During the period from April until September, when supplies and building material were shipped in, these men continued living in the
Native shack. Some supplies of food were sent from the Main Base, but for the most part, food was supplied by the Hudson's Bay
Company.

Were there any Americans in Kimmirut?
Jimmy Nooshoota: Yes. There were a few Americans; perhaps
five or six in the 1940s.

Did they live close to the settlement?
Jimmy Nooshoota: They had houses and lived around Kimmirut
for a number of years during the war with Germany. I think they
were standing guard in Kimmirut. There used to be Americans
living in houses on the other side of Kimmirut.

Were you scared the first time you saw the Americans?
Jimmy Nooshoota: When Inuit saw qallunaat or ships arrive, they
would always greet them. When a ship arrived, Inuit would go
out and greet the people aboard, hoping that they would be given
items like tea or cigarettes. The Inuit did not seem to be afraid of
the qallunaat at all, because whenever a ship arrived, they would
go out in their boats to meet the people on board.

Was there any difference between the qallunaat that arrived?
For example, the Americans, the missionaries, and the
traders?
Jimmy Nooshoota: I am not really sure. There was a missionary
in Kimmirut that had been there ever since I can remember. He
used to give sermons to the people. Then the Americans came. I
do not recall if they ever attended church services. They were
there, but I don't recall if they visited one another.

They did not visit each other?

Jimmy Nooshoota: No. They did not socialize with each other,
even though there was no enmity between them. I didn't see them
together at all.

How about the Hudson's Bay Company employees or the
police, did they visit the Americans at all?
Jimmy Nooshoota: They only got together when there was a time
of celebration. Those were the only times that I saw them together
at all. They only communicated by writing notes because there
were no telephones in those days.
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: He used to deliver notes.
Jimmy Nooshoota: Yes, that's right. I used to deliver notes.

Where were you born?
Peter Atsitaq: I was born at a camp near Kimmirut. I was told I
was born there.

Were you in Kimmirut when the Americans were there?
Peter Atsitaq: Yes. They were in Kimmirut for a while when I
was young. They were radio operators. I'm going to tell you a
story about the war. When I was a young man I remember clearly
that there was a war going on. The radio operators went to
Kimmirut, and we were told by the Americans that there was a
war going on. Back then we used to live in separate camps behind
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Kimmirut; each family had its own camp. Getting back to the
radio operators, we had heard from them that there was a war
going on. All of a sudden all these airplanes started to fly over
our camps, and we knew right then and there that we were going
to die. The airplanes were big and small. The small ones were
really fast. There was one big one I saw, and it was huge. It had
some kind of pipe attached to the tail of the plane. We realized
that they were refueling the airplanes from that huge plane while
they were still flying. One plane would go under the huge plane
to fuel up, and then another one would go. They were taking
turns refueling. I think they were really clever because the pipe
was hardly visible. At that time I was able to run fast, but the
planes would disappear behind the hill. We had heard that they
were going to bomb Kimmirut and Iqaluit.

Who told the Inuit people about the war?
Peter Atsitaq: We were told by the qallunaat.

Did they hear about it on those old radios that needed to be
tapped?
Peter Atsitaq: Yes, on those old radios. The manager in Kimmirut
knew how to operate a radio very well. He would always keep us
posted about the war. We were told not to be scared. Those
airplanes I mentioned, they told us that they were surveillance
aircraft. We did not find out exactly where they were going,
because I did not see where they went. Someone told me to go to
Kimmirut because I had a dogteam, but I refused, so they sent
somebody else. We were able to go from our camp to Kimmirut
and return the same day. The man who went to Kimmirut
returned before we were killed. We realized that they were
watching us. Then they changed direction. There was a lot of
planes of different sizes. The biggest plane was a tanker. They
were refueling from that plane. The man who went to Kimmirut
told us that the Americans were going somewhere far away. He
also told us that the planes that we saw were surveillance planes.

They were refueling while they were still flying?
Peter Atsitaq: Yes. They were refueling. I've not only heard about
this, I've seen that a couple of times. Remember I told you that we
knew we were going to be killed. We were just listening and
waiting for something to happen. No one was saying anything
either, because we were waiting for them to kill us. There were a
lot of planes that we could see that were coming our way. It
seemed like they saw our camp and our qammaq. They were
heading to Kimmirut after they flew by our camp. We could see
them easily, because the sky was clear. When the person who
went to Kimmirut arrived he did not even tie up his dogs. He just
ran to our place and told us not to be scared because those planes
were just surveillance planes. I ran indoors because I wanted to
hear. After he told us that, we were able to relax, and we started
having tea. One person was so scared that he spilled his tea. He
had never done that before. We were told that we weren't going
to die, not just yet, because the Germans were still far away. We
were able to have tea at my parents after we heard this.

The Americans were in Kimmirut. Did you know that they
were in Iqaluit also?
Peter Atsitaq: We had heard that they were in Iqaluit too, and
that there were a lot of them there. The ones that were in
Kimmirut did not stay long. The Americans in Kimmirut always
had their guns ready. Even when dogteams went to Kimmirut
they would check everything out. After, when I was living in
Kimmirut, they had us keep our dogteams handy and therefore
we didn't go out much during the spring. They wanted us around
in case planes arrived, or if they dropped any parachutes. During
that time, because we were intimidated, we would walk when we
went out hunting, even though we should have been using our
dogteams. This only occurred for a short time. Maybe they were
told something, because when it was still winter we were able to
use the dogs again. The Americans were stopping Inuit who lived
in the area from going to Kimmirut. We used to hear about that. I
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was looking for a job. I really wanted to come here to Iqaluit. Not
everyone who wanted to work was chosen. It was only those who
were selected who would come. Not everyone could come.

Akaka Sataa: People said that they had Germans with them.

The dogteams arriving were stopped by the Americans?

Akaka Sataa: Yes. They were the slaves of the Americans.

Peter Atsitaq: They would be out with their dogs during the day,
but the Americans would prevent them from using them at night.
That's how I remember it. I was a young man at that time, and I
have forgotten some parts. It seemed like the radio operators
could not sleep at the same time. They always took turns
listening. We were told that. We were told not to bother the
Americans. Because I was young, I never got close to the soldiers
or their houses. My father would go to the HBC during the day,
but I did not go because I was too young. When the Americans
gave us anything, even things they were going to throw away, we
were always happy. When the Americans were outside, and they
had apples and oranges, we were always afraid to ask for some.

How did they get here? Did the Germans come here by
submarine?

The dogteams that you mentioned, were they used to guard
the area?

Akaka Sataa: Yes.

Peter Atsitaq: Yes. They were guarding the area in case anyone
dropped any men by parachute. Maybe that's why they had them
guarding. In the summer time the army used to walk around,
keeping watch over the land. The Americans I'm talking about
seemed well off. They were like that.

Akaka Sataa: When the Americans were in Kimmirut for the last
time, it was said that they held Germans captive. I think they
were from Germany. They were put there. They helped the
Americans; they were looked after by the Americans.

Did you see the Germans?

Were they captured while they were trying to come here?

Akaka Sataa: I don't know. When I went there, someone told me
that one of the radio operators was German. He always listened
to the radio. He would take apart the radio and put different
parts in it afterwards. I saw him outside when I was seventeen
years old8. Some of them were working. They stayed there all
winter and summer. They built houses. There was a ship and they
were unloading the materials. Everybody was helping with the
sea lift. I helped as well.

The Germans were unloading the ship?

Did you see any Germans?
Jimmy Nooshoota: Only a few. When the Americans would
overcome the German opposition, they would hold them as
Questioned about German prisoners in Kimmirut, Bill MacKenzie
answered: I never heard of that. It wouldn't be prisoners though… There's a
lot of Germans in America, and I don't think that they would be prisoners of
war… That could have been German nationality; the American population is so
vast and with so many different ethnicities. The Germans had come in off the
coasts of Baffin Island, they found evidence of that after, they had these remote
weather stations. They had all the technical knowledge back then, you know.
The Germans are very well organized…
8
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prisoners. The Germans eventually started working for the
Americans and co-existed with them. So we used to see people
that others referred to as Germans. When we came here to Iqaluit
to work, we would see Germans here too.

How old were you when you first saw a German?
Jimmy Nooshoota: I was twelve or thirteen years of age when the
Americans arrived. I was told that there were Germans with
them.

Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: He was Martha Nujaliaq's late father.

So Josephie came later?
Jimmy Nooshoota: Yes.

Did the Inuit arrive here with the Americans?
Jimmy Nooshoota: No. The family did not come here. Only the
qallunaat came here.

When World War II was going on, were there many
Germans taken by the Americans?
Jimmy Nooshoota: No, only one. There was only one German
amidst all those qallunaat. When the war was over, the Americans
were picked up and taken to Iqaluit by airplane.

Did the Americans bring their Inuit employees here?
Jimmy Nooshoota: They had one family with them in Kimmirut,
but only the father was working for the Americans.

Do you remember if the person was from Kimmirut, or was
he from some other camp?
Jimmy Nooshoota: The person's name was Mikijjuk. He was Ann
Hanson's late father.
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: What was the name of the other man?
Jimmy Nooshoota: Josephie only came later.

Do you remember when the Americans were in Kimmirut?
Martha Kilabuk: Yes. We still lived in our camps, but when we
travelled to Kimmirut, we would see them.

Did the Americans live right by the HBC?
Martha Kilabuk: The HBC workers lived up there. The
Americans lived a little further down. The land is pretty rough in
Kimmirut. That is why the HBC and the Americans did not live
side by side.

Do you remember if the Americans had any Inuit employees?
Martha Kilabuk: No, I don't remember if they had any Inuit
employees. I do remember that they had one man named
Josephie who worked for them, but he was not an Inuk.

Lake Harbour Historical Data, August 1944, Army Air Force - Army Airways Communications System, Detachment 136th AACS Squadron, via APO
692, Presque Isle, Maine (USAF Historical Research Agency)
The Iris departed [Lake Harbour] on the first of Sept. 44, early departure being necessary so as to reach more northern outposts and escape
the danger of being frozen in somewhere in the Davis Straits. Because of this hasty departure, much of the building, which had been
started while the boat was here, was now turned over, for completion, to the men who would continue making this location their home.
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Much remained to be done, and we can be very grateful for the carpentry and plumbing work supplied by our Native laborer, Mickeyjuke.
Much of the heavy work could have been handled by ourselves, however, his ingenuity and cleverness prevented much waste of material
and did hasten the completion of the job.

Were you in Iqaluit in 1943 or '44 or '45?
Anugaaq Arnaqquq: After the Americans went to Iqaluit, they
visited Kimmirut. I think that there were seven or eight of them.
They went there to work, to observe the weather during 1940 or
'41 or '42, around there. They built houses there. They wanted an
Inuk to live with them so one did.

What was his name?
Anugaaq Arnaqquq: His name was Mikijjuk. His other name was
Makivvik. Mikijjuk was my brother- in-law.

When did they take this picture?
Anugaaq Arnaqquq: Around 1942 or 1943. This is his house. He
built it himself. The material was not meant for a house. He built
it after obtaining the plywood from the Americans.

Did he build it for the Americans?
Anugaaq Arnaqquq: He built it while he was working for them.

Was the house inhabited by the Americans or by him?

about a hundred miles from Kimmirut where we wintered over, I
became sick. We were hungry and I was sick. I wrote a letter to
my brother-in-law who was with the Americans, and he came
and picked me up. I have said before that I would like to be
interviewed regarding the Americans who were in Kimmirut
during 1940, '42, and '43. They stayed in Kimmirut during that
time. The Americans were very helpful. They helped us out when
we were without food.
I think that if Mikijjuk did not come and get me, I would
have died, for I was very skinny from hunger and I was really
sick. There was no government then. The only qallunaat at that
time were the Hudson's Bay employees, the minister and the
police. Those were the only qallunaat in Kimmirut, and of course
the Americans, but there was no government. Since the mail was
picked up by the Americans, I wrote a letter. The person who
took my letter was an American. After that I started eating, and I
became better and I was not so skinny anymore. The American
houses were heated with coal. We used to get it ready for them
even though we were not getting paid. I was really helped by the
Americans. They gave me food, and chocolates. We were given
whatever food there was when Mikijjuk was away when I was
young. That is why I have fond memories of them.

Anugaaq Arnaqquq: He built it for himself. In 1943 or 1944,
Royal Canadian Mounted Police Detachment, Daily Diary for Lake Harbour, 1945-1946
Wednesday February 13, 1946
Cst. Bates + Cst. Jeffers - assisting U.S. Army personnel evacuating Station. [...] Col. Schurter - U.S. AAF - arrived via Norseman and
evacuated two members local detachment.
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Thursday February 14, 1946
Col. Schurter evacuated 3 remaining men, via Norseman this date.

Tomassie Naglingniq: When we were still in Kimmirut in 1944,
there were some Americans there. They had three houses there in
1945 and 1946. Around 1946 they were celebrating because the
Germans were defeated. The few Inuit in Kimmirut were given
food and cigarettes and were invited to dinner. That's what

happened. Josephie, the one in the picture [*see photograph #35],
used to work for the Americans too. He and Ann Hanson's father
used to work for them. Anugaaq Arnaqquq used to work there
too.

Hudson's Bay Company, Clyde [River] Journal of Events, Outfit 274, September 1943, p. 1
On morning of 8th seaplane P3, called on us, while on patrol. Lieut. Tomlin and crew all came ashore for a short time. R.M.S. "Nascopie"
arrived early on 11th, and left again 14th. After all the freight was landed there was hardly a bare patch on the beach. Construction started
right away, and good progress was made. U.S.A. had prefabricated buildings so went ahead a little faster, completing their five buildings
by the 18th. Ionic boys [DOT weather station established the year before] made good time too, and were closed in, on all their three
buildings, with most of the concrete bases for their poles also complete by 19th. Meantime we have a full house, with all the Ionic people
sleeping upstairs, and messing along with us.
Army boys went on the air on evening on 29th, and released the first Radiosonde balloon on afternoon of 30th.
Pallu Nowdlak: My father was transferred to Clyde River by the
Hudson's Bay Company. All of my relatives left, including my
uncles and grandparents.
I know that the Americans were very good. They were the
only ones that I recall when I was a child. Today, here in town, I
pass by other qallunaat and they don't notice you at all. I often
wonder why the Americans had to go. When I was a child they

were here before we arrived. I think it was in 1942 when the
Americans went to Clyde River. They went there to build houses,
and to keep watch. I don't know exactly when, for I was just a
child at the time. The Americans were already in Iqaluit. There
were others who went to Clyde River. Shortly after we came back
to Iqaluit the Americans left. It was when the Canadians started
taking over. I don't know much about when the Americans
started arriving here.
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While we were living in Clyde River, we went to the army
ship to watch a movie for free. It was the first time that I saw one.
It was a comedy that had birds that were arguing in it. While the
movie was on, I tried walking towards it but my mother stopped
me by grabbing me by my shirt. It seemed so real. That was the
first time I saw a movie and that was my response.

While you were watching the movie, did you sit with the
Americans?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes. They were really good people; very much
so. I would often visit the Americans during the evenings. They
didn't mind being visited. They would let us listen to records at
their place. They were huge records, those big ones that you had
to wind.

Were they even bigger than normal ones?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes. They were very loud, and they were really
big. They were slow and only played for a short time.

my father had lived when he was a teenager. We were up there
for about six years. The elders were given the opportunity to go
back to where they had lived before. Our father wanted us to see
where he grew up. We were in Pangniqtuuq when the Americans
first arrived.

When you and your family were in Clyde River, were there
any Americans there?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: There were American radio operators because
the war had broken out. They were listening to make sure
nothing was happening. They were part of the military.

Were they many?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: There were about six of them. They travelled
there by ship only, because there were no planes coming in at all
at that time, although one plane did come up. We were still in
Pangniqtuuq before there were planes landing.

Did you grow up here in Iqaluit?

Were you born here in Iqaluit?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: No. I was born outside of this area, around
the bay.

Inuit used to have a leader in their camp long ago. Who was
the leader in your camp?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: Our father Nowdlak.

Do you remember when the Americans arrived here in
Iqaluit?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: We were not here when they came. We had
travelled by boat to Clyde River and Pangniqtuuq, to see where

Uqi Kunuk: Yes, but we did not always live here. Before I was
old enough to remember we moved to Clyde River. After I was
old enough to remember we moved from Pangniqtuuq to Iqaluit
in 1946. We had always lived in this area. I was born around this
area.

What were your parents' names?
Uqi Kunuk: My father's name was Davidee Arnakallak and my
mother's name was Anirniq.

Did you move here in 1946?
Uqi Kunuk: Yes. We moved back here then.
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Have you been here ever since?
Uqi Kunuk: After I was married to my husband we moved
around for a while.

Why did you decide to come back here to Iqaluit?
Uqi Kunuk: We came back because we are originally from here.

Did one of your family members work for the Americans? Is
that why you came back?
Uqi Kunuk: My father went to work for the HBC in Clyde River.
We left Clyde River because the manager my father was working
for also left. We spent two years in Pangniqtuuq. After that, we
came back here because we had always lived here. My father did
not have work with the Americans. My father did not come here
to work.

Were you already living in Clyde River when the Americans
arrived there?
Uqi Kunuk: We moved to Clyde River from here by ship when I
was still a baby. A few years later the Americans went up there.

Did the Americans build houses like the ones you saw in
Mialigaqtaliviniq?
Uqi Kunuk: These houses look a little bit whiter than the ones
that were in Clyde River. The houses in Clyde were camouflaged.
Like every other military, they camouflaged their equipment.
They did that to the roofs.

Do you know why they did that?
Uqi Kunuk: The military tends to camouflage their equipment.
They did that here in Iqaluit too.

Were there Americans near Clyde River?

Were there a lot of Inuit living in Clyde River?

Uqi Kunuk: Yes. We left after the Americans had arrived in
Clyde River.

Uqi Kunuk: No, there were only three families living in Clyde
River, where there were qallunaat. Inuit from other camps went to
Clyde River to go to the HBC.

Were there a lot of Americans in Clyde River?
Uqi Kunuk: There weren't that many. I was too young to
remember exactly how many there were.

Was anybody scared of the Americans?
Uqi Kunuk: No, we had a good friendship with them. They used
to give us snacks, and we would visit and play with them. Some
Inuit were scared of qallunaat, but I was never scared of them
because I grew up around them. With my father working for the
HBC, I was around them all the time. I did not know how to be
scared.

Did the Americans have any Inuit working for them?
Uqi Kunuk: I remember they had one Inuk working for them.
They had his wife working as a janitor too. Her husband would
dump garbage and fix things up. I remember them, but maybe
there were more Inuit working as well.

Do you know if Inuit gave any country food to the
Americans after they went hunting?
Uqi Kunuk: No, I never saw anything like that. I don't know if
anyone gave country food to the Americans, but my father used
to give caribou meat to the HBC manager and his co-worker. He
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would mostly give them caribou meat, but I never saw anyone
give country food to the Americans.

When you moved back here, were you already used to living
around the Americans?

Uqi Kunuk: Yes.

Were there more Americans here compared to Clyde River?
Uqi Kunuk: Yes. There were a lot of Americans here in Iqaluit.
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CHAPTER 4
"LOWER BASE": THE ORIGINAL MILITARY SITE
T.H. Manning to Deputy Commissioner, N.W.T. Administration, "United States Projects and Operations in the Eastern Canadian Arctic", October 9,
1943 (National Archives of Canada, RG85, vol. 955, file 13379a, pt. 1), p. 2-3.
(a) Enlisted Men's Housing :
21 J.B. Huts
20 x 48
1 J.B. Hut
20 x 96
1 J.B. Hut
20 x 84
1 J.B. Hut
20 x 48
1 Field built
20 x 95
1 Field built
20 x 84
2 J.B. Huts
20 x 114

16 men each
40 men each
36 men each
28 men each
40 men each
40 men each
64 men each

(b) Officers' Housing :
1 Ross Frankel Bldg.
1 Ross Frankel Bldg.
1 Ross Frankel Bldg.
1 Ross Frankel Bldg.
2 Armor type

20 x 96
20 x 48
20 x 48
20 x 96
24 x 104

22 officers
11 officers
8 officers
16 officers
40 officers

Total accommodation for ………137 officers and 648 men
(c) Miscellaneous Buildings :
1 Post Headquarters
24 x 128
1 Chapel or Theatre
107 x 32
1 Laundry & Dry Cleaning
24 x 90
1 Crash Truck Bldg.
34 x 25
1 Power Station
36 x 60
2 Warehouses
32 x 98
1 Electric Generating Plant
1 Cold Storage
38 x 60
1 Ice Melting Plant
20 x 30
2 Kitchens with double Mess Halls attached.

1 Post Exchange & Post Office
1 Blacksmith & Repair
1 Fire Station, 2 trucks
1 10-Car Garage
3 Warehouses
1 Carpenter Shop
1 Cold Storage
1 Oil Storage
1 Freezer Building
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20 x 104 with 20 x 48 wing
50 x 128
32 x 108
25 x 100
50 x 150
50 x 70
32 x 56
20 x 48
39 x 102

Malcolm MacDonald to Lord Cranborne, "Report on Tour of the American-Built Airfields in the Eastern Arctic", August 29, 1944 (MacDonald papers,
14/4, In: Grant, 1988, p. 275-276).
[p. 275] 9. Here the Americans have built what is in effect a small town. The present population is about 100 officers and men, but there is
accommodation for eight times that number. I stayed in the Commanding Officer's house, which is like a glorified boarding-house. It has
several guest rooms, a 'bathroom' with three wash-basins and a shower, all plentifully supplied with running hot and cold water, and a
lounge with a well-stocked bar above which stands the proud inscription 'The only Circular Bar in the Friendly Arctic'. The rooms are well
and comfortably furnished. Their paneled walls are decorated with a striking collection of pictures of the Arctic dressed in its white winter
frock and of pin-up girls dressed in practically nothing at all. The lounge contains a small library of books. Its inmates keep in touch with
the rest of the Earth by means of a fine wireless set which reports perfectly everything that London, New York, Moscow, Berlin, Tokyo and
any other large centre speaks or croons to the world.
10. Besides the runways, an operations building, a hangar, a workshop and the other appurtenances of a modern aerodrome, there
are various establishments in the station. These include barracks, mess-rooms and kitchens; a twenty-five bed hospital with a completely
up-to-date operating room, X-ray department and dentist's quarters; a shop and [p. 276] coffee-house; a theatre furnished for film shows,
the legitimate drama and concerts; a laundry, a barber's shop and Turkish bath-house.

Do you remember when the Americans started to build
houses?
Sammy Tikivik: There were houses here when we arrived. The
first ones were the two-storey houses. They were almost finished
when I was brought to live here. Before Upper Base had houses,
we had a house by the hill. Some of the houses were like tents. On
this hill, that now has houses, there was a cannon. There was
another cannon on an island in the bay. There were soldiers
walking around it day and night.

Why did they watch them?
Sammy Tikivik: Just to make sure there were no soldiers
sleeping on the job and to make sure they weren't vandalized.

Simonie Michael: The Americans had this big building. It was
very long. It had a generator. The building was huge. It took a

long time to build, even into the winter. It was used by the
Americans, and also by non-Americans. It had everything that
was required inside it. It contained a generator, and a kitchen. It
was self-contained.

Did they own the big building?
Simonie Michael: It was where the town offices are. There was
also a two-storey ship. On the bottom floor the combat vehicles
came out. It was as if the ship was giving birth. There were a lot
of other boats too. The combat vehicles were able to go on the
land. They had big guns attached to them. They could operate on
water and on land too. They were called ducks. That is what the
owners called them [*see photograph #20]. That big ship came
into Iqaluit. The river over there is full of fish. That is why it is
called Iqaluit. It used to have a lot of fish and big ones too. We
lived there before. When the ship came in, we were camping
there and it shot out a cannon ball. It just went over us and I
heard it when it landed. If it had been positioned a bit more
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towards us, we would have been hit. That happened when there
were police up there. The cannon was fired and it was very noisy.
They said that they were trying to get rid of ammunition. We
heard that from the police officer. It turns out it had been loaded,
and they were trying to discharge it.

They didn't know that you were up there?
Simonie Michael: No, they didn't know that we were up there.
Our tents were over the hill. On the ship that I was talking about,
the one that shot the cannon ball, there was one Inuk. There was a
seal in front of the ship tied by a rope and there was also one on
the back. That Inuk was named Natsiq. He wore Greenlandic
clothing. He was the only Inuk on the ship. He was a
photographer. He was from Greenland. I am not sure which
community he was from, but he was from there. He used to be
called Akukittuq. I think that is why people still call Greenland,
Akukittuq.

What amazed you the most when you first saw the American
equipment?
Simonie Michael: What amazed me the most were the
bulldozers. They are able to rip up the ground. They are able to
flatten even rough land. That was what really caught my eye.
Also, the airplanes. I would watch the airplanes coming in from
Goose Bay after the airstrip was built.

Did a lot of planes come in?
Simonie Michael: There weren't many. There were no jets at that
time. There had four propellers, the military airplanes. They used
them to freight cargo. There weren't very many. They did not all
come in at once. They would come and go, back and forth from
Goose Bay to Iqaluit.

What did they bring?

Simonie Michael: They would freight cargo to Thule. They
would carry military equipment. They would pass through here.
They would carry equipment. The military planned which route
to take if there was a war here. They navigated the area. The
Americans were here for eight years in Iqaluit. When the
Americans left, the Canadian Air Force took over. MOT [Ministry
of Transport] used to be here. DOT [Department of Transport]
were the radio operators, the ones that we used to work for when
the Americans were gradually being replaced in Iqaluit. Much
later, in 1954, the government finally came. The Air Force was
still here. They gradually started arriving here. The government
did, not the military. The government finally took over in 1954.

When they were building, did they sleep in the ship or on the
land?
Simonie Michael: They slept on the land. They had pre-fab tents
which they could just erect, the ones that we call tupiujait. They
were insulated. They set up their tents. That is what they lived in
when they first came, before Iqaluit had houses. They had tents,
but the ship personnel remained on the ship since they were from
there. The ones that were posted here had tents up there. They
wouldn't have been able to go back to the ships if there wasn't a
boat on the shore. They had tents up there, the Newfoundlanders
and the military people.

Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: I remember that there were a lot of tents
at the base, but I don't really remember this that well.

Were the Americans living in them?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Yes.

The qallunaat that lived in tents in the summer time, do you
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know if they left for the south in the winter, or did they move
into houses?

each other. That's just how it is. I'm not too sure if we were
related because my parents passed away when I was young.

Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Their dwellings were shaped like tents,
so they were called tupiujait. They were not real tents. I think they
were like houses on the inside.

What were your parents' names?

Did the Americans always live in those, or did they take them
down?

Do you have brothers or sisters?

Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: They did not take them down, because
they lived there. Some of them were probably offices, but I'm not
really sure. I remember one time when I was snow-blind. I always
used to get snow-blind when I was young. I went to the base to
see the doctor. They had me lying there for a long time. They
were putting some kind of ointment that looked like water into
my eyes. Ever since then my eyes have been fine.

Have you been living here for a long time? Are you
originally from here?
Elijah Pudlu: I wasn't born right here in Iqaluit. I was born
outside of Iqaluit at Tasiujarjuaq. The bay is called Tasiujarjuaq
because it looks like a big lake. I was born at Qairulittuuq.

There used to be leaders in the camps in those days. Do you
know if there was a leader at your camp?
Elijah Pudlu: I don't remember if we had a leader at the camp
where I was born. There might have been a leader, but I'm not too
sure. I think it was Akisu Joamie's father. His name was Joamie.

Were your parents related to Joamie?
Elijah Pudlu: I'm not sure. It seems that we Inuit are all related to

Elijah Pudlu: Jaimisi was my father, and my mother was Muusi.

Elijah Pudlu: I have heard I had older brothers but I never knew
them. I have a sister Ooleepeeka who is married to Jimmy
Nooshoota and another sister who lives in Talurjuaq. Those are
the only siblings I have.

Were you here when the Americans came?
Elijah Pudlu: My father had been blind since before I was born.
Before we moved here we lived in Ukalialuit. I think we came
here by dogteam. Ooleepeeka, my sister who has since died, and I
were the only children. I'm not sure where we went. We were
taken from Iqalugaarjuit to Kimmirut on a small boat called the
Nanuq. It turns out they were trying to take us to Pangniqtuuq,
where there was a doctor. I think the reason why we were taken
to Pangniqtuuq was because my father was blind. We were taken
to Pangniqtuuq on the boat that was called the Nascopie. I
remember a bit about this, but not the whole thing. I don't
remember arriving in Pangniqtuuq but I remember when the ship
was leaving. That's when I started to remember a bit, but not too
much. I remember that we were in Urunialuk for the winter. Then
we were in Iqalulik. I also remember when we were around that
area at the left side of the river at Kakkik's camp. Then we spent a
winter at the Iqaluit near Pangniqtuuq. We were at another place
and then we came here with Arnakallak and his family. Do you
know Uqi and her family? We came back here with them. That's
what I remember.
We came here from Iqalugaarjuk when only the men came
here. I think I was about nine years of age. When we first came
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here there seemed to be lots of houses by the airport hangar
where the Americans were, that aren't there anymore. There were
only two houses by the little river. There were houses by the little
hill in the flat area as well. The first time Inuit started to have
houses they were over the hill by the beach. Those houses were
small. They were home-made. There were also some by the little
river. When we first came here I saw that old airport over there.
It's a big building. When I first saw it, it seemed very big. When I
saw its sideways it seemed to make the building even bigger.
That was the first time I saw a large building.
When we came here the people that lived here seemed to
be very wealthy. They had all kinds of things such as candies. The
Americans were here then. All the people that lived here were
helped by the Americans very much. The Americans used to give
us fuel for free. We used to get 45 gallons of fuel. Those fuel tanks
weren't there when we came here. All the fuel tanks were by the
church. There were a lot of barrels. They were refilled from a
ship. Inuit didn't use fuel in their stoves back then. There were
lots of American ships coming here. Whenever they arrived
during the summer, they used to bring lots of supplies. It was like
the ship was making babies. We used to watch them when the
barges landed. It was like on a movie when they had their combat
vehicles. There were a lot of ships that would arrive at once. They
were all American. Whenever the combat vehicles were on the
land, it used to be very noisy. They were the kind that could drive
onto the land. Some of them were small.
I heard that there was a war when the Americans were
here. They even had a cannon on top of the hill because they were
keeping watch. Also over by the airport where there was a
military base for the Americans, I heard that they had a big
cannon.

protect us.

Tomassie Naglingniq: Around this area there was a big building.
It was the American barracks. The Colonel, Sergeant Major,
Sergeant, Captain, Lieutenant, etc. had their own houses.

Was it in that big building?
Tomassie Naglingniq: Yes. It was a big one. It doesn't exist
anymore. Some of the old American houses have been renovated
and some of them have had additions built on them. Two of them
have never been dismantled or moved.

Where are they?
Tomassie Naglingniq: One is behind the ski-doo repair shop; the
one that was BRC's [Baffin Regional Council] old office. The other
one is the red building right across from the Navigator, beside
that old garage that was owned by Uquutaq Peyton, that now has
the gas station. Those two were owned by the Canadians.

This picture was taken from a plane [*see photograph #18].
Tomassie Naglingniq: Before they built the airstrip, the one at
West 40, you know those Canadian barracks? You know the road
in West 40 that is straight?

The one that looks like it's not finished?
Tomassie Naglingniq: Yes, that one. That was the first airstrip in
Iqaluit.

Really. So that's the one.

Were they protecting the Inuit?
Elijah Pudlu: Yes. They were protecting the Inuit. This town
probably wouldn't exist if the Americans hadn't come here to

Tomassie Naglingniq: Yes, the one in West 40. This picture was
probably taken between 1947 and 1948. When we came here in
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1955, I started working right away. The Americans built a cement
airstrip at that time. The cement they put on the airstrip started
getting cracks. It was not like the one we have today. After the
airstrip wasn't any good to land on anymore, the Canadians fixed
it up, and it's been good ever since. That airstrip was used by a lot
of planes after the Americans built it.

Did they alter the river at all when they built the airstrip?
Martha Michael: It was flowing like that already when we came
here, but way back, I think that they built a dam. I have only
heard about this. There was a river where the airstrip is. They
wanted to build an airstrip so they built a dam to stop the river.

When the Americans built the airstrip, I've heard that they
modified the course of the river. Have you heard that?
Bill MacKenzie: When they built the airstrip, there was actually
a lake where the present airstrip is. The water came from what we
call Upper Base. There's a little creek there. It flowed across and
into that lake where the airport is now. Yes indeed I've heard that.
When they made this landing strip here they had to fill in the
lake. But I don't think they modified the river. I think that
cracking caused problems for the airstrip because they had
potholes on the strip once in a while.

Were there many planes and ships that came in?
Martha Kilabuk: There were many planes and ships when the
Americans were here. They all belonged to the Americans.

Did the vehicles go around town very often or did they stay
around the base area?
Martha Kilabuk: There was no place to drive around town back
then. They probably used their trucks to drive around in the base
area.

Were there many Americans when you were growing up
here?
Josie Itiitiq: Yes, there were a lot. There were also a lot of
vehicles. I remember that there were lots.

Where would they go with the vehicles? Did they drive
around here?
Josie Itiitiq: They were used for work. They got very wet because
they were used for work.

Were there already roads?
Josie Itiitiq: They made trails using sand. They made roads from
Upper Base all the way down. There weren't roads all over the
place, but there were a lot of roads. Nowadays they make roads
using sand. Back then they made trails using sand.

When you first came here, what do you remember the most?

Are they the same roads we have today?

Martha Kilabuk: I remember seeing things that I never thought
existed, like vehicles, airplanes and ships.

Josie Itiitiq: They are not the roads we use today. The roads were
different. I could only show you outside.
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Were there many planes landing when you were young?
Josie Itiitiq: We used to see planes arriving but they were not
that fast. They were small planes. We saw many.

Josie Itiitiq: I wouldn't be scared even when I heard the planes. I
was not scared when I first saw a plane. I don't know why.
Maybe it was because I saw a plane for the first time when I was a
child. If I had been an adult I think I might have been scared.

Was it scary for you when you started seeing a lot of planes?

T.H. Manning to Deputy Commissioner, N.W.T. Administration, "United States Projects and Operations in the Eastern Canadian Arctic", October 9,
1943 (National Archives of Canada, RG85, vol. 955, file 13379a, pt. 1), p. 3.
4. Hospital facilities
3 J.B. Huts are at present in use as a hospital.
A 25-bed hospital group of 7 buildings with connecting passageways, running water, and central heating is under construction.
There are two resident doctors and one dentist.

Jimmy Kilabuk: You can picture the arena, right? The American
hospital used to be located very close to it. I remember when it
was still being used by the Canadians, shortly after they arrived.
It was a long building. It is no longer there. It was a hospital. In
fact it was still standing when I got my first job as a cleaner in the
former American hospital. Part of it was starting to be used by
Canadian doctors.

Is that the T-1 building?
Jimmy Kilabuk: No. The T-1 was quite small. This one was big
and had extensions. It was a very big building. That time I didn't
know a lot. If I came in the hospital this way, I would see a long
hallway there. I didn't know about buildings like those then. You

know where the arena is, and you also know where the fire hall
is. The Americans had a power plant near where the fire hall is
located.

Saami Qaumagiaq: When there were Inuit here working for the
Americans I was in the hospital. There was a hospital up there.
The Americans had a doctor who treated me while I stayed in the
hospital. There were long hallways to the rooms. I was going to
get sent out if I didn't get better. I must have gotten better since I
was not sent out. Nowadays I think that maybe I would be able to
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speak English if I had been sent down south.

There were hallways to the rooms?
Saami Qaumagiaq: Yes, there were many rooms. My mother was
allowed to be with me. My mother and I slept at the hospital. I
don't remember how long we stayed.

How did they discover that you were sick? Did some people
from your family go to see the doctor or did the Americans
come to your camp?
Saami Qaumagiaq: They took me to the doctor when I became
sick. He admitted me right away. The Inuit that were here would
go to the doctor. This was how I was able to see the doctor and
get admitted.

stuck. It was not able to leave until the high tide of the full moon,
when they were able to get it out. I guess that they didn't know
how shallow it was because there were no markers at all at that
time. I assume the part where they got stuck was shallow. We all
went down there. There was only one RCMP officer at that time.
We went to the ship. It was funny. They wanted the people to be
safe. The ship was rocking back and forth so they didn't want
people down there. It was huge.

Lucatsie Nowdlak: When the airplanes first started coming up
here, whenever we heard them, we would go out of the tent to
watch them fly by. With so many airplanes arriving everyday, I
just ignore them nowadays.

Did the planes come in often?
Pallu Nowdlak: I moved here when Iqaluit was a small town.
When we came here from Clyde River, I think that there were
three buildings around the T-1 building. There was one behind it
too. They are not standing anymore.

Lucatsie Nowdlak: The planes would fly by, and we would go
out to watch them, even though they weren't concerned with us.
We would go and watch them because this was when we first
started seeing planes.

Were there many planes back then?

What else do you remember? Do you remember anything
that was funny?

Pallu Nowdlak: Very much so. The Americans had their planes,
the ones that were able to land on the water. They had the
military colouring.

Did the ships come in often?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes. The ships would arrive here often in the
summer time. The ships would arrive here, and once one got
stuck on a rock. It was close by, where the shallow part is. The
ship was here all week. The ship got stuck when it was trying to
leave. There were two ships here at the time. The other one was
unable to pull the ship that was stuck. It was probably really

Lucatsie Nowdlak: These things happened when there was a war
going on, what they call the Great War. They would be expecting
airplanes from up there. This was when there were a lot of planes.

Were they trying to be really prepared?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: They were really prepared. They were always
prepared. Before there were any planes a big boat arrived. There
were vehicles that could go through the water. They looked more
like cars instead of boats.
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Did they start to use them right away?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: Yes. They were vehicles that could go on the
land and in the water.

Bill MacKenzie: There was a little building that survived for
many years after that, that was used as a school. It was actually
the first school in Iqaluit.

Was it the Martin Frobisher School?

Napatchie Noah: There was one building on the side of the hill.
Most of the houses around that area are gone now, but there is
one building that is still there. That building was the freezer used
by the Americans. That is the only building left that was built by
the Americans.

Where is that building?
Napatchie Noah: Just by the Tunnuniq. I can point it out when
we pass by the building. I wanted to mention that the old airport
was also built and used by the Americans. It is also one of the
buildings that was built here in Iqaluit by the Americans.

Were these tents used by the Americans [*see photograph
#12]?
Napatchie Noah: Yes. There were not very many of them. When I
got back from Kinngait with my wife, the Americans and
Canadians soldiers were here. The population was quite large at
that time. The Americans were leaving, and the Canadians were
taking over the base.

Bill MacKenzie: Well, this was even before that. It was the first
school in all Iqaluit, not the school in Apex or in Iqaluit. A lady
from Australia, taught there. She comes from Australia once in a
while to visit and she left some pictures at the museum. I can't
remember her name though, but she's a very nice person. Maybe
her name was Margaret [Hayden]. Also, that building was used
as a church, like a meeting place for prayers and such, and after
that it was used as a skidoo shop. They used to keep the dead
people there during the winter at one time. You know where the
fish plant is now? This building would be down below it.

Was it built by the Americans?
Bill MacKenzie: I think the Canadian Air Force built that one.
That's what I was told. The Canadian Air Force used to supply
medical services to the native people. They had a medical kit and
I think that it was built more or less for the community, you
know, like a first aid station or something like that. The old
RCMP building is actually incorporated into another building
now. The original one is long gone, but back then they had one
up near where the new Federal Building is. It was moved. It's
now part of the Nunavut Building, near where the arena is now.
The original part of that is the old RCMP building.

When did you and your wife originally move here?
Napatchie Noah: We came here from Pangniqtuuq around 1947. I
can't say when it was that I was here when I was young.

Iqaluk Ipeelie: The Canadians that replaced the Americans were
all men. They weren't here for very long before the Americans
returned. When the war ended, the Americans left; perhaps it was
because they finished what they were here to do. I do not know
what they were doing here when the Canadians took over, but
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the Americans took over again for a while. It was when they left
for good that D.O.T. took over. That is the history that I know
because I was here when things began to change. I saw all the
changes that took place.

Was there any difference between the qallunaat you just
talked about, the American military, the Canadian military,
and D.O.T.?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: I could not speak or understand any English. The
only difference I saw had to do with food. Because I could not
communicate in English, I did not notice much of a difference
between them, only their food.

Was there any relationship between the qallunaat and the
Inuit, the Americans, Canadians, and the D.O.T. people?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: Only those that had been here for quite some
time, like Northern Affairs. The federal government, the
department whose representatives have been around ever since,
was one of the changes that development brought. As hired help,
we did not mingle with the first qallunaat. Not all of us were
employed. Schools were opened and qallunaat women began
arriving as well. That was when we began interacting with
qallunaat. We had no relationship with the first qallunaat that I
spoke of earlier.

Were the Canadian goods the same price as the American
goods, or were they more expensive?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: The goods we got from the military did not seem
to have any price. We did not visibly pay cash to the Americans
for our goods. When the Canadians replaced the Americans for a
while, we had to pay for the food that we got from them. We
would pay twenty-five cents for breakfast, thirty-five cents for
lunch, and forty-five cents for supper. A dollar was good for three
full meals a day. I don't know why those people came because I

can't speak English. Maybe they didn't have to pay for anything, I
don't know. I am sure that they had to pay for things where they
came from, but maybe their meals were already bought and paid
for. I thought it was the way of the qallunaat to give people things
for free, but apparently, this is not their custom.

What did you think when you had to pay for your meals with
the Canadians after not having to pay for them with the
Americans?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: At first I thought that qallunaat shared everything,
but apparently, that was not their custom. I am sure that they
have to pay for things like everyone else. Perhaps it was only
when they stood watch here that they were generous and gave
things out for free. I am sure that they have to pay money for
what they need, too.

Do you remember when the Canadian military came?
Kanaju Ipeelie: I don't recall exactly when they came. I used to
think that it was the same army all the time.

Was it when people were living in qammait?
Kanaju Ipeelie: Yes. It was when we had shacks like those [*see
photographs #33-38].

How did you realize the American and Canadian military
were different?
Kanaju Ipeelie: At first I didn't realize, but then I started noticing
their uniforms.

So you did notice the uniforms.
Kanaju Ipeelie: Yes. The Americans always had the same
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uniforms.

Did the Canadians treat you like the Americans treated you?
Kanaju Ipeelie: The only difference with the Canadians was that
we started paying for things. With the Americans everything was
free.

Canadians were very different from the Americans. In many
ways they were not as good. That is what people said about them.
For instance, people said the Americans would just give away
anything for free. The Canadian military was not like that. They
were good to the people too. The people interacted with them
more. There were fewer of them than the Americans.

Were there as many Canadians as there were Americans?
Kanaju Ipeelie: I don't know, but the Americans had lots of tents.

Did you notice any difference between the Americans and the
Canadians?
Simonie Michael: I noticed that the Americans had more food.
When the Canadians arrived they stopped giving out food and it
was more expensive. The candies that they sold were also more
expensive. That is the only thing that was different between them.
They were all nice people. When you look at what they had, there
was a difference. Also the clothing was different, the American
clothing was brown. Their pilots only wore brown. When the
Canadians arrived, we noticed their clothing and what they sold.

What kind of clothing did the Canadians have?
Simonie Michael: Blue. Light blue uniforms.

Tomassie Naglingniq: The Americans helped Inuit. They gave
them tents and everything else for free. It was as if they did not
have to pay for anything. But the things were not free. When we
grew up we found out we had to pay for things. I remember a
carton of cigarettes cost $1.00 at that time.

That was cheap.
Tomassie Naglingniq: But they cost money. After the Americans
left the Canadian military arrived. Many people who worked for
the Americans are dead now. When they left many Inuit were
unhappy. When the Canadian military was here they were
unhappy, because we started having to pay for food. The price for
a carton of cigarettes went up to $5.00.

That was a lot, from $1.00 to $5.00.
Tomassie Naglingniq: Yes. People were unhappy when the
Canadian Air Force arrived here. The Americans left in 1955.

Did they ever come back?
After the Americans were here, the Canadians arrived. Were
there any differences between them?

Tomassie Naglingniq: They came back to get their things that
were not going to the dump. They also took some of their things
by plane. The government bought their office equipment.

Akisu Joamie: After having had the Americans here, the
difference was really noticeable. When they left, the Canadian
military arrived. Although there were more Inuit working, the
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Jayko Pitseolak: The military personnel used to live there, in
black buildings by the old airstrip. The old buildings that were
there before, aren't there anymore. A few of them might still be
there. I haven't been in that area for a while so I'm not sure if
there are any of the old buildings still there.
In those days we didn't really pay any attention to where
things were. When people are showing us old pictures, we can't
really say where the picture is located. Now that we can't really
see the land, it's really hard to say because the buildings are not
there anymore. I can't say where the houses that were built in
those days were.

Bill MacKenzie: The American buildings are all gone! They were
around until the late 1960s, or early 1970s. They were located
around where the Navigator [hotel] is. The oldest building in
Iqaluit is across from the Navigator. Those three-apartments,
those are one of the original American buildings. The other one
was built in 1942, at the corner of the Qamutik Inn9, right across
from the T-1… That's gone now…

Do you remember when they started tearing down the old
American military base?
Jimmy Nooshoota: Yes. I've been told that the American military
base used to be here. I was told that the building now used as an
office by the Hunters' and Trappers' Association used to be the
police detachment many years ago when the Americans were
here. I know where the buildings stood, where the mess hall was.
I saw the people. I knew them all.

9

A restaurant situated near the Navigator and the Assembly.

Are you referring to Lower Base or Upper base?
Jimmy Nooshoota: The buildings that housed the Americans
were torn down by the government and replaced by new
buildings. The government is still tearing down old houses to
build new ones. This includes new Nunavut buildings.

Did the government start building houses in the 1960s?
Jimmy Nooshoota: Yes, somewhere around there. Things started
changing when the buildings started being torn down in the
1960s.

What was done to the old base? Did they continue to put up
buildings by the airstrip?
Jimmy Nooshoota: The first airport was already standing when I
saw it as a boy. It's gone through some renovations, and it is still
being used.

The big yellow airport?
Jimmy Nooshoota: The very large building [*see photograph
#13]. That was already there when I first arrived here in Iqaluit as
a boy. The big yellow airport building was just built recently.

Are you referring to the First Air cargo building?
Jimmy Nooshoota: Yes. That's the one I was referring to. When I
was about twelve or thirteen years old, that building was already
built there by the Americans.

What was it used for? What were they doing there when you
were a boy?
Jimmy Nooshoota: As I stated earlier, I would go along on
walrus hunting trips, and I would come here with the police by
dogteam.
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When the Americans left, did you get any of the materials
they left behind? What happened to the vehicles and other
equipment?
Jimmy Nooshoota: I did not witness anything being taken apart,
or buried, or thrown away. I can't tell you what happened to all
the materials that the Americans left behind because I don't
know.

Geosa Uniuqsaraq: I know a bit about the Americans. My wife
and I arrived here during the last year the Americans were here.
The Americans did not stay here for very long. They started to
leave just after we first arrived. When my wife and I first arrived
here, we lived in Apex. A fire broke out, and it was the first time
that I had seen fire trucks. They went really fast. I guess that was
when they belonged to DOT [Department of Transport]. For me
they seemed really fast. Someone mentioned that they had
belonged to the Americans. I don't really remember. The
firefighters rushed down there.

When the military were leaving, did they bury a lot of their
things?

Whose house was on fire? Do you know if it was a residential
house?

Mittuk Nowdluk: They didn't do that here in Iqaluit because
their equipment and such was bought by the government. It was
down at Resolution Island that they buried everything. Here they
sold some things to the government. Some materials they took
with them, and some they abandoned. You could distinguish
their things very easily, because they were all painted red. There
is one piece of equipment that is still in use today, although it has
been painted a different colour. That is the rock crusher, out near
the Baffin Correctional Centre. When the equipment was taken
over by the government it was painted a different shade of red
and it had Department of Transport written on it. The
Department of Transport was out at North Forty10. The ones that
had Northern Affairs written on them went out to Apex Hill.
After the equipment was bought by the Department of Northern
Affairs my husband continued to operate the garbage truck he
had used when he was employed by the military.

Geosa Uniuqsaraq: I think it was private housing, down in Apex.
There were three fire engines and they were going really fast. I
was astonished. I think it was after DOT took over, that it
happened. Someone mentioned that if the Americans had been
here, they would have arrived by now. Perhaps they were
missing their presence. That is how I remember it. It wasn't like
they all left at the same time. The employees in Apex, DNA
[Department of Northern Affairs], mentioned that they would
eventually take over. DOT was a place where people worked. It
was located over there. It was called Akilliq [West 40]. People
said that there had been houses over there. I don't remember
them. But I do remember the Americans. I remember when their
buildings were being taken over. The buildings were gradually
taken over. There was a movie theatre once too. It belonged to the
Americans. Juanasi Annirmiuq and Qimiqpikuluk were the
managers of the theatre. I remember that because I remember the
movie theatre. They were the only Inuit there when the theatre
was taken over.

Also called "Old Ukiivik" or "Old Residence", now used by the
Nunavut Arctic College, Nunatta Campus.

10

The old residence belonged to the Americans; the
building which some people call the old Ukiivik. When the
Americans left, I think that DNA took over the American
building. It was where they worked. People called it DNA back
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then, but today we would call it the Federal Government.
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Appendix A & B, "Handing-Over Certificate, Royal Canadian Air Force to Department of Transport, Frobisher Bay, Northwest Territories", July 2,
1957 (National Archives of Canada, RG18, Series F-1, file GS-1316-6 1960)
T-1

xsM5tF4 x9MF4 / Administrative building

T-2

nw7my3Ï5 / Flag poles

T-3

sNo4n/5 yi[Fq5, 8ix3Fz5 ªWbcD8•6g6º / E.M. [Enlisted
Men] Barracks, hospital

T-3a

h9lfb4 G8ix3F4H / Corridor (hospital)

T-4

8ix3F1j5 xsM5tF4 x9MF4 / Hospital Administration

T-5

xzJ6vst5 yiQx6g3Fq5 / Officers Barracks

T-6

8ix3Fs2 w[oc3Fx / Hospital Ward

T-7

iE/6g3Fxl4 / Mess hall

T-8

8ix3Fs2 w[oc3Fx / Hospital Ward

T-9

tt6vi4 bs6¥=F4 / Post Exchange

T-10

8ix3Fs5 s6ƒnstc3Fx / Hospital boiler plant

T-11

cs7m6ftc3F4 / Power Plant

T-12

wm3u4 X7X[F4 / Water pumping station

T-13

8ix3Fs2 A˜0Jz / Hospital garage

T-14

gxF3N6gu cs7m6fy3F4 / Emergency Power House

T-15

yiQx6g3F4 / Barracks

T-16

yiQx6g3F4 / Barracks

T-17

xzJ6vst4 yiQx6g3Fq5 / Staff Officers barracks

T-18

xzJ6vst5 yiQx6g3Fq5 / Staff Officers barracks

T-19

is3D6vJ5 yiQx6g3Fq5 / Transient Officers barracks

T-20

xzJ65 wiz5 A˜0Jl / CO's quarters and garage

T-21

y3lx6 N7m @ / #2 Warehouse R&U

T-22

y3lx6 N7m # / #3 Warehouse Q.M.

T-23

y3lx6 N7m ! / #1 Warehouse

T-24

S9Mo1i4 fFsCw=F4 / Gaze dispensing station

T-25

c5tE=F4 / Fire hall building

T-26

A˜9J / Garage

T-27

A˜9J s6ƒnstc3Fx / Garage boiler plant

T-28

xsMstos3F4 / Motor repair shop

T-29

iM1u4 xs4¥F4 / Ice melting plant

T-30

h9looE=F4 nFC/oE=F[l / Plumbing & sheet metal

T-31

yiQx6g3F4 / Barracks

T-32

yiQx6g3F4 / Barracks

T-33

yiQx6g3F4 / Barracks

T-34

yiQx6g3F4 ªb3E/3F4º / Barracks [Theatre]

T-35

sNo4n/5 yiQx6g6Fx / E.M. Barracks

T-36

sNo4n/5 yiQx6g6Fx / E.M. Barracks

T-37

sNo4n/5 yiQx6g6Fx / E.M. Barracks

T-38

sNo4n/5 yiQx6g6Fx / E.M. Barracks

T-39

sNo4n/5 yiQx6g6Fx / E.M. Barracks

T-40

sNo4n/5 yiQx6g6Fx / E.M. Barracks

T-41

yiQx6g6F4 / Barracks

T-42

sNo4n/5 yiQx6g6Fx / E.M. Barracks

T-43

sNo4n/5 yiQx6g6Fx / E.M. Barracks

T-44

sNo4n/5 yiQx6g6Fx / E.M. Barracks

T-45

sNo4n/5 yiQx6g6Fx / E.M. Barracks

T-46

sNo4n/5 yiQx6g6Fx / E.M. Barracks

T-47

sNo4n/5 yiQx6g6Fx / E.M. Barracks
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CHAPTER 5
"UPPER BASE": THE PINETREE RADAR SITE
History of the 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Frobisher Bay, October-December 1954 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
ACTIVATION: The 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron was activated at Grenier Air Force Base, New Hampshire, on 13 June
1953, with an authorized strength of 120 airmen and 10 officers. The squadron was moved to Site Number 31, Frobisher Bay, Canada,
between 10 August 1953 and 2 December 1953.
[...]
MISSION: The primary mission of the 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron was to provide early warning surveillance of the
assigned area of responsibility. The secondary mission was to provide navigational assistance to friendly aircraft.
PURPOSE: The purpose of this squadron was to serve as a member of a group of similar organizations providing a system of early warning
against the infiltration of enemy aircraft into the defense areas of the United States and Canada.
Information Booklet, 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Frobisher Bay, 1955 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
Religious Services: Protestant services are held each Sunday at 11:30 in the theater by the Chaplain presently assigned to Detachment II
[Lower Base]. This service is conducted by squadron personnel during absences of the Chaplain and is to be highly encouraged. Catholic
services are held periodically when a Catholic Chaplain is available.
Post Exchange: Open evenings Monday through Friday from 18:30-23:00; Saturday 13:30-14:30.
Airman's Bar: In the PX [Post Exchange] building: Open each evening from 18:00 - 23:00; Saturday 18:00 - 24:00; Sunday 18:00 - 23:00. Beer,
soft drinks, dari-shake and cigarettes.
Barber Shop: In the PX building: Operated by squadron barber assigned - no fee charged. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, 13:00-16:30;
Wednesday and Friday 08:30-11:30. By appointment only.
Limited Laundry and Dry Cleaning: Facilities are available at Detachment II. Laundry or dry cleaning may be turned into squadron supply
Monday and picked up Friday. Linen is exchanged each Monday at supply at 13:00. Automatic washers and dryers are available in the
latrines.
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Mess Hours: Breakfast 06:30 – 07:45
Dinner 12:00 – 12:45
Supper 17:00 – 17:45
Midnight Chow 23:30 - 00:30 (for shift workers only)
Mail: A support aircraft from Goose AB [air base] is scheduled on Mondays and Thursdays usually arriving between 17:00 and 19:00 local
time. Mail call is held at the mail room as soon after arrival as possible. Mail is usually on the scheduled flights but may also come in on
unscheduled flights occasionally.
[…]
Communications: Our MARS station is operating practically every day and each evening until approximately 22:00. Considerable success
has been attained in making phone patches through operators in the ZI [Zone of Interior] enabling numerous personnel to talk to friends
and relatives at home. This service is free and costs you nothing at this end. However, the person at the other end must pay the telephone
toll. The area of contact in the ZI is sporadic and depends on atmospheric conditions, and also upon who is standing by to be contacted. A
MARSGRAM can be sent through the MARS system to anyone anywhere in the ZI at no cost to you. A commercial telegram can be
dispatched through Department of Transport radio at Detachment II.
Recreation: When films are available movies are shown at 18:15 and 20:15 Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturdays. Sunday
movies are at 14:00 and 19:00. Tuesday night is Bingo in the dining hall so there is no movie. There is no movie on the Friday nights
preceding Saturday morning inspection, which is presently every other Saturday.
The library is open each evening from 19:00 to 21:00, and a very nice selection of books is available for your use. Also in the library is
a small craft shop where you may enjoy working with plastics, leather craft, or building models.
Outdoor recreation is practically non-existent during winter months because of severe weather and hazardous terrain. During
suitable weather however, a volleyball court and horseshoe pits are available between the quarters areas, and a small basketball court is set
up in the motor pool. Two softball diamonds are available down at the lower base, and fishing is good during the summer months. No
hunting is permitted at any time, and carrying of firearms is prohibited.
[…]
Duty Schedule: The duty schedule for non-shift workers is from 08:00 to 17:00 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday 08:00 to 12:00.

Did the Americans stay on after the war?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: They did not leave right away. They stayed on for
a while.

Was Upper Base built later?
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Iqaluk Ipeelie: Yes. The Upper Base was not built during the
world war. It was built after the war.

Did any Inuit work there?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: I used to see qallunaat that were building the base
up there. I do not know if any Inuit worked there during
construction. Did you know the late Simonie Alainga? I used to go
up to Upper Base with him for sewage pick-up. While Upper Base
was being built, I used to go up there with him but I did not see
any Inuit working there. They did not need water delivery
because there was a lake up there where they got their drinking
water from.

we did not socialize with them. We never went to their houses,
even for a visit. The houses at Upper Base were built later. I know
for sure that the Americans were there. The Canadians were
probably there too, but I don't know for sure.

Bill MacKenzie: There was a walkway you could use to walk
from the main base to Upper Base. It was elevated from the
ground; in some places up to three feet, in other places up to ten
feet. They tied the cables for the communications in there. There
was an enclosed walkway inside, which you could use during a
storm [*see photographs #21-25].

Do you know what the base was used for?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: I had heard that it was being built to monitor
movements in the area. Later on, the Americans occupied the site.

Did they stay here for a long time?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: They stayed there for some time. I can't tell you
how long they stayed there because I do not know. I can only
confirm that there were people there. I cannot say how many
years they were there, but it was for more than one or two years.

Was the Canadian military here as well, or were they all
Americans?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: I don't know. We did not mix with the qallunaat.
Although the Americans were there, there were always two or
three Canadians. Although those people lived up at Upper Base,

Jimmy Kilabuk: One could go from one building to another
without ever having to go out. The occupants were able to visit
each other when the buildings were still intact. Inuit were allowed
to visit and bring their children along, but because I was just a
child, I was too scared to go there. I remember when the buildings
were still intact, but I never went inside. They could enter from
the hill called Miqsukutsuk. We children were too scared to enter,
so we would go up the next hill. We used to go to the hill on the
other side to look at the camp without actually going there
directly. When the Federal Building was completed the entrance
to it was always manned by soldiers with guns so that no
trespassers could go up there. All they were doing was guarding
it. They never turned against the Inuit. There would always be
soldiers with guns guarding it, so that people with the wrong idea
would be discouraged from entering the walkway to go to either
the Federal Building or to Upper Base. This was when there were
a lot of soldiers.

History of the 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Frobisher Bay, January-March 1955 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
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At 0430 hours on 26 January, a surprise practice evacuation of the site was made in accordance with the provisions of established standing
operating procedures. This drill was carried out in a very efficient manner and in a minimum amount of time.
[...]
Several fire drills were successfully completed during this period. All of these drills were carried out in an efficient manner and in a
minimum amount of time.
History of the 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Frobisher Bay, October-December 1956 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
A test of blackout capabilities was conducted 19 November 1956, 2230Z. Weather conditions were: clear, cold and bright moon. Visual
check was made by Station personnel via L-20 type aircraft. Results were reported as excellent. Temporary emergency procedures were
used to effect the blackout. All lights throughout the Station were turned out manually. The entire operations lasted approximately thirty
(30) minutes.

Simonie Michael: One night, when the people from the Ukalialuk
camp were camped across from us, there was a plane flying very
low. It was cloudy. Everybody had to turn out their stone lamps.
We only had stone lamps at that time. It turns out that those here
and the Americans had all turned out their lights because they
saw a German plane flying by. They shot it down after it had
passed Grise Fiord; maybe it was across from Thule. That was the
only scary incident that happened to me during the war. There
were no other times that I felt afraid because the Americans were
here. The military were guarding here.

Did this happen every night?
Elijah Mike: No, not every night.

So whenever the siren went off people probably said to
themselves, 'Time to turn out the lights,' because they were
trained to do so.
Elijah Mike: Yes. I think they did.

Were they told to do this by the police?
Elijah Mike: I'm not sure about that.

I was told that whenever the siren went off people had to turn
out their lights. Can you add to this?
Elijah Mike: Yes. Back then if the siren went off at night we
would be told to turn out our lights. Maybe it was so we wouldn't
be visible to the enemy.

Was it the Americans at Lower Base or Upper Base that made
the people turn out the lights?
Elijah Mike: I don't really know. There were Americans at both
Lower Base and Upper Base.
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Where did you move here from?
Mittuk Nowdluk: Outside of Pangniqtuuq. We used to live in
Nunataaq, at Elijah Kiinainnaq's place after our father died, down
at Qikiqtat, at Tuapait and Kangiqturuluk where there were a lot
of animals. I am not aware of the exact dates we were there. My
parents and Elijah Kiinainnaq's family lived in those areas. I did
not consider him as my step-grandfather. I considered him as my
father. I was named Mittuk after his daughter. I was baptized as
Martha but I never considered myself as Martha. Mittuk was
Kiinainnaq's daughter.

What do you remember about the Americans being here?
Mittuk Nowdluk: I came here when the Inuit were still
dependent on them for food. Yet at the time I came here, people
were saying they were not as dependent on them as they had
been before. All the people living in Iqaluit had relied on them for
food. My husband, who I called my uikutaak, my tall husband,
worked up at Upper Base for the Americans. I'm not sure, but
when the military received a message, the siren would go off, and
when that happened we were told to turn off all the lights. We
weren't living in igluit then, we were living in home-made shacks
that weren't that big. When we moved here some people were
living in small houses; Arnaittuq Ipeelie, Harry Kilabuk, Lucatsie
Ittuatsiaq and Davidee whose other name I can't remember.

Where was this?
Mittuk Nowdluk: Here in Iqaluit. Whenever the siren would go
off we had to turn all our lights out. Because we had radios, we
would be told when to turn our lights back on. We had radios, but
we could only receive messages from Upper Base. Sometimes our
lights would be off for two or three hours. There was no local CBC
back then. The only time we listened to CBC radio was on Fridays

when we got to listen to Annie Palluq giving us news about
people who were out at the hospital. It was only shortly before the
military left, that we got CBC here in Iqaluit. The first CBC
building was just torn down last year.

Did the Americans build a lot of buildings?
Mittuk Nowdluk: Yes they did. They built those long metal units
called the Butler Buildings. It was only when the government took
them over and renovated them, that they became family units.
When the Americans used them they were just sleeping units. I
think there is still one of those units left today. All the other
housing units we have now didn't exist then. There was a
naalavvik, a listening post, near where Arctic Ventures is located
today. People would head off from there to Upper Base on movie
night on foot. There were no taxis then. In fact, there was nothing
to catch a ride on, because the only vehicles back then belonged to
the Americans.

Was Upper Base open to everyone on movie night?
Mittuk Nowdluk: Yes. On movie nights it was open to everyone.
Since that was the understanding, that was the only time we went
up there. I have heard that young women were allowed to go up
anytime. I don't know this for a fact. I have only heard this. Before
the Americans left they had built many buildings. They had built
Quonset huts which were located along the shore. Then there
were the tupiujait, the insulated Atwell tents. They were further
up. There were also the Butler units which I have already talked
about. The Quonset huts were in double rows side by side. They
stretched from where Meeka Mike's house is now [near the Coast
Guard] a long way up. There was another listening station out
near the causeway which is why there are all those poles over
there.

Did you ever get to hear anything that was received by the
listening posts?
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Mittuk Nowdluk: We had radio reception from Upper Base. It
was a regular radio station like CBC. We listened to news and
music. There are still some buildings around today that were left
over from those days. There was another building near the airport

that was a listening post that is still standing. Another thing from
that era that still exists are the wires that are still lying around.
Those wires went from Upper Base to the listening posts. It was
only later that they started putting wires up on poles.

History of the 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Frobisher Bay, October-December 1954 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
During October 1954, radio equipment was installed in a soundproof room built by the squadron Air Installations Section and radio station
S-K-I-M-O went on the air for the first time, operating on a power of 10 watts, on a 48 hour per week schedule.
History of the 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Frobisher Bay, October-December 1955 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
The local radio station SKIMO increased the hours of operation considerably since the last reporting period of July through September. A 17
hour daily schedule was put into effect during November and was continued through December. No changes were made in the program
schedule except that special AFRS Christmas programs were used during the time the same programs were scheduled previously. SKIMO
operated for 24 hours on 24-25 December, 2400 to 0700 hours. The internal information program was implemented with special spot
announcements pertaining to driving safety and Special Services activities.
History of the 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Frobisher Bay, January-March 1956 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
During the past reporting period station SKIMO has developed into a full fledged radio broadcast station, serving the Frobisher Bay area on
a 24 hour a day basis.
[…]
All Major Sports that were broadcast in the United States were received by these Amateur Stations and fed into our Squadron Radio Station
"SKIMO". The contribution these stations made toward the High Morale in this Squadron was not measurable.
Tomassie Naglingniq: When we were teenagers a number of us
went ptarmigan hunting with Junahaa who now lives in Apex.
Some of those people have since passed away. Anyway, I think
we were walking too close to the military site, so we were
arrested. It was scary when the Americans came with their guns.
We were not supposed to be in that area with guns. We had
caught a lot of ptarmigans. They took the ptarmigans from us. I

guess they called the RCMP officer because he came. He was the
only policeman at that time. When he took us, we thought we had
been arrested, but he just took us home. The next day they did not
return the ptarmigans, but they gave us pop and chocolate in
return. That was a scary experience. We were scared. The next
day they just told us not to go up there again.
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Uqi Kunuk: The Americans came here first. The Canadian
military arrived after the Americans left.
Mittuk Nowdluk: In the early days before I came here, so I have
just heard about this, the soldiers used to point their guns at
people who went up to Upper Base. This was when people
weren't supposed to go up there. I think these people wanted to
go up there to sell carvings and things. Even after I moved here,
not many people would go to Upper Base. That is, those that
weren't hiding their visits.

Did the Americans come and visit you?
Mittuk Nowdluk: They used to do that, but that was before I
came here. Those who wanted home-made things like kamiit,
sealskin boots, mittens and slippers used to come and visit. There
was still some of that going on when I came here, but those who
had items to sell were unable to go and sell them in person.
Whoever had an item made for them would come and get it. I
would be given foot and hand patterns through my husband
whenever anyone wanted me to make something.

Were the Canadian and the American military here at the
same time?

Did you see any Canadian military personnel?
Uqi Kunuk: The military that came here used to guard the Upper
Base.

Were the Inuit as friendly with the Canadians as they were
with the Americans?
Uqi Kunuk: Yes. They became good friends. They were like any
qallunaat who came here before there were that many people.

Did they give food to the Inuit like the Americans did?
Uqi Kunuk: I don't know. I don't know how that was.

After they built Upper Base, were the Inuit allowed to go up
there?
Uqi Kunuk: I went up there once when I had one child in 1959.
They showed us how they operated the transmitter. There was a
map. They knew the whereabouts of the planes and ships that
showed on the screen. I remember they were explaining to us how
much they knew about what was going on. We were shown
around the site. That's what I remember. Maybe people went up
there before we came here.

History of the 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Frobisher Bay, April-June 1959 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
The 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Baffin Island, Canada, had the largest Armed Forces Day crowd in its history on
Sunday, May 17th. A total of 430 Frobisher Bay residents visited the squadron which is known here as "Radar Hill".
The Armed Forces Day program was highlighted by a tour of the Operations section. The flags of Canada and the United States were
posted together to represent the combined efforts of both nations in the defense of North America.
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[…]
Representatives of the following departments, plus a large segment of the Eskimo population, attended the event: The Department of
Northern Affairs, The Department of Transport, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Royal Canadian Navy, Pan American Airline Company,
The Tower Construction Company, The Federal Electric Company, The Carter Construction Company, The Pitts Construction Company,
1932-2 AACS Detachment, 465th Air Base Squadron, the Royal Bank and the Bank of Montreal.
History of the 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Frobisher Bay, April-June 1960 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
A squadron reception was conducted on Armed Forces Day by members of this squadron. We had a turnout of approximately 75 people
from the local community.
History of the 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Frobisher Bay, April-June 1961 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
This organization held an open house on Armed Forces Day. Approximately 500 natives and Canadian citizens were given a complete tour
of this organization.

Is this a picture of Upper Base [*see photograph #25]?
Bill MacKenzie: Yes. There were two monstrous towers up there.
You used to drive underneath one of the towers; the road was
going underneath. The Polevault site was what transmitted
signals. Upper Base survived long after it was closed down. It was
closed down in the 1970s. Now it is all gone, everything has
disappeared… It was an interesting place. Upper Base was an
interesting site when you wandered around it. There was a power
station for the big power plant. There was also a big garage, and a
big freezer. They had the main radar site, and in two other
buildings they also had some sort of radar. I think inside this
building [in a picture] they had big blowers to keep that white
thing inflated. They had all the communication systems in one
building.

I took some of those buildings apart. Upper Base had been
put up for sale… The Americans gave it to the Federal
government for a dollar, I think. A friend of mine bought these
Crown Assets from the government for peanuts. He took some of
these buildings apart and sold them to people down in Iqaluit.
There were quite a few buildings from Upper Base that are now
houses in Iqaluit. I bought a few buildings from him, for the
plywood on the roof of those buildings. Plywood was very
expensive at that time. I spent a summer up there cutting off the
entire roof and lifting the plywood that was underneath.
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"A Synopsis of the Military Implications of Inactivating Certain Radars in the Northeast Area", February 1961 (National Archives of Canada, on:
http://www.pinetreeline.org/gap/gap10.html)
5. The line of prime radars extending from Frobisher to Red Cliff were constructed as an extension of the DEW Line to provide early
warning of an impending attack from the Northeast on the populated and industrial areas of Northeastern Canada and the United States.
The radars at Frobisher, and Resolution Island serve as an early warning function only while those on the lower Labrador – Newfoundland
coast have an early warning and weapons control capability. Thus, because the function of these two radars is being superseded by the four
prime radars comprising DEW East there is no longer any operational requirement to retain them. In addition they are very expensive both
in manpower and money to maintain.
[...]
9. In sum, the improvement to the early warning capability, i.e. DEW East and the G-I-UK barrier, becoming operational in July 1961 is
such that the limited additional coverage provided by the prime radars at Frobisher, Resolution Island and Red Cliff and the six gap filler
radars in the Goose Sector does not warrant the high cost of operation.
Frobisher Bay, N.W.T., 1960 - US APO 228 New York, Kevin O'Reilly, December 1998
(http://www.pinetreeline.org/other/other17/other17c.html)
The radar station (also known as site N-31) was closed on November 1, 1961. It appears that the "Polevault" communications facilities were
used until 1974 when the whole site was abandoned. The buildings were finally dismantled and removed in the summer of 1997.
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CHAPTER 6
THE HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY POST
Ralph Parsons, Fur Trade Commissioner (HBC), to R.A. Gibson, Deputy Commissioner, N.W.T. Administration, February 24, 1940 (Hudson's Bay
Company Archives, RG7/1/1748).
Due to adverse business conditions and the impossibility of operating at a profit, we are reluctantly obliged to close our posts at
Frobisher Bay, N.W.T., and Stupart's Bay, Quebec. Due to a dwindling population, the trade at Frobisher Bay has been declining for some
time, while Stupart's Bay, as you know, was never a very satisfactory or profitable unit.
With regard to the natives at the posts mentioned, we would propose that those at Frobisher Bay be cared for from Lake Harbour.
Post Manager Bell has had considerable experience both with the Frobisher Bay and Lake Harbour natives and, we are confident, can make
suitable arrangements so that they may carry on their hunting activities and make a livelihood.
We would ask permission, however, that if circumstances are favourable, we may transfer two or three of the Frobisher Bay families
to Clyde Post. We do not propose to make this transfer unless arrangements can be made to bring the native families to Lake Harbour to
connect with the ship, and it is understood always that they will not be transferred unless agreeable to the change.
If you are willing that this transfer of natives takes place, we suggest that your superintendent of the Eastern Arctic Patrol be
authorized to conclude the detailed arrangements while at Lake Harbour this summer.
R.A. Gibson, Deputy Commissioner, N.W.T. Administration, to Ralph Parsons, Fur Trade Commissioner (HBC), March 28, 1940
(Hudson's Bay Company Archives, RG7/1/1748).
Your application for permission to transfer two or three Frobisher Bay families to River Clyde is approved on the understanding that the
Eskimos affected are satisfied and that the Company assumes full responsibility for their maintenance. Should these Eskimos desire to
return to Frobisher Bay it is assumed that the same transportation facilities will be provided.
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Hudson's Bay Company – Frobisher Bay (Non-Dated Document Provided by Mr. Gordon Rennie, Iqaluit, Fall 1998), p. 6-7.
Due to staff, transportation and other difficulties, Frobisher Bay post was operated on a camp trade basis during World War II. One visit
would be made during the summer when the supplies were delivered and at which time the Eskimos would be outfitted for the winter.
Three visits by dogteam would be made during the winter season, when the Eskimos would gather at the post to trade. All these visits were
pre-arranged, so that the Eskimos would know when either the Post Manager or his assistant from Lake Harbour would be on hand to
trade with them. In 1945, at the close of World War II, Frobisher Bay was again opened on a permanent basis with Post Manager J.A. Ford
in charge.
[…]
It was realized that the Frobisher [p. 7] airbase was not just a wartime emergency establishment. It was here to stay and could develop into
something big and important in the northward march of Canadian civilization. In September, 1947 therefore, a new post site was selected
by Post Manager J.A. Ford assisted by the late Jimmy Bell, then in charge of Lake Harbour […] Their instructions were to select a suitable
site convenient to the airport, so that the best possible service could be given to the Eskimos of Frobisher Bay, the majority of whom were
already located in that area and gainfully employed by the white man.
Supt. D.J. Martin, to the Officer Commanding, "G" Division, RCMP, "Employment of Eskimos at Frobisher Bay Air Base", January 2, 1948 (National
Archives of Canada, RG85, vol. 1070, series D-1-a, file 251-5)
...I would say that it would be a very good thing for the Eskimos, if the Hudson's Bay Company were to move their trading post from Ward
Inlet (which is situated about 40 miles from Frobisher Bay Air Base) to a site close to the air base. This would facilitate trading for the
natives and should help to encourage them to continue in their native mode of life as much as possible, and it would help considerably in
the payment of family allowances, which could be done by our Frobisher Bay Detachment member rather than by our Lake Harbour
Detachment personnel, as at present.

What was your husband's name?
Oolooriaq Ineak: Akisuk. His father was still alive when the
Americans came. He died in 1953 during an epidemic. I had one
son then. When he was a young man, before he had children, he
was taken to London by boat. He was there all year.

Your father-in-law was taken to London?

Oolooriaq Ineak: This was before he was my father-in-law. I
married his son in 1940 or 1941. Ineak was my father-in-law,
Akisuk is my husband.

Do you know who took Ineak to London?
Oolooriaq Ineak: He was taken on a ship. We used to go to
Mialigaqtaliminiq. We lived in one of the Americans' old houses.
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When I was a little girl we used to live in sealskin tents. This was
when there was no qallunaat except for the HBC here.

dogteam.

Were the HBC the only qallunaat here back then?
Oolooriaq Ineak: We used to live in Kimmirut. When my father
passed away, my mother re-married here in Iqaluit. We came here
in the summer time. In the winter someone from the HBC finally
came here to trade. Although they had a store and a house here
they did not live here. They would only stay for a short time.
They left right after they made their trades. They did not always
stay here. That's what I saw when I was a little girl. The qallunaat
remained in Kimmirut.

Akisu Joamie: I think it was in 1938 or 1939, prior to 1940, there
weren't any HBC workers or qallunaat for three years, even
though they had been living here before. While the war was going
on, there were no qallunaat at all. Nobody supervised the storage
of goods down there. The HBC moved here permanently in 1945.

Were the houses empty?
Akisu Joamie: Yes.

Wasn't anybody left there when the war was going on?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: I was a child when the Americans were
here. I was not a grown-up yet. I grew up while the Americans
were here. There weren't many buildings back then. There were
only tents and a few houses. There weren't too many houses here.
I remember when the qallunaat stopped living at Iqalugaarjuit
[location of the HBC post at that time] so the Inuit started moving
away. There were only a few Inuit left there. When the Americans
arrived here, Inuit gradually started coming here. Martha and her
sister Uqi are some of the ones who came back here. They had left
to go to Clyde River. They came back here when the Americans
arrived. There were only a few of us here for a while. There were
no qallunaat at Iqalugaarjuk when the manager left during the
winter. I remember that.

The HBC left?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: That's the way it was. People left and then
came back. There are buildings in Apex that used to be in
Iqalugaarjuit which belonged to the HBC. They were moved
there. That is why they are in Apex now. Even before they moved
here permanently, Uqi's father used to go back and forth by

Akisu Joamie: There were no qallunaat left there. We took some of
the Americans from here to Iqalugaarjuit. We brought them back
as well. I think they wanted to see the place. Maybe they just
wanted to see the land. We went there by boat. I think it was in
October.

Do you remember the RCMP officer? His name was Victor
Jeffers.
Akisu Joamie: I don't remember his name, but I remember him
being here. We went down there with him. We left from Iqaluit.
We only went there with him once. We went down there and
came back here with him. We went by boat.

According to the archives, in September 1945, HBC Manager
James Ford used to live there in Ward Inlet. We now call
them outpost camps.
Akisu Joamie: He was my friend. He used to live there. My wife
and I would go there. He was my friend. That was his camp.
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Were you working there?
Akisu Joamie: Yes. This person Jimmy was my friend. The HBC
employees lived in Iqalugaarjuk. He lived there a long time ago.
This person became my friend when I became an adult. We
moved down to Apex from there when the HBC did.

You and your wife moved here?
Akisu Joamie: Yes. When we started moving to Apex, we built
those houses in 1948 or 1949, the houses in Apex that belonged to
the HBC. Although we built them in September we did not move
into them after we built them. We stayed here for a while. In 1949,
we moved to Apex from Iqalugaarjuit. Even though he was a
qallunaaq, he was able to speak Inuktitut very well. His wife was
an Inuk. I would go hunting with him. I would go boating with
him, just the two of us. He was my good friend. We would also
travel together by dogteam.

Did you grow up over here?

Mary Peter: I spent a year in Kimmirut. I left there when I was
four and finally returned when I was sixteen.

When you came over here, were the Americans already here?
Mary Peter: Yes. They had already been here for some time. I can't
remember if they came in 1946 or 1947.

Were there people from this area already living here when you
came here?
Mary Peter: We came here when there were people still living in
outlying camps. There weren't that many people living in Iqaluit
then. We came here after spending some time at Iqalugaarjuit
where there was a Hudson's Bay trading post.

Were there Inuit living in Iqalugaarjuit?
Mary Peter: There were some people around the Hudson's Bay
post but there weren't that many. The Inuit at the post were
originally from Kuujjuaq. I was related to the manager's wife. She
was my grandmother's cousin.

Mary Peter: We moved over here when I was ten years old.

Who were the couple that were there?

Where did you come from?

Mary Peter: Jimmy Ford and his wife Maggie Maggie.

Mary Peter: We came over here from Pangniqtuuq. I'm not
originally from Pangniqtuuq. We went over there by ship when I
was four.

Were there people living near Iqalugaarjuit?
Mary Peter: Yes. There were two families at Ukiallivialuk, and
another family at Pannilialuk. We were at Illaulittuuq.

Who was your camp leader?
Mary Peter: I recall Ineak being a camp leader. He was my
grandmother's father. In the camp that I lived in my grandfather
Arnakallak was the camp leader. I was adopted.

Have you been here since you moved here at the age of ten?

Lucatsie Nowdlak: When Iqaluit started becoming more
populated we tore the HBC post down. We were asked to
dismantle the buildings and take them to Apex.
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Did you move them there?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: They were towed here using an American
boat.

Jimmy Kilabuk: In around 1954 or 1955 my father became a
widower. He went up there to get a wife. I actually don't really

Who were the other people that dismantled the buildings?

know whether he was looking for a wife but we went up to Qipisa

Lucatsie Nowdlak: Jimmy, Arnakallak, myself, my brother
Arnakallak, Joamie, and Akisu, who was his son.

from Pangniqtuuq by dogteam. I must have been around fourteen

Did the Americans help dismantle the buildings?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: I don't think they were Americans. I think
they were Canadians who helped. When the qallunaat started
leaving, the HBC had to move here, maybe because the ships
were arriving here. They used to go to Kimmirut with a small
boat; not with a ship, with a small one.

or fifteen when my father took me along by dogteam. It was
around that time when I became so snow-blind that I could hardly
open my eyes. We had a lot of snow-blindness back then. My
father gave me a dogteam of my own, so I followed him to Qipisa.

Did it take long to move everything?

Did you come back here?

Lucatsie Nowdlak: No, not too long. They moved things on a
barge. Some of the pieces broke while we were dismantling them.
We had to dismantle them so we could carry them.

Jimmy Kilabuk: We lived there for quite a while. We came here

Who was the person who worked at the HBC?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: I don't know his real name. He was known as
Kigutaittuq. I don't remember his English name. He had an Inuk
wife. He was the last manager there.

After he left there, did he stay here in Iqaluit?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: No. The manager changed. He left. The HBC
workers had to leave when they finished their term. They stayed
here for many years. When they finished their term, they had to
return to their HBC base.

by dogteam as soon as winter arrived. My father would come
here every winter. Sometimes he would come here three times, for
it was his home. The sea ice in Pangniqtuuq takes a long time to
become stable because the sea ice in the fiord takes a long time to
form. I would dress warmly when we came to trade during the
Christmas season. Although we were living at Qipisa, in late fall,
as soon as the ice became stable, we would come here to buy
supplies.
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When did you move here permanently?

Iqalugaarjuit and they are still standing. I clearly remember when
they were brought over here. Even my father used to help out at

Jimmy Kilabuk: I think we moved here permanently around
thirty years ago. I can't really say, but I can use my son Johnny to

the HBC when we would spend the summer there. We didn't
travel to Iqaluit much in the summer then.

estimate the years. He is now over thirty, so it must have been
close to twenty-eight or twenty-nine years ago when we moved

Was he the only worker?

here to Iqaluit from our home. I had a wife by then. Sometimes in
the early winter when the ice was unstable, it took us ten days to
come here from Qipisa. When we started using snowmobiles, I
left Iqaluit in the morning to go to Qipisa and I got there before
four o'clock in the afternoon. At one time it took ten days to travel
the same route, but we made it in a day. We left Iqaluit at six in

Jimmy Kilabuk: There were quite a few people. I won't say their
names but I think there were about ten. There might have been
more than ten before they started moving. They had to make the
move all in one summer, so there were quite a few people moving
the houses for the traders.

the morning and arrived there before four in the afternoon.
We used to go trading at Iqalugaarjuit. When the
Canadians started moving in and the Americans were moving out
– there were still a lot of Americans in Apex though – the houses
were moved here from Iqalugaarjuit by boat. The former stores
are still there in Apex. They were brought in on a big boat owned
by the company. Some materials were brought over in boats
belonging to Inuit. The buildings were brought over here from

Martha Tikivik: There used to be a store and staff houses, not in
Apex, but down further at the old outpost camp in Iqalugaarjuk.
That was the very first store. My father Arnakallak and Joamie
helped move the old store by ship to Apex. It is still standing. One
of the old buildings that was transported here to Iqaluit is now the
museum. It has a new addition on it.

Was your father working as a helper?
Martha Tikivik: He only helped when they were moving here to
Apex. They rebuilt the buildings there in Apex. We used to go
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there to buy food.

You said that one of the buildings moved to Apex is the
museum now?
Martha Tikivik: I believe it is the same building. It has a new
addition on it. It is now called the Nunatta Sunakkutaangit
Museum.

Did they move this building a long time ago?
Martha Tikivik: It wasn't too long ago. I'm not sure how many
years it has been.

How many houses were there in Iqalugaarjuk?
Martha Tikivik: There were two or three. We used to walk to the
old store along the shore when it was low tide, and also up
through the hills.

Iqaluk Ipeelie: Yes. Inuit provided transportation by dogteam.
They would bring the qallunaat with them. One family stayed with
the qallunaat at the trading post.

Would you know who that family was?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: I remember the people who used to live there.
There was Harry, now deceased. I heard that Harry was there.
Akisu Joamie also used to be down there with them, as hired help.

Were the traders Inuit?

Is there a trail that was used by land?
Martha Tikivik: Yes. There are trails visible by the shore where
there aren't any houses.

Iqaluk Ipeelie: The traders were qallunaat. They lived like

Did it take long to move the houses from Iqalugaarjuk?

the qallunaat traders moved to Apex. More and more qallunaat

Martha Tikivik: I don't remember because when you are a
teenager, you don't remember that much. But I remember the
store used to be so cold, because they didn't have a stove to heat it
with.

qallunaat, in houses. We hadn't been living here very long when

were arriving here so they moved their trading post down to
Apex.

Did they move here to be closer to the Inuit working for the
Were there only a few people living in Iqalugaarjuk because
Inuit only went there once a year?

military?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: I am sure they moved to Iqaluit because there
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were more people here. More and more people began arriving

warehouse so they could not store any goods during the winter,

and looking for work, and more people meant more business, so

so there were limited choices. They had flour but there was

they moved to Apex. They moved during the summer by boat.

nothing you could really call food. There were canned goods like
roast beef, or was it called corned beef? It was only when the store

Are the buildings still standing?

opened in Apex that I saw those. I'd never seen canned food

Iqaluk Ipeelie: Yes. They are still down there. When they moved
the buildings here they increased in size and in number. There
was only the trader's house and the store in Iqalugaarjuit. Some of
the materials used for building the houses here came from the

before then. I don't know where or how they were stored to keep
them from freezing.

Did you like the goods?

former trading post at Iqalugaarjuit, and some from the wood

Iqaluk Ipeelie: It was not bad, but then it was nothing new to me.

discarded by the Americans. Not all the building materials came

I said that I'd never seen those kinds of goods sold at the

from one source. Once they were reassembled, they turned out to

Hudson's Bay store, before but I had seen food like that served at

be larger than the original buildings, and there were three of

the American military base because we used to eat with the

them.

Americans. The canned meats sold at the Hudson's Bay Company
store were the first canned meats to be sold by that particular

When the store was built in Apex, was their merchandise

company.

different from that sold at the military base?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: It was not like a general store. They did not sell
stuff like meat, or canned goods. They did not have a heated

Was the HBC here when you moved here, or were they still in
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Iqalugaarjuk?

told not to build a house near the store.

Josie Itiitiq: They were still down in Iqalugaarjuk back then. We
used to go trading there from here.

Did your parents build a little bridge?

Did they come here afterwards?
Josie Itiitiq: Yes. They only came here afterwards. They started
carrying more goods and they had things for women.

Was this when they had more things to sell?
Josie Itiitiq: Yes. It was wonderful.

How did you buy clothes?
Josie Itiitiq: I don't know. Maybe we just had home-made
clothing. I recall having clothing made for me.

Elijah Pudlu: When the Americans were here, my older sister,
who has since passed away, used to work for the Hudson's Bay
Company in Apex. When we moved here from Iqalugaarjuk they
were building the Hudson's Bay Company. At that time they were
also building houses. I think the reason my older sister was hired
was because our father was blind. There's a little river there. We
couldn't have a house on the same side as the store. We build a
qammaq across the little river. That was when my older sister was
working for them. We were one of the first people to get a
dwelling. There weren't any houses in Apex when we first moved.
They started building houses here in Iqaluit when the government
first came here. That was when we were living in Apex.

Did the HBC not want you there?
Elijah Pudlu: I think my parents were told to build a house across
from the river. That's what I remember. They might have been

Elijah Pudlu: It was just my father. He used to do so many things.
I used to go out hunting with him. When I first shot a caribou he
skinned the caribou and cut the meat even though he was blind.
He used to go hunting with a gaff during spring when there were
seal pups. You know the rocky area over there? He went to the
edge there with his cane. He was the first one to start building the
bridge. I was just a child at that time. He got all the wood to build
the bridge from the Americans. That's how it was.

Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: My sister got a job at the HBC as a
janitor when it was in Apex, after they left Iqalugaarjuit. Because
my sister got a job at the HBC we moved down there. There was
just our family. There was my mother and father, my older sister,
my brother and myself. We got a qammaq just across the river. My
parents built a small bridge, so we started using that.

Was it for your father to use?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: No, it was for all of us. They built the
bridge even though my father was blind. I remember that.

What was your sister's name?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Her name was Liitia. A year or two years
ago the manager who worked here when my sister was working,
was here in Iqaluit, but I did not see him. That was last year or the
year before that, that he came here.

Do you remember his name?
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Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: No, I do not remember his name.

Was it James Ford?

Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: I do not know. They used to call him
Qirniq in Inuktitut.

Was it the same manager who worked in Iqalugaarjuk?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: No. It was not him.
Jimmy Nooshoota: It was the manager that came after him.
She is thinking of Qirniq.

Were there a lot of families living in Apex when you
moved there?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: No. There was just our family. We
were the first ones to move down there. We moved down there
when no one else was living there.

Was your sister the only Inuk working for the HBC?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Yes, as far as I remember, she was the
only one working. She was the only one working there when I
was young. Qirniq also had a child. His wife was also there.
They told me to play with their daughter.

Was his wife a qallunaaq?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Yes, she was.
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CHAPTER 7
LIFE NEAR AN AIRBASE: CONTACTS WITH THE MILITARY
R.C. Bowen, Insp., Officer Commanding, "G" Division, to the Constable in Charge, RCMP Detachment, Lake Harbour, "Enforcement of Laws on
Construction of Aerodromes – Co-operation with National Defence – Duties at Frobisher Bay Detachment, N.W.T.", July 15, 1942. (National Archives
of Canada, RG18, vol. 4620, series F-1, file GS-1316-6 1960).
1. The duties of the Constable who is to be stationed at Frobisher Bay, N.W.T., where an air base is to be constructed by the United
States Army Air Corps, will consist of the enforcement of all laws of Canada and all Ordinances of the Northwest Territories.
2. He will co-operate with the United States Officer Commanding troops at Frobisher Bay in regard to the maintenance of law and
order amongst the American troops, outside of the Military Camp.
3. [...] the service courts of any foreign forces present in Canada may [...] exercise within Canada, in relation to members of that
Force in matters concerning discipline and internal administration, [...] provided that such service courts or authorities shall not have
jurisdiction in respect to any acts or omissions which would constitute the offences of murder, manslaughter or rape under the Criminal
Code of Canada.
4. [...] In practice it is the wish of the Commissioner that we leave most cases of offences by U.S. troops to the service court to be
dealt with, but you will note that cases of murder, manslaughter and rape cannot be tried in Canada by the Foreign Forces Service Courts they must be tried by the Canadian Courts.
5. Nothing shall prevent an aggrieved Canadian Citizen from entering prosecution against a member of the Foreign Force when that
citizen has been subjected to an offence committed by a member of the Foreign Force.
[p. 2] 6. Insofar as Frobisher Bay District is concerned there are not likely to be any serious offences committed. The Constable should only
make arrests of U.S. troops in serious cases, where there are no U.S. Military Police, or other authority present to make the arrest, or when
he is requested by the U.S. Military Authorities to make an arrest of their member for some specific offence.
7. Nevertheless, he will be responsible for the maintenance of law and order in the district, outside of the Military Camp [...] Our
policy is to co-operate with the U.S. Military Authorities and allow them to deal with their own delinquents as far as possible... [...]
8. Our personnel must be particularly vigilant to ensure that the native women are not molested, and that no liquor is given to the
natives.
9. As things are at present the U.S. troops will not be allowed to hunt and trap in the Northwest Territories. [...] Members of the U.S.
Army may fish in the Northwest Territories.
10. It is expected that our Member's relations with the U.S. Army Officers and enlisted men will be on a friendly footing, and he will
co-operate with the Officer Commanding troops on all occasions provided such co-operation does not interfere with his Police duties. An
intelligent application by him of his duties should be such as to earn the respect of the U.S. troops.
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Wasn't there a police officer here?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes. There was always a police officer. There was
not a police officer here, but there was one in Kimmirut. There
was no detachment here, so he was in Kimmirut. I remember that
the minister and the police officer would come here by dogteam.
The Inuit would take them back and forth from Kimmirut by
dogteam. It wasn't too long ago that the police came here to
Iqaluit. The police were in Kimmirut before. We were all
intimidated when they arrived. Our mothers would tell us that if
we didn't listen, the police would come and arrest us. It turns out
they were lying.

Jayko Pitseolak: Yes, there used to be three RCMP officers.
Puqtujuq and the others were here. They were given Inuktitut
names. Puqtujuq was the boss, Tuktu was the second boss and
Mikilaaq was the lowest ranking officer. We used to go to the
RCMP and get sealskins for sewing materials.

Did the RCMP have any Inuit employees?
Jayko Pitseolak: Yes. They had Inuit employees. My step-uncle
Muusisi and Timuuti were working for them.

Back then, the military and the traders were here. Were
What did you find funny when you first started seeing
qallunaat?
Jayko Pitseolak: I don't know. I remember I used to be scared of
them. When I was a teenager I used to run away whenever I saw
qallunaat.

Were they the ones that worked for the Hudson's Bay
Company?
Jayko Pitseolak: Yes, the Hudson's Bay Company employees and
the RCMP officers. I wasn't scared of the missionaries.

there police here too?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: The police were already here by the time I arrived.

What were they doing here? Did they work for the
Americans?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: Perhaps they were sent here to make sure that there were

Why were you scared of the traders and the police, and not
scared of the missionaries?

no relationships between the Inuit and the qallunaat. One can assume

Jayko Pitseolak: I used to be really scared of the RCMP. I heard
that the RCMP could take you away if you didn't listen or behave
properly. They were really scary and they had such big noses.

tell you for sure. Perhaps they were here to stand guard for the Canadian

When you moved here, were the RCMP here?

that that was their purpose for being here. I am not really sure. I cannot

government because we are part of Canada.
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Even if the Americans and the Inuit wanted to have contact?
Akisu Joamie: Yes.

Was there only one RCMP officer near the base?
Akisu Joamie: When the Americans started living here, there was
only one RCMP officer here. When the first RCMP officer left,
another one came here to Iqaluit.

What were his tasks?
Akisu Joamie: He worked for the qallunaat, not for the Inuit, but
he did deal with the Inuit when they arrived here. There were a
lot of military personnel and all of them were qallunaat. We would
see the RCMP officer go down to greet the Inuit when they
arrived here. That was when Inuit were restricted from having
any contact with the qallunaat. The RCMP officer handled
everything. He handled such things as carvings. When Inuit had
something to sell, the RCMP officer would take the carvings to the
qallunaat. He would go back to the Inuit after there was a sale.
That was the system.

Would he take the proceeds of the sale back to the Inuit?
Akisu Joamie: Inuit were not allowed to go beyond where the
breakwater is today. The Inuit would go to the point. The RCMP
officer would be the only qallunaaq who would meet them. The
Inuit would give their goods or carvings that they were trying to
sell to the RCMP, and he would bring them to the qallunaat. He
would probably purchase some items for them. The RCMP officer
would obtain cigarettes or tobacco and bring them down to the
people who had sold their carvings.

Were the Inuit not allowed to go where the Americans were?
Akisu Joamie: No. They were told not to go to the qallunaat by the
one RCMP officer.

Were they not allowed to have any contact because of that one
person?
Akisu Joamie: Yes. I told you about the breakwater. Inuit would
go there. There used to be a dump there with things they did not
really need. Close to it there was a pile of food. They would take
food to that pile. The qallunaat were not allowed to meet with the
Inuit, and the Inuit were not allowed to meet with the qallunaat.
But they knew that the Inuit would go there, so they would pile
up food, such as a hundred pounds of flour, or a hundred pounds
of sugar. They would leave that near the dump. They knew that
the Inuit would take them when they went there. The qallunaat
really helped the Inuit here.

The qallunaat who were American?
Akisu Joamie: Yes. They would give us food and material for
clothing. People were wearing skin clothing here when the
Americans arrived. After they arrived here, people started using
clothing made of fabric that were given to them by the military.
As I said, there was a dump, and beside it there was another pile,
that had things like clothing and blankets. They would put them
aside and the Inuit who went there would take them. The people
from here were helped a lot by them.

Do you remember the movies?
Akisu Joamie: We often went to see the movies. People would go
see the movies when they were playing. There was a theatre in a
house. Inuit would hang around there.

Was this when they started having contact with one another?
Akisu Joamie: Yes. This was when they were no longer restricted
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from socializing with one another. Inuit would go watch movies.

What kind of movies did you watch?
Akisu Joamie: We would watch war movies. We would also
watch cowboy movies. The cowboy movies were the main ones
that we watched.

Were the cowboy movies new for you?
Akisu Joamie: Yes. They were very new.

Did you celebrate Christmas or other occasions with the
Americans?

Akisu Joamie: No. We never did. While the Americans were here,
I never saw anybody partying with them or drinking with them.

Did the Americans give you any presents at Christmas?
Akisu Joamie: We did not receive any presents.

Was it because you were not allowed to mix with the
Americans?
Akisu Joamie: Even after we were allowed to mix, they didn't
give us any presents.

Supt. D.J. Martin, Frobisher Bay Detachment, to the Officer Commanding, "G" Division, RCMP, "Julius Nathanual (Labrador Eskimo) – The
Territorial Liquor Ordinance, Frobisher Bay, N.W.T.", August 31, 1945 (National Archives of Canada, RG85, vol. 991, series C-1-a, file 15671, reel T13,977).
1. Information was received at this Detachment that the Eskimos employed at this base were in the habit of lingering around the U.S.
Base Post Exchange on nights when beer was being served to the personnel of the base. It was also believed that a few of the Eskimos were
receiving beer in small quantities from the base personnel at the rear entrance of the Post Exchange.
[...]
3. In the P.M. of the 28-8-45 the writer received a phone call from the Post Exchange, and was advised that Eskimos were around the
building. On my arrival at the building it was noted that several were there, and when questioned regarding their presence; they
complained that [Julius Nathanual] was in the Post Exchange drinking beer, and they thought that they should have the same privilege.
4. The writer entered the Post Exchange and found [Nathanual] drinking beer. He was asked to leave the premises, and when
questioned regarding the subject he stated that he was a Labrador Eskimo, also, that he was permitted to drink beer the same as any other
employee from Newfoundland. Nathanual was advised that he would not enter the Post Exchange for the purpose of drinking beer in
future, and that he would not be allowed to consume beer or other intoxicants whilst an employee at this base.
[...]
6. It is submitted that patrols have been made around the Post Exchange on nights when beer was being served, and on no occasion
did the writer see any Eskimos from this base around the building. It has only come to my attention [p. 2] since the return of the captionally
noted, who has been absent from the base on holidays for the last month. Whilst at this base Julius Nathanual is employed as labourer and
interpreter.
7. All Eskimos at the base have been informed that they are not to drink beer or other intoxicants, and that they were to refrain from
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entering the vicinity of the Post Exchange when beer was being distributed to the base personnel.
Anugaaq Arnaqquq: I can say that we had to follow the rules.
There was no other way. Back then, women were not allowed to
go past the Post Office or to where the Legion is located. I
remember that they were not allowed to go there at all. That is
when the RCMP were acting as social workers. One police officer,
who had an assistant, stated that women were not allowed to go
there at all. That is not the way it is now. Now they can go
anywhere.

anything. People who wanted to take pictures of us would have to
be escorted by the police. We would know what happened
between the qallunaat and the Inuit. Those who did not behave
would be shipped back down south.

There were a lot of military personnel, and not that
many people keeping watch. How did they know that
the men weren't doing anything with the women?

Were you allowed to go to see the military personnel at any
time or were you restricted from going there?
Simonie Michael: The Inuit who were working weren't restricted
from going up there. But the Americans were not allowed to go
where the Inuit were living. There was a sign that was posted that
said it was a restricted area. Women were not allowed to go there,
but we workers were able to. Women were only allowed to go
and watch movies. They were able to go there, but they were
constantly watched. There was a sign that read that qallunaat were
not allowed to go down to where the Inuit lived [*see photograph
#26].

Who would keep watch to make sure the women didn't go
there? The police?
Simonie Michael: There was one police officer. Of course he and
the military police communicated with each other. But it was our
police officer who put up the sign.

Did you ever hear if the women and the military personnel
got together?
Simonie Michael: If a person was being bothered, that person
could inform the officers. We would know if anybody did

Simonie Michael: I don't know about this. I only know that there
were signs put up so that the men would not go down. I am not
sure how the guards did their job at night. We were not aware of
that.

Whenever you came to Iqaluit did you see a lot of Americans?
Mary Peter: Yes.

Were there a lot of them?
Mary Peter: Yes, there were a lot of them. There was one summer
while we were here in Iqaluit that I was alone in our tent, and
some people started peeking inside. The rest of my family were
out watching the movies. I was still a young girl then, just about
to become a teenager, when men started poking their heads into
the tent. I was quite frightened. There was a ship here at the time.

Maybe they had arrived by boat and were curious?
Mary Peter: Maybe so, but I became frightened because I thought
they would do something to me.
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That would have been a frightening experience. Did the
Americans visit the people living in the tents?
Mary Peter: Not too much. The police were around, and the
soldiers were told not to go where the Inuit were too much.

You stated that you were afraid of the Americans. Were you
frightened of them when they were walking around?
Elijah Mike: Back then when we did not know anything about
qallunaat it was scary. Back then qallunaat were all scary. When
you saw a qallunaaq, you wanted to stare but at the same time, you
were afraid that you were going to be chased away. I remember
one incident that a qallunaaq was talking to me but I was so
frightened, I only uttered "I wonder what he is saying" in
Inuktitut.

Did you watch Americans doing drills like they do on
television?
Elijah Mike: Yes. They would take us up to watch the Americans
doing drills. They would all be in unison.

So you went up to watch them doing drills?
Elijah Mike: Yes. They were over there by the airport. They were
all marching as soldiers do.

Pallu Nowdlak: Small balloons. I learned that they would send
them up into the air and they would shoot at them. They would
carry their guns around town. I was afraid of them, but it turns
out they were not scary at all. They would never point their guns
at us, but I did not know that they weren't scary. When I saw
people carrying guns around town for the first time, I was afraid.
I really liked them. They were part of my childhood. Even though
I was small, they were quick to give me cigarettes.
I came here when Iqaluit was a small town. I came here from
Clyde River. There is only one building left that was built by the
Americans. That's the T-1 building1. Then there is the terminal
building. Then there is the big building further away. They would run
out of that building at lunch hour when the siren went off. I presume
that was part of a practice drill.

They were training?
Pallu Nowdlak: They were doing their drills. It was lunch time.
They had gone for lunch but the alarm went off and they all ran
outside. Perhaps they were just practicing a drill. Maybe they did
that on purpose.

Do you remember their dump?
Pallu Nowdlak: It was close to the MOT beach, just across from
us, there on the beach, close to the river.

Pallu Nowdlak: I saw the ways of the Americans. They had
shooting drills up there. We could hear gunshots from where we
lived. They would shoot at targets.

Are you referring to the MOT beach, the one that is close to

What targets did they shoot at?

This T-1 building has since been torn down, with the construction of
new buildings near the Nunavut Assembly.
1
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the airport?
Pallu Nowdlak: At the MOT beach down there, where the boats
are during the winter. There was also a dump which was close to
us. It was located there. Then it was moved to where the little
river is. It was there for a while, and then it was moved further
away to where the river is, to where the old dump is now.

Was there a lot of stuff in the dump?
Pallu Nowdlak: Very much so. There was a lot of food. When we
were there, we had a lot of dogs. We took the dogs to the dump,
and they would eat and become full. The Americans would throw
away a lot of food. They would throw away large amounts. The
food had not spoiled at all. They would throw away canned food
that hadn't been opened at all.

ones that people liked were missed. When they had to leave, there
were new ones who would arrive. That is how they would do it.
Even the good officers would leave and then bad ones would
come.

Were you allowed to go and see the Americans whenever you
wanted?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes. We could go and see them whenever we
wanted.

Were even the women allowed to go there?
Pallu Nowdlak: The women were restricted from going there by
the police officer. Only the women were restricted from going
there, not the men.

Do you remember if they showed movies?

Do you remember anything else?

Pallu Nowdlak: They would let people watch movies. I would go
there all the time. It was very cheap.

Did you have to pay?

Pallu Nowdlak: Yes. When it was Christmas time, we were given
a lot of stuff, but only junk food and candies. People were given a
lot of candies during Christmas, so that is the time we were most
happy. Those are the things that I often remember.

Pallu Nowdlak: Yes, but it was just a small amount. I don't think
it even cost a quarter.

Was this during Christmas?

Do you remember what kind of movies you watched?

Pallu Nowdlak: Yes. It was at Christmas time. We were given a
lot of stuff during Christmas, since the qallunaat had a lot of stuff.

Pallu Nowdlak: What do you call those? The cowboy movies, the
war movies. Inuit would like to watch them, maybe because it
was our first time seeing them. People liked them.

Were there many Americans?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes. There were a lot of them. Some would leave
and others would arrive. That is how it worked. When their time
was up, they would leave and new ones would come. Even the
officers would change. They didn't leave at the same time. The

Did you exchange presents?
Pallu Nowdlak: No, but I think that people gave them carvings.
That was before people really knew how to carve. They would
make small carvings. I mentioned that people went to movies. I
remember people carving before the movies would start, so that
they could go to the movies. Even receiving a small amount
would be fine, just enough to pay for the movie. I don't think it
even cost a quarter to get in. Any small carving would do.
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Do you remember what the Americans looked like?

What did they do to others who were not living in the area,
who just went to the store?

Sammy Tikivik: I remember the first time I saw them. They were
kind of scary because they always carried guns.

Sammy Tikivik: They did the same thing. They watched them. In
the springtime they usually left right after they made their
purchases.

When you got older, you were not afraid of them anymore?

Do you remember going to the movies?

Sammy Tikivik: By the time they left, I wasn't scared of them
anymore.

Sammy Tikivik: Yes. Going to the movies was one of my
favourite activities. It was so much fun going to the movies. The
movie theatre was large. The chairs there were comfortable too.
The chairs were slanted downwards, so you would look down to
see the movie.

What is your most vivid memory of the Americans?
Sammy Tikivik: There were people living elsewhere. When they
tried to visit our camp, the Americans would go down and meet
them. They used to stop their boats just by the graveyard. The
soldiers were carrying their guns as usual. As soon as they were
stopped, the Americans would search the boats. Usually their
rifles were taken during their visits.

Were their rifles returned after the visits?
Sammy Tikivik: Yes, they were returned.

Were the traders and the RCMP here when the Americans
were here?
Sammy Tikivik: Yes, Puqtujuq was the RCMP officer at the time
the Americans were here. The store at the American base was a
good place to buy things. Lots of Inuit came to trade here because
everything was cheap, especially the cigarettes. One carton would
have ten packages in it and would cost a dollar.

What did the Americans do to the Inuit who went there to
buy supplies?

Since Nakasuk was the first person to work for the
Americans, did he have special permission to go to the
American area?
Sammy Tikivik: No. I think the first employee was Saagiaqtuq.
Saagiaqtuq was the first person who worked for the Americans.

Since Saagiaqtuq was the first employee, did the Americans
treat him well?
Sammy Tikivik: Yes, they did. Saagiaqtuq used to visit our
qammaq when he went out hunting.

After the Americans arrived here, how did they interact with
the Inuit?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: I never heard about any problems. There
weren't any bars to go to. They were lucky. They just worked
together really well.

Sammy Tikivik: The Americans guarded them most of the time.
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Were you able to go to see them?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: Yes. We were able to go there. We were not
restricted from going there.

Were you not allowed to go there afterwards?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: I think that's the way it was before. We
would go wherever we wanted to. We were even invited to eat
there and to watch movies there. We would even go to the
Quartermaster's to get candies. But the Americans were not
allowed to visit the Inuit during the night.

Were you allowed to go anywhere other than to the movies?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: We were able to go there and eat.

pick up signals also, from the box on the tail. They still do that
today occasionally, even after all this time.

Where did the balloons that were sent up go?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: The balloons landed everywhere. People
would find them all over.

Did people take them when they found them?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: They would take them after they had burst.
They had even melted a little. We wintered over in an outpost
camp. They didn't use the term outpost camp back then. There
was one balloon on the ice that had landed there. They would
land everywhere.

Were they used for anything?

Did you go during Christmas?

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: Yes. It was fun. There weren't too many of
us. We were teenagers then.

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: Yes I think that people would look at the
box it carried and wonder what it was used for. Some parts of the
balloon were very soft. Other parts were thick and firm. The soft
part could be blown up. That part was thin. On the inside there
was a thing that looked like a funnel. When those would be
found, they were used to fill Coleman stoves.

Did you see the balloons that the Americans used to have?
They were black and used as weather balloons.

Do you remember anything else that you used that came from
the Americans?

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: The ones that they sent into the air? Yes. We
used to see those. There were a lot of ships at that time close to
Ukaliqtulik. They would send up more than one balloon at a time.
The balloons would float towards us.

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: Yes. We used things they would throw out.
They even threw away pots and pans and cups. I have a collection
of cups which I collected from back then. There used to be so
many of them, like this one I have in the kitchen.

What did you think about those weather balloons?

This was thrown away?

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: We would wonder what they were trying to
do with them and where they were sending them. It was a
wonderful sight to see them go up. It turns out they used them to

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: Yes. They even threw away nice ones like
this. They didn't throw away dirty ones. It would be really fun to
look for them. There were many cups that didn't have handles,

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: Yes, we did.

Was it really fun?
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that they threw away. They could have been kept and collected.

Did you receive any clothing from the military?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: The men started receiving clothing. I
remember when they started to give clothing to people. I don't
know why they didn't give away their pots and pans. They are
probably still down at the bottom of the inlet. They would throw
them in the water. There is no doubt that the thicker ones would
still be good. Some of them were really thick.

Maybe they are beyond the low tide line.
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: Yes, beyond the low tide line. They made
sure they sank them beyond the low tide line.

that that hill there, a little further down from there, the Americans
used to come every Saturday with two trucks, full of food and
cigarettes. They would unload them on the side of the road.

Would the Inuit take whatever they could get?
Tomassie Naglingniq: People would rush to get whatever they
could. Some would get more than others. It was like that. The
Americans used to give out men's clothing. Even I used to own a
lot of pants. I moved here in 1955. I came here for the first time
when I was twelve years old, because my grandparents were
living here. After we came here we went to the dump, which was
close by, and I used to get pants and other things. Then we'd go
back to Kimmirut with our stuff.

Did they put the things they were discarding in a place where
Inuit could access them?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: Probably. In the days we had dogs, the dogs
even became fat on the leftovers from the kitchen.

I am wondering if the Americans were generous?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: Yes. Qallunaat today never give anything
away for free. You have to pay for everything. They even try to
sell things that are broken or not valuable. They should just give
them to people. The Americans weren't like that at all.

Tomassie Naglingniq: The Americans threw big boxes at the
dump.

Why did they do that?
Tomassie Naglingniq: They were like that. Maybe they were
trying to help the Inuit. Just this morning I was telling my wife

Did people wear traditional clothing back then?
Elijah Pudlu: I'm not sure. When I started remembering things,
Inuit were not wearing much traditional clothing. Most of the
time the clothing didn't fit well, but it didn't matter. That's what I
remember. The clothing was given to people by the qallunaat. In
those days the adults could fit the clothing. There was hardly any
children's clothing. In those days children still wore traditional
clothing.

Do you know if Nakasuk wore qallunaat clothing instead of
traditional clothing?
Uqi Kunuk: Maybe he wore traditional clothing until then. Before
he was born, they probably only used sealskin clothing. I got to
know him when we moved here. He was wearing qallunaat
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clothing then.

Did he get his clothing from the Americans?
Uqi Kunuk: Yes. They had all kinds of different clothing, like this
man [in the picture #35] who is wearing rubber boots. Some
people bought their clothing from the HBC, but some people got
their clothing from the Americans.

Did the Americans give clothing to the Inuit men that they
could wear?
Uqi Kunuk: Maybe they got some clothing from the Americans, and
they got some things from the dump. There were nice things at the
dump. Maybe some of the clothing was from the dump.

History of the 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Frobisher Bay, October-December 1956 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
In conjunction with Lower Base personnel, this Station [Upper Base] presented a Christmas Party for the Eskimos of the Frobisher Bay area.
Our station donated seventy-two ($72.00) dollars toward the financing of the event. The "Baffineers" (a rhythm and blues quartet) plus
instrumental soloist, from the 926th highlighted the entertainment at the Eskimo village.

Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Although my father was blind, we used
to walk here from Apex to go to church. During high tide we used
to come here by boat. They had a theatre at the base. They had the
church services there. I remember we used to go to the base for
Sunday service and Pii was the minister. I think it was at the
theatre, but I can't say for sure because I have gaps in my
memory. They had a house across the river there. They also had a
listening post there and another one a little further up. I
remember celebrating Christmas across the river. It was probably
at one of the listening posts there.

Did the Inuit enjoy celebrating Christmas with the
Americans?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: We had a big dinner and we had a good
time. There was a lot of food to eat and it was good, but I do not
remember everything that happened while we were there.

Were you really young at that time? Is that why you do not
remember?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Yes. I remember a few things but not a
lot. I used to see Americans walking around on their days off, and
they used to go to Apex and give us things like candies. I think
they used to have a lot of candies in their pockets so they could
give them out.

Did the Americans go down to Apex and give your parents
any food?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Perhaps we got food from local people,
after they got it from the Americans. Maybe the Americans also
gave us food, I do not know. Since my father was blind, we were
given supplies. After he passed away, they stopped giving us
food. We had a hard time after that.
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Who did your father get help from?

Was there a lot of garbage at the dump?

Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: I do not know. Maybe it was the HBC
that gave us free food.

Josie Itiitiq: Yes, there was a lot of garbage. They didn't burn the
garbage back then. I never saw anything being burned. There was
a lot of garbage. Even though we were children we would go to
the dump. We would go and scavenge for things, small objects,
anything at all.

They helped him out with food?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Yes. I remember when the war was still
going on, people in Iqaluit were told to evacuate. I guess the
enemy nearly came. It was only because the Americans were
protecting us that they did not come here. My father said "Since I
can't do anything, we are going to be left behind". The Americans
had told people in case the enemy came, they were to evacuate.

Did you find clothes, paper or pieces of metal?
Josie Itiitiq: There weren't any clothes because there weren't any
women here. I did not see any clothes but I used to see rags and
pieces of cloth.

Did you find any food?
Were the Americans generous to the Inuit?
Josie Itiitiq: Yes. They were very generous. When there were
dumps everywhere here in Iqaluit, the garbage man who was
middle-aged would come. He would drive his vehicle very
slowly. He would bring things to give us, like apples. He had a
vehicle, like those ones that are very slow. I forget what they are
called, those ones with big wheels that go slowly.

Tractors?
Josie Itiitiq: Those slow ones. They are also used to move rocks. I
have seen them being used to move rocks here. It was like that, a
small one like that. He used it to dump garbage. It was used a lot.

Where was the dump?
Josie Itiitiq: The dump was down there at the beach. There used
to be a lot of dumps before they moved it. It was moved further
and further away. It moved over to the other side. It was used
until recently.

Josie Itiitiq: Yes. We used to eat it, not knowing any better
because we were children. We did not get sick from it, even from
things like fruit. For some reason we did not get sick from eating
the food that had been thrown away.

What did you think of growing up here when the Americans
were here?
Josie Itiitiq: Life back then seemed very serene and happy. There
was nothing to make us unhappy. I have fond childhood
memories. I did not mind being a young adolescent here at all,
because we were not exposed to unhappiness.

Did your relatives work on the base?
Josie Itiitiq: Yes. My father worked where the generators were. I
remember very clearly that he used to work way up there with
the machinery, maybe it was with the generators.

Would you go with him to work?
Josie Itiitiq: Sometimes I would pass by there when we went to
watch a movie. I would go inside because I wanted to be with him
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after my mother had passed away. He was like a mother to me. I
was very close to him when I was a child after my mother passed
away. It seems so long ago.

You must have loved to watch movies. Do you remember
them?
Josie Itiitiq: We watched anything. It was so much fun when we
would go to the movies. We would go all the time. Now when I
watch old movies, especially the black and white ones, they
remind me of the movies back then.

Josie Itiitiq: I remember very well the time around Christmas
when people were invited to go to eat and celebrate. I remember
people feasting on food when the Americans were still here. There
were not too many gatherings back then, but I remember people
having great feasts around Christmas when they gathered here to
celebrate.

Was this at Upper Base?
Josie Itiitiq: Yes, on the hill close by. Nobody went to the
buildings up there, only to the ones down here.

Were there other occasions to go to the base?

Sgt. Z.L. Leigh, Goose Bay, "Visit to Fort Chimo and Frobisher Bay 9th and 10th July 1947", July 14 1947 (National Archives of Canada, RG25, vol.
2710, series G-2, file 72-AN-40).
[p. 2] ...the first point of interest visited was the Eskimo village which is situated approximately one half mile from the camp. The village
consists of various crudely constructed shacks and some canvas wall tents, and is situated on very rocky terrain [p. 3] on the shores of
Frobisher Inlet. Two Eskimo families posed for pictures [*see photographs 27-29] and an inspection of one of the shacks was carried out. In
the ante room of the shack a large pan containing a chunk of raw seal meat was on the floor, while the next room consisted of a bunk
equipped with soiled blankets for bedding. Over the bunk several shelves were constructed, which held canned goods of various types.
Several of the cans had been emptied of their contents but had not been discarded. Much trash littered the grounds about the dwellings.
Information Booklet, 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Frobisher Bay, 1955 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
Recreation:
[…] Ample opportunity is afforded for taking of unusual pictures, and a dark room is set up in the lounge of the north wing for your use if
you like to develop your own. The Eskimo village is off limits to all military personnel at all times except when authorized by the RCMP.
Tours through the village are conducted periodically during the winter months to allow you to take pictures of the natives. The only
restriction to taking pictures on the site is the technical equipment will not be photographed.
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Did the Americans walk in the village?

What did you find in the dump?

Josie Itiitiq: They used to walk around a lot on Sundays taking
pictures. They would do a lot of walking. They took a lot of
pictures. There must be a lot of pictures of us down there.

Kanaju Ipeelie: We used to find old cans and things that were
used by the military. We were always happy to find these things,
because we didn't have much back then.

Would the RCMP try to prevent the Americans from walking
around?

Did you have any contact with the Americans?

Josie Itiitiq: I did not notice if they were prevented from walking
around.

Would your family come here for the summer and go back to
your camp in the winter?
Kanaju Ipeelie: Inuit started coming here to work in the summer
time. This was only a few years after the Americans came here.

Do you remember when your family moved here?
Kanaju Ipeelie: Even after people had started moving here, our
family didn't move here right away. When my mother was still
alive, we always stayed in our camp. When she passed away, we
moved here. We used to come here because the Americans used
to give away things for free. When we were little girls we used to
like going to the dump.

Kanaju Ipeelie: We didn't have much contact, but they used to go
near our camp after work or when they had days off. We didn't
have much contact because we didn't speak the same language.
The first time I saw an apple and an orange was when the
Americans started handing them out.

Did you like them?
Kanaju Ipeelie: Yes. We were happy when they started handing
out fruit.

Would the Americans give things to people often?
Kanaju Ipeelie: They would go to our tents and start giving us
things. They liked to give things away. When ships arrived we
would go over to them. I used to go along because I wanted to.
The Americans would start throwing things down to our boats.
They used to like doing that.

Malcolm MacDonald to Lord Cranborne, "Report on Tour of the American-Built Airfields in the Eastern Arctic", August 29, 1944 (MacDonald papers,
14/4, In: Grant, 1988, p. 276).
A new program of films is shown in the theatre three times a week. Sometimes the latest feature films from Hollywood can be seen in the
Arctic wastes before they are seen in New York or Chicago. The principal defect in the air-base is the lack of feminine society. [...] But even
the gentle sex appears occasionally, when touring companies of actors and actresses drop in to spend an evening entertaining the boys in
the Arctic.
History of the 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Frobisher Bay, July–September 1955 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
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There was an unusual amount of activity and excitement at Frobisher Bay on 25 July. There were five (5) boats in the harbour; ten (10)
fighter jets arrived and stayed over night; VIP of the 8th Air Force arrived and visited the entire station; and 22 girls, the Melody Maids, a
USO Camp Show, arrived and put on a very entertaining program. Jokingly it was said that Frobisher had the appearance of New York
Harbor and LaGuardia Airport; at any rate, it was quite a contrast to the usual winter scene.
[…]
A USO Camp Show arrived on 28 September and put on one of the finest shows that personnel of this unit had ever attended. The
entertainment was really professional and very diversified. The performers were unable to leave for 36 hours due to bad weather flying
conditions and they cordially visited and informally entertained personnel throughout the site during this time. Everyone hated to see them
leave on 30 September.
History of the 926th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, Frobisher Bay, October-December 1955 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
After an absence of three months three United Services Organization Camp Shows came to Frobisher and the Squadron. The Broadway
Showtime Troupe stayed here from 3 through 6 October and gave performances in the theater and in the clubs. On 23 December two
groups of entertainers landed. Eight Hollywood starlets and night club singers broke the ice for a full day of singing and dancing in the
theater. Later in the afternoon the Washington University Choir arrived for their third annual Christmas performance at the site. The 16
girls and 14 men of the chorus were all students or graduates of Washington University touring the NEAC [Northeast Air Command] area
during their holiday. Of the group, eight of the girls in the chorus were veterans of previous tours.

Kanaju Ipeelie: When I became an adult, I stayed home and
raised my children. There weren't any women working on the
base. Women used to come here but they were dancers. This was
a few years after the Americans arrived.

Were the Inuit invited to watch when the dancers performed?
Kanaju Ipeelie: Yes. We were always invited to come and watch.

Had you ever seen dancing like that before?
Kanaju Ipeelie: I thought all qallunaat women danced that way,
because those were the only qallunaat women we saw.

Did you ever try dancing like them?
Kanaju Ipeelie: I tried to do a handstand but when I flipped, I hit
my head!

Were you ever invited to watch movies?
Kanaju Ipeelie: Yes. A few years after the Americans moved here,
I saw a movie for the first time. I thought the people in the movies
were going to hit me. It looked like they were coming towards
me.
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What kind of movie did you see?

What kind of movies did you see?

Kanaju Ipeelie: We were shown a war movie because they were
soldiers. It seemed like they were going to trample us when the
soldiers in the movie started coming towards us.

Uqi Kunuk: There were westerns that we really liked.

What did you think of the south when you saw it in the
movies?
Uqi Kunuk: Do you mean the land down south?

Do you remember anything funny that happened when the
Americans were here?
Uqi Kunuk: I don't remember anything funny that happened.
During Christmas we used to go to the base and have Christmas
dinner. We little girls would get presents. We would go and see
movies too.

Did they just have dinner, or were there any activities?
Uqi Kunuk: There used to be dances as well.

Yes, when you saw it in the movies.
Uqi Kunuk: I never really thought about it.

Did you only see the Americans at the base when you went to
watch movies?
Uqi Kunuk: No. They used to come here to the town. The doctors
would go and visit people in their homes to check if anybody was
sick.

Did you see them around people's houses?

What kind of music was there?
Uqi Kunuk: There was a record player, and someone would play
the accordion.

Uqi Kunuk: Yes.

Was it the first time that you ever listened to music?

Were Inuit restricted from having contact with the
Americans?

Uqi Kunuk: No. I had heard music ever since I was old enough to
remember.

Uqi Kunuk: Maybe when the Americans first came here it was
restricted, but when we came here things were different.

Was it in Iqaluit that you saw a movie for the first time?
Uqi Kunuk: I think it was here that I first saw a movie, but I don't
remember exactly when.

Did you have fun when you went to the movies?
Uqi Kunuk: Yes, it was always fun.
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CHAPTER 8
"OLD IQALUIT": THE INUIT VILLAGE
Const. V.H. Marchbank, Frobisher Bay Detachment, to the Officer Commanding, "G" Division, RCMP, "Employment of Eskimos by American Army
Air Force", July 30, 1944 (National Archives of Canada, RG85, vol. 1070, series D-1-a, file 251-5).
Major A. Sandell, Commanding Officer of the base has expressed desire to utilize the services of native labourers during the shipping
season. An unsuccessful attempt has been made by base officials to employ the required number of stevedores from other sources for this
operation, which will be greatly impeded unless local native men are employed.
I am cooperating with Major Sandell in this matter by soliciting a number of natives to perform the required duties. Approximately forty
men will be employed and it will be necessary for them to have their families in the vicinity of the base. I have made arrangements to
establish a camp site for the entire group at a distance of two miles from the base. This area and its immediate vicinity will be restricted to
all foreign personnel.
With regard to the payment of these natives Major Sandell wished to give them credit at the base quarter-master stores, because of an
abundance of certain types of food and clothing which would be very useful to them. A wage scale has not been established as yet but it
will be set in conjunction with the standard rate received by natives employed at other bases.

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: My husband, who is now deceased, came
here after I arrived here. He was from Kimmirut. He already had
a wife when he came here. I was born there too. I don't remember
coming here.

Where were you born?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: In the Kimmirut area, in Imiligaarjuit. My
father worked for the RCMP in Kimmirut. We may have come
here from Kimmirut after we had wintered somewhere else. There
weren't many people here. I was born a long time ago in 1929. We
weren't here in 1940. There were already people at
Mialigaqtaliviniq in 1940. We wintered here in 1944, before our

father started to work. We wintered here when the cannon was
already in place. There were only a few of us; myself, my
younger sister, and my brother Sheutiapik. This was before my
other brother Muusisi was born. Itiitiq, whom people call Josie,
and her brothers were also wintering here. We are the only ones
left now. There was only one house here when we wintered over.
It belonged to Sammy, Liitia's husband, Nakasuk's son. He is the
only one left in his immediate family. When he was a small child,
they wintered here before we did. After those who came to work
during the summer left, we camped at Ukaliqtulik. We decided to
stay because our father had work. We were given a house too. We
had our place down there where there is a pulley. That is where
we had our house.
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That is how we eventually started living here, because my
father was asked to work. We stayed here in 1944. I think that is
when we first wintered here, either then or in 1942. There were
very few people here with us. Then people started coming from
the surrounding area. When people started coming here the
population grew bigger and bigger. There are more people here
now, who are not from here, than original inhabitants. There are
fewer than one hundred of the original inhabitants left now. We
were given food and clothing. It seemed like we didn't have to
pay for them. We would be given food in bulk, and even cases of
flour for free. If it was today, the cost of this food would be very
high.

When you came here, did you know Nakasuk?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: He came here before us. He was the Inuk
who worked for them before we came here. We came here after he
left. He wasn't here all the time.

living here?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: In my family there was my mother and
father, my brother Luukasi, Martha, Matu, Sheutiapik and I.

Were there any other families here?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: There was Paillaasi and his wife, and their
adopted child. Itiitiq and her parents were here with her two
older brothers, Saami and Sammiu. There was also Quvianaqtuq,
his wife and their two children. The men who worked here were
given accommodation, though it wasn't with the Americans.

Did some of them have houses?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: The men who worked here were all living in
the same house.

Did they go and see their wives though?

Did he move back to his camp down there again?

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: They didn't have wives.

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: Yes. They started wintering down there
when we started living here.

The Americans, or the Inuit?

What was the name of his winter camp?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: It was down there at Mialigaqtaliminiq.

He didn't move back here after he moved there?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: He stayed in Iqaluit from time to time, even
when he didn't seem to be working. He was the first Inuk to work
for them when they were living in Mialigaqtaliviniq. They
brought him here with them and he started living here. They were
the only Inuit living here at that time. There were only Americans
living with them.

When you came here to Iqaluit, how many families were

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: The Inuit. They didn't have their wives with
them. When we started living here the truck that picked up the
garbage did not have sides on it. They would tow the garbage
behind it in barrels. That was when there were still Americans
here. That was when my cousin Puuli was a driver.

Pallu Nowdlak: When Iqaluit was small, Nakasuk, Siqiniq,
Inuuliaq and Ittuatsiaq were here. They had two crates from the
Americans; there were only two of them. They were put together
and used as a house up there. It was probably quite narrow in
width.
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Did they build it out of wood?
Pallu Nowdlak: They built it with wooden crates from the
Americans. The Americans had a lot of crates. They lived in that
place where two crates had been put together.

Did they build it in Iqaluit?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes, they built it in Iqaluit.

They didn't build it at the military site?
Pallu Nowdlak: No. They built it down below where Inuit had
camps. They would live near that point along the shore in
dwellings made of crates.

Were there a lot of people living in Iqaluit?
Pallu Nowdlak: No. There were only a few. The original Iqaluit
inhabitants are almost all deceased now. Some of them live in
Pangniqtuuq now. We, as the descendants of the original
inhabitants and those in Pangniqtuuq are the only ones left. I
don't think that there are any original inhabitants left. The only
people left in Iqaluit are their children.

Martha Michael: When the Americans started to come here, we
moved here. My father came here when they started hiring
employees. I was around ten years old at that time.

When were you born?
Martha Michael: I was born in 1934. We moved to Iqaluit in 1940
when the war broke out. I grew up here.

Where did you have your house?
Martha Michael: In Iqaluit, on the beach. When I was a young
girl, we lived down at the beach. Do you know where the tip of
the peninsula is down there? We lived at the tip of the peninsula.

Do you mean the peninsula where they made the breakwater?
Martha Michael: That is where we had our house. There were
families that lived in houses made from crates. The men made
them from crates. Our father built one. That is the only area where
we could build houses. The carpenters didn't build us houses. We
had to make them ourselves.

Were there three men working on the houses?
Akisu Joamie: My in-laws were the first ones to live here. Other
families came here as well. They would get supplies from what
the Americans discarded. They would get the crates that were
thrown away and make a house from that. They would build
wood burning stoves from ten gallon barrels. They would attach a
stove pipe to it for a chimney. The houses that they built did not
have insulation. When the stove would go out, the houses would
be as cold as it was outside during the night. The stoves would
only be turned on again in the morning. The frame of the house
was wood. The outer layer was a canvas tent.

Martha Michael: Yes. There were three men building them.

Can you tell me who they were?
Martha Michael: There was my father Ittuatsiaq and Alakkaiju.
His son Saami, is one of Bob Hanson's drivers. Inuuliaq was there
as well. All of them are deceased now.

Did they have families?
Martha Michael: Yes. They all had their own families. They had
wives and children.
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Did they work for the Americans?

Was Ittuatsiaq still alive at that time?

Martha Michael: Yes. They all worked for the Americans. I
remember people who came after us, Timuuti and Saimanialuk.
They arrived here after we did. That is when people started to
move here to Iqaluit. There were maybe five houses at that time.
The Americans had built a mess hall, a barracks, a laundry
facility, and a store room. We were already living here in Iqaluit
when they started building. We were young girls at that time. It
was enjoyable for us. I never experienced anything bad at that
time. The people looked like they were happy too. People did not
even seem to be sick or going through a hard time.

Uqi Kunuk: Yes, very much so.

What year did you move here to Iqaluit?
Uqi Kunuk: Although my father stayed at our camp, I came here
after my mother passed away because my sister and her husband
lived here. My sister's husband was working. I think it was in
1954 that I moved here.

Did he work for the Americans?
Uqi Kunuk: Yes. He used to work for them. He used to buy pop
and junk food from the Americans once a week. Only the men
were allowed to go to the base to buy things. I think things were
really cheap, because he used to buy a lot of pop, chocolate bars,
and other junk food. The Inuit working for the Americans always
got free food from them, but they had to buy pop, chocolate bars,
cigarettes and other junk food.

Were you born here?
Josie Itiitiq: Not here exactly; I was born outside of Iqaluit.

Do you remember the name of the camp?

What was your sister's husband's name?

Josie Itiitiq: My parents lived there when I was a child, but I am

Uqi Kunuk: His name was Arnaittuq Ipeelie.

not sure where it was. I remember the camp we lived at that was

Did you get married after you moved here?

closer to here. After we lived here we went to Pitsiit, which is not

Uqi Kunuk: Yes.

too far away. We used to stay there.

To Methuselah?
Uqi Kunuk: No. I was married to my first husband then.

What was his name?
Uqi Kunuk: Matu Ittuatsiaq. Do you know Martha Michael? He
was Martha Michael's brother.

Were there many people in that camp?
Josie Itiitiq: No. There were only a few of us. I'm talking about
after we had been here several times. There were only a few of us
living down there in the camps.

Back then they used to have leaders in the camps. Do you
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know the names of the leaders in your camp?

here. I think we came only after they had been here for some time.

Josie Itiitiq: Back then I was a child, so I don't recall a leader.
Maybe I was too young. We came here after people had already
moved here. I don't remember the move here. I think I was
around nine or ten years old when we moved here around 1945.
Maybe it was in 1943. I think it was around then.

What was the reason that your family moved here?

Who were your parents?

Do you think they came here to work?

Josie Itiitiq: My father's name was Aatsainnaq. He was also called
Alakkaiju. His real name was Aatsainnaq. My late mother was
Qilluqiu. That's what I have heard. It sounds different because it
is a very old name.

Josie Itiitiq: Yes. Because of work and because there were so
many things here that they wanted. Maybe that's why they came
here. There were only a few of us up there when I was a child.
The houses here were few in number. They weren't real houses at
first. They were not meant for housing, the buildings we used to
live in, down there closer to the beach. They were very small.

Was your father related to Ittuatsiaq?
Josie Itiitiq: Maybe my father was related to his wife.

Did you have any brothers and sisters, or were you an only
child?
Josie Itiitiq: I had siblings. I had an older brother. It was quite
some time ago that he passed away. I had an older sister who also
died some time ago. When the Americans were still here, she was
sent away and she died down there. Another older sibling, my
brother Alianaittuq also passed away not that long ago. My
brother Sammy and I are the only ones left. My real brother is
Sammy Juusipi. He is younger than me. Another brother, who
moved to Yellowknife, died there after being hit by a car. Those
are my siblings.

There were six of you?
Josie Itiitiq: Yes, I think so. I know of six.

When the Americans came, were you living at your camp?
Josie Itiitiq: Perhaps we came here after the Americans arrived

Josie Itiitiq: Maybe there was something that they wanted here, I
don't know. I don't remember when they moved here. Maybe they
wanted to go to where there were qallunaat. I'm not sure.

Did you live in a tent when you first moved here, or did you
build a house right away?
Josie Itiitiq: Maybe we lived in a tent at first. I don't know. I'm
sure we did not live in a house right away.

Did you have relatives already living here?
Josie Itiitiq: We didn't have many relatives. My father had
siblings in Kimmirut. We had family there. I don't know if my
parents had many siblings, I don't know if my mother had
siblings, because I never asked questions.

There weren't very many people here back then, isn't that
right?
Josie Itiitiq: There weren't many people here. I don't know how
many there were, but when I think back on it, there were only a
few people here, and only a few houses. There weren't very many
people. In the summer they would put up their tents down there.
I don't think they wanted to stay in their houses when the weather
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was warm. There would be tents down there by the shore.

telephones.

When you moved here did you stay here in town?

Do you know what families were living here in Iqaluit then?

Josie Itiitiq: We just ended up staying here. The Americans
introduced us to many things like sweets, chocolate bars, pop,
apples, and the like. These things were readily available and very
cheap. We would be given five or ten cents when we were
children. Then we would go shopping. It seemed so much fun
because we were still children.

Elijah Mike: There aren't that many original Iqalummiut left.

Elijah Mike: I recall some of the Americans. It was scary as a
child to go where there were qallunaat.

What was the name of your mother's older sister?
Elijah Mike: My mother's sister was Tujjaaqtugaq.

When you moved here, were there already Americans here?
Elijah Mike: Yes. There were some Americans here already when
I came over here from Kimmirut in 1955. I've been here for quite a
long while now.

Did the family you ended up living with have jobs with the
Americans?
Elijah Mike: They probably did. I don't remember that. They
probably were working because my aunt's husband went to
Kimmirut to purchase a boat. I started living with them when
they found out that my mother had died. It was quite some time
before they found out that my mother had died. This was when I
was still living in Kimmirut. In those days we had absolutely no
means of electronic communication, not even radios. They only
carried letters by dogteam. Letters were the only means of
receiving news. This was a long time before there were

Do you know the names of the people who were here back
then?
Elijah Mike: Yes. But back then I didn't know what families they
were from. At that time I only knew that Nuvija, Iqaluk and
Arnaittuq were from the same family. They were living here then.

Have you heard about Nakasuk or did you know him
personally?
Elijah Mike: I barely remember Nakasuk. He was quite rotund.
He was not a tall man. I don't recall when he died. It was during
the time that I would seem to fall asleep and wake up again. I
would be aware of things when I seemed to be awake and not
aware of things when I seemed to be asleep. I seemed to wake up
again after he died. Since that is the way that I am, that is the way
I remember it.

Tomassie Naglingniq: Nakasuk's grandson got lost here in
Iqaluit. His grandson got lost when Nakasuk was an old man.
They found him. He had got drunk and had drowned at the
beach. His name was Qutairruq. Nakasuk really loved him. He
was the oldest of his grandchildren. I went down to the beach by
truck. High tide was coming and Nakasuk was just sitting there.
The water was up to his waist. Anyway, I drove through the
water even though the qallunaat thought it was dangerous. I
picked Nakasuk up and took him to his place. He used to call me
grandson, because he was related to my grandfather. Then he said
to me, "Grandson I give my life to you". A few days later he
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When the Americans left, they left the structures that looked like
big tents with their mattresses still in them.

passed away.

Were you born here or in a camp somewhere else?
Naqi Ekho: I was born at Uummanarjuaq, Blacklead Island.

How long did you live in Uummanarjuaq? When did you
move to Iqaluit?
Naqi Ekho: My husband had been going back and forth for some
time. We came here in May. When he would come home he
would tell me that his relatives wanted him to bring me along the
next time because they wanted to see me. So, in May of 1957, we
came over here. I still haven't forgotten about when we came over
here by dogteam. The people that we travelled here with have all
since died.

What was your husband's name? Who were his relatives that
lived here?
Naqi Ekho: I personally don't have many relatives here. My
husband's father was Iqquk. My husband was Tiglik. Iqquk had a
brother over here so that's why we had relatives here. Ittuatsiaq,
the late Tujjaaqtugaq's husband, had wanted me to come here
with him which is why I am living here. Because I am now a
widow, I don't have anyone to take me anywhere anymore. We
used to go to Pangniqtuuq to visit. We were made to stay in
Pangniqtuuq because the ship was a long time coming. That is
why we came here by dogteam.

Were the Americans still here when you arrived in Iqaluit?
Naqi Ekho: They were still here but not in great numbers. They
were living in what looked like big tents when they were building
the road to Apex. The houses were moved from Apex to Iqaluit.

At the time they were moving the houses from Apex to
Iqaluit, were there Inuit who were helping do this?
Naqi Ekho: Yes. There were a group of people involved in
moving the houses. There were Inuit who participated. The house
I first lived in here in Iqaluit has been renovated and is still
occupied.

Did the Ittuatsiaq family tell stories about when the
Americans were here?
Naqi Ekho: They were living here at the time the Americans were
living here.

When the Americans left, were those tents with the
mattresses in them taken by people?
Naqi Ekho: Yes. They took them when the Americans didn't come
back for them.

I heard that the Ittuatsiaq family was one of the first ones here
and that they worked for the Americans. Have you heard
that?
Naqi Ekho: Yes. They were still alive when we moved over here.
They seemed to have been the reason why we moved here. They
wanted my husband to bring me here because they wanted to
meet me.

Have you heard the Americans were helpful? For example did
they give food to people?
Naqi Ekho: They were sincere in what they were doing; but when
you are not accustomed to something you tend to hold back and
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be scared. While we were waiting for a house, my husband built a
shack on a hill. While he was building it, I went up to see it one
time. He had already put in a door with a wooden lock. A
qallunaaq started walking towards me. I became so frightened that
I went inside and locked the door. He started knocking. I opened
the door and he opened his wallet and tried to give me money. I
didn't take his money because I thought he was trying to pay for
me. In retrospect I think he was just trying to help us out.

Oolooriaq Ineak: The people who used to live here have passed
away now. Do you know the hill with the houses that looks like a
stairway? That's where Nakasuk used to live. There was also a
listening post over here that the Americans used. The airport has
been here since the Americans came. When people from other
camps arrived, they always went by Nakasuk's house.

When you moved here was Nakasuk still alive?

Oolooriaq Ineak: Yes.

Naqi Ekho: Yes. He was still alive.

Ever since he started working for the Americans?

Do you remember when he died?

Oolooriaq Ineak: Yes.

Naqi Ekho: I can't clearly recall, but it was quite some time after
we moved here.

They never went back to their camp?

Is there anything you would like to add about the American
presence here?
Naqi Ekho: Since we were heating our shack with wood, I
decided my husband and I should go and get some scrap wood.
There was a soldier patrolling. I was scared, but I didn't think he
was going to do anything. At that same time I decided to get some
mattresses, from the tents the Americans had abandoned. I
wanted to take a couple of mattresses but my husband was afraid
to do so. He was carrying a load of wood on his back but I was
carrying a rope so I carried back one mattress. We walked back
along the shore because we were afraid of being caught. There
were still some American soldiers around. It turned out they
wouldn't have done anything anyway.

When the Americans lived here, did the Inuit live close by?

So Nakasuk and his family always lived here?

Oolooriaq Ineak: They always lived here, but they used to go
hunting by boat sometimes.

Do you remember when Nakasuk passed away?
Oolooriaq Ineak: I do not remember when he passed away,
because we were not living here at the time.

When you came back here, was he already deceased?
Oolooriaq Ineak: Yes. We always went back and forth from our
camp when Akisuk was not working. After the government
arrived we stayed here for good. We also moved here because we
were going to be alone in our camp, as everybody else was
moving.

You wanted to stay in your camp, but you moved because
you were going to be alone?
Oolooriaq Ineak: Yes. Some people in our camp had died so there
were fewer and fewer of us.
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Had some people already moved here?
Oolooriaq Ineak: Yes. My sister-in-law was already working
here.

Saami Qaumagiaq: I don't recall people being different. They
made everyone feel welcome here. It seemed like everyone lived
the same way. The only difference was in their appearance. The
way they interacted with each other was the same.

Do you know who besides Nakasuk had lived here for a long
time?
Oolooriaq Ineak: Qujjuk's family had been here for a long time.
His father had already passed away before I got married. Qujjuk
had a big family. My sister-in-law, Inuk, who is also a widow
used to live here too. Both Anirniliaq Kuutuu and I are old
women now. I cannot walk very well any more.

Did you live here with her?
Oolooriaq Ineak: Nakasuk used to live near Mialigaqtaliminiq.
My cousin Akaka moved here from Kimmirut and got married.
People from other communities started moving here. There were
a lot of people. There are very few of the people originally from
here left.

There are not many of them left?
Oolooriaq Ineak: There are not very many of us left.

When and where were you born?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: I was born in 1943. They say it was in
1944, but my guardian always told me I was born in 1943, because
I was a year older than her daughter who was born in 1944. I was
born when she was pregnant with my stepsister. She was not my
real mother, but she knew when I was born. So I always say I was
born in 1943. I was born in Cumberland Sound.

When did you move here to Iqaluit?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: I do not remember when we moved
here. My father was blind and they took care of people with
disabilities at that time. They were taken to Pangniqtuuq by ship
and that's where I was born, in Cumberland Sound. I do not
remember this because I was a baby. I was still a baby when we
moved here. I grew up here.

What were your parents' names?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: My father's name was Jaimisi and my
mother's name was Muusi.

Saami Qaumagiaq: Many people that I knew here have passed
away. We lived in Iqaluit before people started to move here from
other places. There are few of the people who first lived here left.
There are a lot of people here who came later.

Was there a difference in status between the Inuit who always
lived here and the Inuit who came later?

Did you grow up here in Iqaluit?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Yes. I have never moved anywhere else
since we moved here. I remember seeing tents that were in rows
over there.

Did they belong to the Americans?
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Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: They were over there where that small
river is.

Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: I do not know if the people working for
them were provided with housing.

Were there Inuit living in these tents?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Yes. There were tents.

Do you know if some people were envious of those who were
working?

Were the tents and the houses owned by the Americans?

Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: No. I never heard or saw anything like
that.

Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: I remember this was in the summer time.
The tents were owned by Inuit. I think they were told to keep
their tents in rows by the Americans. I remember they looked nice
like that. That's the way I remember it. We had a tent there too.

Were you born here in Iqaluit?

I've also heard that Inuit working for the Americans were
provided housing and that they had to leave their wives behind. I
don't know if this is true or not. Later on, there were Inuit living
in the houses the Americans owned before. Do you know that red
house down there? There used to be a house there that was
owned by the Americans. I know who used to live there. Inuuliaq,
Ikilluaq, Saagiaqtuq, and Qaluraut used to live at that same spot.
During the summer, people arriving from Minnguqtuuq used to
go down to that point. There was a pond there and the people
who were arriving preferred to camp there. Up there, there were
houses owned by the Americans. Saagiaqtuq moved into a house
up there, as did Uu, Davidee, Qaujisaaq, Ittuatsiaq, Luukasi,
Quvianaqtuq, and Arnaittuq. I do not remember all of them. They
moved into houses that were owned by the Americans.

Some people we interviewed said they built shacks. Did some
people live in real houses?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Yes. They moved into the old houses
that were owned by the Americans.

Were the Inuit working for the Americans provided with
housing, like the people you just mentioned?

Martha Kilabuk: I was not born here. I am originally from
Kimmirut.

When did you leave there to move to Iqaluit?
Martha Kilabuk: I was brought here when I married my husband,
who was from here.

What was his name?
Martha Kilabuk: Harry Kilabuk.

Did you meet him in Kimmirut?
Martha Kilabuk: Yes. I met him when he went there. Then we
travelled to Iqaluit by dogteam. This was around 1955.

What was he doing in Kimmirut?
Martha Kilabuk: Apparently, he went there to look for a wife,
and he chose me.

Did you already have relatives here before you came here?
Martha Kilabuk: Yes. I knew I had relatives but I didn't grow up
with them.
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Who were your relatives?

When did you move here to Iqaluit?

Martha Kilabuk: Makinniq was my cousin. I also found out that
my father was related to my new husband. They were cousins,
which makes him my paternal uncle. My mother-in-law and my
mother were cousins, so that means she was my maternal aunt.

Peter Atsitaq: I don't remember exactly what year it was, but it
was during the summer time. The person I was with and I had
planned to go right back to Kimmirut after we made the trip to
Iqaluit by boat. We decided not to go back on purpose. I used to
help build boats. One boat I helped build was bought by a
qallunaaq who lived in Apex. That qallunaaq was going to have to
pay for the freight if he got his boat on the Nascopie. So he asked
us if we could bring the boat to Iqaluit. That same person was
going to pay for our return ticket. The men who helped us really
wanted to come here to Iqaluit. The boat we used when we came
here seemed like it was really big, but it wasn't that big, looking
back. The man who was in charge has since passed away. His
wife has also passed away. They both passed away here in Iqaluit.
I think Napatchie died first. He was in charge of everything when
we were coming here from Kimmirut. A lot of the people we came
here with are now dead. There are just a few of us left who came
here by boat.

What was your father's name?
Martha Kilabuk: His name was Anuruakuluk.

When you moved here, were the Americans here?
Martha Kilabuk: Yes. They were still here when we moved here.
My husband worked for them.

What kind of job did he have?
Martha Kilabuk: He worked in construction.

Where did he work, where was the construction site?
Martha Kilabuk: It was here. It was not in Apex. He worked here.

Did you and your husband live here or in Apex?
Martha Kilabuk: We never lived in Apex. We did not want to live
there. We lived in a small shack that he built. We used to live in a
shelter that we built. This was before the government built public
housing like this. Back then we had qammait. When I first came
here, you could smell a strong odour of wood.

Where did the wood come from, from the Americans?
Martha Kilabuk: Yes. There were scraps of wood that the workers
brought here by vehicle so we could make use of them.

Napatchie and I were going to go right back to Kimmirut
as soon as we delivered the boat. Our wives had been taken south
on the C.D. Howe. You've heard about that ship? We were more
than willing to come here because our wives were in the south.
We used to receive letters that our wives had written a year
before. They used to take a year to arrive. Looking back, they took
a long time to arrive. The letters we got were not even in an
envelope, they just gave them to us like that. We used to go to the
police station here often. The police officer was called Puqtujuq in
Inuktitut. He was really kind. When we went to the police station
we received letters from our wives that they had written the day
before. We were wondering what we were going to do, and we
started laughing. Napatchie and I were really happy when we got
the letters that they had written the day before. We thought if we
stayed here in Iqaluit, we would get letters faster. We started
debating whether we should stay or not, and wondering whether
our supervisor in Kimmirut, the HBC manager, would agree to us
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staying here. We debated for a week. We decided to go and talk to
Puqtujuq about our decision. He took us to the HBC manager in
Apex. We decided to bring our letters with us in case he disagreed
with our decision. After, we had a meeting with the HBC
manager and the RCMP officer, and they agreed with our
decision, but the HBC manager in Kimmirut disagreed, and said
we were supposed to go back right away. He accepted our
decision in the end. On our way to Apex it was only my second
time in a vehicle. It seemed like we were going really fast, so fast
that I thought we were going to roll over, and have an accident.
When they agreed to our decision they told to do whatever we
wanted to do. We both had a place to stay. My older step-brother
already had a house, so I stayed with him. Napatchie and I
decided to stay here permanently. Our supervisor did not speak a
lot of Inuktitut, but he could speak a little. Since they said we
could stay, I've been here ever since.

Are you talking about Napatchie Noah?
Peter Atsitaq: No. I'm talking about Napatchie Lyta.

Did you come here in the late 1950s?

Jimmy Nooshoota: Yes. We came when the Americans were still
here. There used to be some houses at Upper Base that belonged
to those Americans. Those who weren't in the military lived down
in Apex, but there were only a few people living there. We arrived
here when the Americans were still here, but other people besides
the Americans began arriving too. Those were the people who
hired us to work. I think this was in August, 1957.

What were your parents' names?
Jimmy Nooshoota: Sheutiapik was my father's name, and
Ningiuraapik was my mother's name.

How old were you when you moved here?
Jimmy Nooshoota: I was a young man then. I was twenty-one.

When you started working here, did you build your own
house to live in?
Jimmy Nooshoota: We built our own place. Well, we collected
wood to build our own shack before they allocated a house to us.
Before there was a housing corporation, we gathered discarded
wood and built our own house. It was not a qammaq, it was an
actual house.
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Even church services were being held in
there.

Jimmy Nooshoota: I came here in 1957.

Was your camp near here?
Jimmy Nooshoota: I came here from Kimmirut.

Why did you move here?
Jimmy Nooshoota: When my mother and father were still alive, I
think we moved here to look for work.

Did you come here to work for the Americans?

Jimmy Nooshoota: It was quite large. My father made sure it was
large enough to accommodate a lot of people. People from Iqaluit
would come for church services.

Was your father a minister?
Jimmy Nooshoota: No. He used to work for the police, but before
I was born, he was a lay minister. When the ministers arrived in
Iqaluit, they would have services at our house. Joamie was one of
the lay ministers here.
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There wasn't a church here?

Jimmy Nooshoota: No. The acting minister at the time was
Joamie. There was also another person who would hold church
services and his name was Pii. There were other laymen like
Harry Kilabuk, and, Simonie's grandfather, Paulusi.

Pangniqtuuq by ship when I was seven years old, and we lived
there for about two years. When I turned nine we moved back
here to Iqaluit on a boat without a motor. The Americans were
here when we arrived. Then we went back to Pangniqtuuq. I
asked my uncle exactly which year and date it was. He said that
my sister Uqi had been born and was still in the amauti when we
went up to Clyde River. While we were in Pangniqtuuq my father
and Ittuangat brought some people here. My sister Uqi and I
came along and we went back by dogteam. We returned to
Pangniqtuuq after we had been here for sometime. At that time
we started seeing motor vehicles. The first time I saw a vehicle
was on a ship and we were going through Padloping.

Did the qallunaat ministers arrive later?

What were your parents' names?

Jimmy Nooshoota: Before there was a minister here in Iqaluit,
they would come from Kimmirut by dogteam. It was much later
that a minister came to stay. I cannot remember what he was like.

Martha Tikivik: My father's name was Davidee Arnakallak and
my mother's name was Mary Anirniq.

Jimmy Nooshoota: That's correct. There was no church here at the
time. Afterwards there was a makeshift church with a steeple on
the roof made from an Atwell tent. That used to be next door to
our house.

Was there a minister here at the time?

Was he an Anglican minister?

When did you start living here in Iqaluit?

Jimmy Nooshoota: Yes, he was an Anglican. The Roman Catholic
church was built later.

Martha Tikivik: I cannot really recall which date it was. My
mother died in 1951, so we must've moved here to Iqaluit around
1952 but I'm only guessing.

Was the church built after the ministers arrived, or did they
still have prayer services at your place then?

Has there been a church here for a long time now?

Jimmy Nooshoota: The minister who came to Iqaluit to stay was a
qallunaaq, but I can't really remember much about him. This was
at the time when there was a makeshift church in an Atwell tent.

Martha Tikivik: Yes. Even before there was a church, we used to
hold church services at someone's house. Even today people pray
in their homes.

Would they have services in people's homes?
Were you born here in Iqaluit?
Martha Tikivik: We're originally from here, but when I was three
years old we moved to Clyde River. Then we moved down to

Martha Tikivik: Yes. Down in Apex, before the church was built,
we used to have church services in people's homes, and also here
in Iqaluit. When we lived in camps, my grandfather held prayer
services, as did my father. When my grandfather got too old, my
father took over.
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What was your grandfather's name?
Martha Tikivik: He was one of the first persons to be baptized
with his sister at Blacklead Island. He was baptized as Aatami
Nowdlak. His sister was Evie Nuijaut. They both died of old age.

Oolooriaq Ineak: The C.D. Howe was called mattaarvik in
Inuktitut. Qallunaat such as the ministers started arriving on the
C.D. Howe. When the government came, my mother-in-law used
to say that Uqammak came here on the C.D. Howe. My mother-inlaw said she started training as a minister when Uqammak came
here. I do not know where Uqammak came from.

Maybe from Pangniqtuuq?

Did they name the school after Joamie?

Oolooriaq Ineak: Not Pangniqtuuq, from Uummanarjuaq.

Oolooriaq Ineak: Yes.

Did they name the schools after Joamie and Nakasuk because
they were important people?
Oolooriaq Ineak: Both of them passed away here in Iqaluit. When
we first came here there was only one grave in the cemetery. Now
there are a lot.

Did they name those schools after them because they were
well known?

From Uummanarjuaq. Did he teach your mother-in-law
when he arrived?
Oolooriaq Ineak: Yes. Back then, they did not know they had to
keep the Sabbath.

Did they just keep on working and hunting on Sundays
because they did not know this before?
Oolooriaq Ineak: Yes.

Oolooriaq Ineak: Joamie was well known because he was a lay
minister.

Was it only when the qallunaat came that Inuit started
learning about the days of the week?

He was a minister?

Oolooriaq Ineak: My mother-in-law had received a calendar, the
kind that you keep in a Bible, and she would tell us what the day
and the date were.

Oolooriaq Ineak: There were no qallunaat ministers back then. We
started finding out about religion from our mother. Then we
started going to church in people's houses. They talked about not
being bad to other people, and observing the Sabbath.

Were there many families in Iqaluit when you arrived here?

Did the ministers go to your camps?
Oolooriaq Ineak: There were no qallunaat ministers then. They
arrived by mattaarvik. After that they stayed here permanently.

What did you mean by mattaarvik?

Jimmy Nooshoota: There were not very many families here in
Iqaluit. Some families still lived in camps. We were already here
when families began arriving to work and to settle. There were
still some families that lived in camps in the Minnguqtuuq area.
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Were the camps far from here?
Jimmy Nooshoota: They were a fair distance away; perhaps a
hundred to a hundred and twenty miles south of here.

Was that where the HBC was situated before it moved here?
Jimmy Nooshoota: They were close to here. The store used to be
in Iqalugaarjuit, which is closer than Minnguqtuuq.

Was the way of life different here than in Kimmirut?
Jimmy Nooshoota: The only difference in the way of life between
the Kimmirummiut and the Iqalummiut, was that there were
more job opportunities here than in Kimmirut. The only other
small difference was in the dialect spoken in the two
communities. We are some of the people who moved here to
work. That's the way it was.

Jayko Pitseolak: When the military left, people lived in houses.
The houses used to be cold during the winter. There were quite a
few houses when we moved here. My husband and I used to stay
with one of our relatives when we would visit here. The houses
weren't insulated. When the stoves were turned off, it used to get
really cold. We used to collect scrap wood for fuel when the stove
would go out. That's what I remember when they first started
having houses. When people from out of town came here, they
used to stay with friends or relatives. Those who lived in qammait
had warm places. The houses here were really cold when the
stove was turned off. They were using wood in the stoves. Inuit
who were living in qammait were warmer than those living in
houses.

Do you know why Inuit weren't living in qammait instead of
houses?

Jayko Pitseolak: The military started moving Inuit into houses.
When the war was going on, the military started moving Inuit
into houses.

When they first started building houses, was it around this
area by the beach?
Jayko Pitseolak: It was down there, by that hill. There are now
houses on top of that hill.

Are you talking about those houses that are shaped like
stairs?
Jayko Pitseolak: Yes.

Were the houses below that?
Jayko Pitseolak: Yes. The pictures in the old days don't really
show where the houses were back then. Some of them show
where the houses were, but not the way I remember seeing them
in those days. I haven't seen a clear picture showing where the
houses and the qammait were.

What was your husband's name?
Mittuk Nowdluk: His name was Jaimisi Nowdluk. He and
Juutani Quagaq were employed as garbage collectors at Upper
Base. The jobs that the Inuit had back then are the same kind of
jobs they have now with the town: water delivery, garbage pick
up, and road maintenance. Those of us who lived in shacks didn't
receive water delivery. We went and got our water from the
stream. We would also go and get ice down at the shore where
Arctic Ventures is located today. There were no houses along here
at all. There was an abundance of blueberries along the hill. There
were a lot of blackberries as well. My step-sister and I would be
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sent to get water by my mother, and instead we'd go berry
picking. A lot of people who worked for the military have since
died. Arnaittuq Ipeelie was a water truck driver. I think Davidee
was his co-worker.

especially to the Inuit who were here first. The people who were
here first didn't have to buy anything, and they also managed to
have jobs.

Were they taught how to drive before they started operating
the water truck?
Mittuk Nowdluk: Yes. They delivered water to the Americans,
not to us. We Inuit were on our own when we lived in homemade shacks. We even had home-made stoves. When the
Americans left, some of us managed to get some of their stoves.

Was it cold?
Mittuk Nowdluk: Yes. When the Americans were here, Arnaittuq
Ipeelie and Davidee would sometimes come to us with their water
truck. When this happened people would come out with their
water buckets. There would be so many water buckets. They
would come down to the beach area. This was before there were
houses anywhere else. They didn't come very often; only when
they didn't have much to do. When this happened there were so
many water buckets that people would be unable to identify their
own buckets in the confusion. This was especially so for those
who had the same buckets as others. Whenever anyone would
yell that the water truck was coming, we would all get out our
largest buckets. Since we were just dependent on ice we would
bring any container at all that would hold water. We always
found this to be an enjoyable occasion. Also, when there was food
that was about to spoil they would bring it down to us. It would
be brought down to us in large quantities. The same things would
happen as when the water truck came. Someone would yell that
there was food being brought down. We would all rush out and
scramble to get some food. That had been the procedure that was
used for getting food, even before I moved here. When they
brought the food down, although I was pregnant, I would try to
carry as much as I could. The Americans were very helpful to us,
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CHAPTER 9
THE BLACK SOLDIERS
Paszek, 1967
[p. 1] Negroes in the Army Air Force (AAF) during World War II were organized into segregated units in conformance with the doctrine of
"separate-but equal-rights".
[p. 4] Placing Negroes in segregated units caused many problems. The AAF had to decide what duties such units were to perform, and
where these units were to be stationed. [...] In order to absorb its 10.6 percent quota the AAF assigned most of the Negro enlisted men to
units which would perform unskilled and semiskilled tasks.
[p. 9] These and similar problems were resolved when President Harry S. Truman terminated the application of the doctrine of separatebut-equal-rights in the armed services. [...] On July 26, 1948, he ordered that "there shall be equality of treatment and opportunity for all
persons in the armed services without regard to race, color, religion or national origin". [...]
The Air Force submitted a plan which the committee found acceptable, and on May 11, 1949 it announced its new racial policy...

Const. V.L. Jeffers, Frobisher Bay Detachment, to the Officer Commanding, "G" Division, RCMP, "Employment of Natives Generally at Frobisher Bay
Air Base", May 22, 1947 (National Archives of Canada, RG85, vol. 1070, series D-1-a, file 251-5)
1. […] I wish to submit that The Commanding Officer of this base has advised that approximately 300 Negro troops will arrive here for
construction work this summer. The first lot of 20 are expected to arrive by Aircraft on June 20th. and the rest of the 300 are expected to
arrive on the first supply ship, which is expected during July. These troops will remain here until November.
2. Arrival of the mentioned troops will make considerable changes at the base; the first being that the Public Health Nurse, Miss M.A.
Pallant, has decided to return to the outside, as she does not wish to remain here under such conditions. It is also the wish of the
Commanding Officer that no women be here during the stay of these troops, especially only one.
3. Secondly; The Commanding Officer is very doubtful if it will be possible to continue the employment of the Eskimos, as it would be
rather uncomfortable for the Native women if some of these troops were to get out of hand. [...]
[p. 2] 4. If it is the wish of The Commanding Officer of the base to continue the employment of the Natives during the months that the
Negro troops are here, it is the writers' opinion that this could be granted without any offences, as the Native families could be removed to
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an island situated approximately one and one-half miles from the base proper. As the Natives generally live on such islands it would be no
hardship, of course, the Americans would have to supply water transportation for the Native men to report and return from their duties at
the base.
Sgt. Z.L. Leigh, Goose Bay, "Visit to Fort Chimo and Frobisher Bay 9th and 10th July 1947", July 14, 1947 (National Archives of Canada, RG25, vol.
2710, series G-2, file 72-AN-40)
[p. 4] The question of moving the inhabitants of the Eskimo village to an island out in the inlet was then discussed but as pointed out by
Capt. Jones, such an arrangement would make it necessary for the USAAF to provide transportation by means of boat to bring the Eskimo
labourers presently employed on the base to and from work. Further, he considered that attendance at work would not be nearly so regular
as at present were they moved such a distance from the camp proper. Constable MacLean agreed with this point of view.
It was then suggested by G/C Leigh that the village be moved a distance of approximately 3 miles further down the shore on the mainland,
which was considered ample distance to ensure safety for the welfare of the inhabitants. The above precautions were considered necessary
in view of the fact that a considerable number of Negro Rehabilitation troops will shortly be arriving to carry out a programme of repair to
the runways and various buildings.
The above plan was agreed upon by G/C Leigh and Colonel Zartman and Capt. Jones was instructed to carry out these arrangements with
the understanding that the Eskimos would be returned to the original site when the navigation season had closed and the Negro Troops
departed.
Const. C.H. Jack, Frobisher Bay Detachment, to the Officer Commanding, "G" Division, RCMP, "Employment of Eskimos Generally at Frobisher Bay
Air Base", August 13, 1947 (National Archives of Canada, RG85, vol. 1070, series D-1-a, file 251-5)
[The Inuit camp was moved on the island for 10 days, then moved back mainland, about one mile from the airbase] due to the tide times
going in and out and also to the rough water in the bay due to winds. During the ten days trial only a small part of the Eskimos employed
came to work as they were unable to do so in their small boats and as a result much of their valuable working time was lost. The total time
estimated that the Eskimos were payed for was about two days. Very few of the natives that are receiving treatment at the base hospital
reported for treatment during the time they were on the Island and any improvement in their conditions that were made was lost.

Did the RCMP try to prevent the Inuit from going to see the
Americans?

Elijah Pudlu: Yes. I think that's the way it was. When the
Americans were still here, before we lived in Apex, those black
people who were called illiit came. I think they were dangerous. I
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think they were womanizers. There were supposed to be a lot of
ships arriving here for the summer. I remember this very well. I
think they were dangerous. Well I'm not too sure. Lots of people
were at Ukaliqtulik for the summer season; there were lots of
tents. They were asked to move there for the summer by the
RCMP. I remember the reason why they went there was because
black people from the military were coming. They knew that
there were going to be a lot of them arriving. They decided to ask
the Inuit to go to a camp for the summer. That's why people
camped there. People could only come here during the high tide.
The only time this occurred was during the summer those black
people were here. That was before we moved here. Some people
that you interviewed might have mentioned that to you. That was
one of the bad things about the Americans. I think this only
occurred one summer.

were told to move to Ukaliqtulik. We weren't supposed to walk
around the base anymore. They moved us there.

Did you spend a long time on that island?
Kanaju Ipeelie: No. We were only down there for the summer.

So you only spent one summer down there?
Kanaju Ipeelie: I think we spent two summers.

Who was it that told you to move?
Kanaju Ipeelie: I think it was the Americans who came here first.
We weren't supposed to have any contact with them. Maybe they
thought we were going to catch an illness.

How old were you when all this was going on?
Kanaju Ipeelie: I don't remember how old I was.

Was it okay for Inuit to go to the base?
Kanaju Ipeelie: They started to tell us to stay away when more
and more Americans began arriving.

Do you remember when the black people started to arrive?
Kanaju Ipeelie: I was going to mention that. We thought there
was only qallunaat, and when we saw a different race we started
laughing. We lived on that island down there. When the men
finished working they would come home. When it was time to go
back to work, the military would come and get them.

What is that island you were talking about called?
Kanaju Ipeelie: It is called Ukaliqtulik. It's near Iqaluit. It has a
marker on it. It is not the one down there, but the one closer.

Is it behind Mialigaqtaliminiq?
Kanaju Ipeelie: No. When more Americans came, the Inuit here

Were you a little girl?
Kanaju Ipeelie: Yes. I was old enough to play house with my
friends.

Simonie Michael: There were not many Inuit in Iqaluit. They had
their camps elsewhere. During the summer, they came to work in
order to buy ammunition. When the black people came, there
were not many Inuit up there. The people would come here to get
goods from the Americans. We had our tents down by the beach,
but we were moved to the island. All of the Inuit were told to go
there so that the qallunaat would not cause trouble for us. We did
everything the RCMP told us to do, so when the officer told us to
move we did. We did not have many boats, but the people who
worked for the Americans would go to work by qajaq. It was like
that for one summer. They thought that the Inuit were going to be
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bothered by the black people and the qallunaat, so we were
moved to the island down there.

Did you see the Americans when they started building the
airstrip?
Simonie Michael: Yes. We would come over to see them by
dogteam from our winter camp. Some people who craved
nicotine, I mean the male adults, would come here to see the
Americans. All the Americans were black people. They were
separate. They had started coming here by plane from Goose Bay
when the airstrip was being built. They were all black. They came
here to build the airstrip. I came here while they were building
the airstrip when I was a child.

All of the Inuit were on that island there.

Were there any problems for you to go to work?
Akisu Joamie: We didn't seem to think of that. I did not
experience any difficulties even though we were down at the
island.

Did you stay there for a long time?
Akisu Joamie: We stayed there while the ship was there, during
the months of August and September, but when October came,
the soldiers started to go back to their own land. This was when
the ice formed between the island and the land at the end of
October.

Did the black people leave too?
Do you remember when Inuit were moved somewhere else? It
is written in the archives that the Inuit were relocated from
here to an island in 1947, because the troops were too
dangerous.
Akisu Joamie: That happened one summer. I mentioned that
people had their tents near the breakwater, during the summer.
They were relocated to Ukaliqtulik, an island close to here. After
we moved there, we would come here to work. We were moved
there during the summer, in August. That was when people only
spent the summer here.

Did you see the black people?
Akisu Joamie: Yes. The RCMP stated that they wanted us to
move because of the black people.

Was it for safety reasons?
Akisu Joamie: Yes. It was because of that. It was for our safety.

Akisu Joamie: They did not leave on the ship. After we lived on
the island, people headed back home in the fall. The people
whose camps were too far away did not make it back to their
camps. They had to winter on their way there. When the ice
formed, they headed back to their original camps by dogteam,
but since the winter came early, they had to winter close to their
camps. They did not have motors back then. They only paddled
their boats. That's how we lived back then. That is how I grew up.

Some of the people we interviewed have said that they were
moved to the island at Ukaliqtulik. Do you know about this?
Josie Itiitiq: I know of one incident when people were moved
down there quickly. This was when there were still only a few
people here. We were here in Iqaluit when people were moved
there. My parents were moved there. I heard that it was because
black people were coming here. That is the only reason I ever
heard.
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Who told you to leave?

probably to keep themselves warm.

Josie Itiitiq: I think they left of their own accord. I don't know if
they were told. They just went down there to Ukaliqtulik. Shortly
afterwards, they all moved back. They didn't stay there very long.

Could you see them even when they were far away?

Was it scary for them?
Josie Itiitiq: Maybe it was for our parents, but we were not
scared.

Was this because you were children?
Josie Itiitiq: Yes. Maybe our parents were scared, and that's why
they moved there.

When you were on the island, could you see what was going
on from far away?
Josie Itiitiq: I remember coming here, even after we had moved.
Maybe we were not scared. I don't know.

Martha Tikivik: Women those days didn't go out to work. We
saw them from a distance. We weren't supposed to go too close to
them.

Was it only the men who worked that went to town?
Martha Tikivik: Yes. It was mostly men that went to town to
work. We hardly ever went to town in those days. I believe that
some people who lived here in those days have told stories about
this.

When and where were you born?
Saami Qaumagiaq: I was born in 1938, close to a camp here.

What is the name of the camp?

Maybe because they were harmless?
Josie Itiitiq: Yes. They were harmless. Even though we lived
down there, I remember having come over here at that time.

Why weren't the Inuit supposed to go too close to the
Americans?
Martha Tikivik: We weren't supposed to go too close because
they were all men. A long time ago when the military were here,
some people used to live on that nearby island when their
husbands went to work. You can still see tent marks around it.
All that happened before we moved here. A lot of ships used to
arrive in the summer and in the fall. They were mostly American
ships. They had black workers. They used to make bornfires,

Saami Qaumagiaq: It was called Patsaraq.

Is it close to here?
Saami Qaumagiaq: It's not that close. We did not live there
during the winter. I was born in a place close to Uimajut. They
would sometimes move away from their winter camps back then.
I was born when my parents had gone looking for game. They
were away from their winter camp when I was born.

It was not at the same camp as Nakasuk, near
Mialigaqtaliviniq?
Saami Qaumagiaq: We were not at his camp. We used to live far
away from each other. Nakasuk used to have his winter camp
across from us over there.
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Who were your parents?

Were the men working?

Saami Qaumagiaq: My parents were Naala and Muusisi.

Martha Michael: Yes. The men would go to work in the morning
by boat. There was no way that the women were to go there. That
is how it was when the airstrip was being built. We were moved
during the summer time to the island. We were down there all
summer. Only after they had finished building the airstrip, we
returned here. Only after the people who were the reason that we
moved left, did we return.

Were they related to any people here?
Saami Qaumagiaq: Yes. I have a large family. I had family in
Pangniqtuuq, Kinngait and Kimmirut because my grandmother
had a big family. Her family was spread all over. My grandfather
didn't like living where there were qallunaat. He wanted to stay
where there was country food, where he could go hunting and
provide for the family. Therefore, we didn't always live here.

Did your father come here to work?
Saami Qaumagiaq: He started working here when the Americans
moved here from Mialigaqtaliviniq. They didn't allow women
here. The women stayed in the tents down on that island while
the men would come here to work. There were only a few of
them, but they were taken to and from work. The police did not
want the women wandering around. Because the police told the
men that there couldn't be women here, their wives stayed on
that little island. They had tents down there. I remember when
the black people came. They made campfires to keep warm.

Martha Michael: We were given the news by the RCMP. We
were young girls at that time. We heard that black people would
be coming here to build the airstrip. The Inuit who were living in
Iqaluit at that time were relocated to an island called Ukaliqtulik;
all of the Inuit were moved there. There wasn't one Inuk left
living in Iqaluit. We were told that the black people were unruly
and that we females should be scared of them. The RCMP moved
us down there. We were living there while the airstrip was being
built.

It was really bad then. At that time we went through a
rough time. We Inuit did not have any control over our lives
anymore. That was the time we lost control. That was the starting
point. When we were down there, a child who was boating on the
water fell overboard and died. That really hurt me. That was
when I experienced pain for the first time. The people were
crying because they were in pain. They were in an emotional
turmoil because that child drowned. If we had lived here on the
land, and if we had not been moved to the island, that would
never had happened. That is how I see it today.

Before all this happened, did it seem like you weren't being
controlled by the qallunaat?
Martha Michael: Yes. That was the starting point. That was when
they first started controlling us, when the airstrip was first being
built. That is when we didn't have any control over our lives
anymore. The qallunaat could even relocate us. That is what I
think about that today.

Were you able to see the black people? Did you see them?
Martha Michael: I don't even remember if I saw any of them. We
probably saw some. Nobody went down to that island, and we
did not go there either. Only the men know about the black
people. They worked with them. I don't remember if I saw any
black people. There were so many of them who came here. After
they arrived, people said that there were indeed a lot of them. We
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were not to go there at all, so we didn't see them. Even the
qallunaat did not come to the island.

The Inuit who worked at the airstrip, were they in contact
with them?

Martha Michael: Yes. They were with them because they were
working together. But they weren't allowed to have contact with
the women.

"A Report on U.S.A.A.F. Base, ATC 1383-6R-RR Detachment, Frobisher Bay, Baffin Island, August 13, 1947 to November 10, 1947" (National
Archives of Canada, RG25, vol. 2710, series G-2, file 72-AN-40)
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
The Corps of Engineers arrived at Frobisher on 30 July 47 by sea, to start a three-year plan of improvement and maintenance work on the
Base. Although the majority of work planned for the summer of 1947 was shipping in Engineering Equipment, a start was made on other
projects. Listed below is work started in the summer of 1947:
(1) Digging drainage ditches on both sides of runway 010-190 and grading the shoulders to improve drainage.
(2) Repair by asphalt patches to runway 010-190.
(3) Maintenance of the rock crusher and asphalt plant.
(4) Preparing a stock pile of crushed rock.
(5) Repaired #1 dry food warehouse.
(6) Repaired Mess Hall (capacity 300 men).

(7) Modernized Mess Hall in Hospital (capacity 80 men).
(8) Painted Hospital Building Interior.
(9) Blasted 10 feet of top of Hill at 190-end of runway.
(10) Attempted to dig a well. This failed because of type of equipment used would not penetrate perma frost layer. Maximum depth
penetrated was 12 feet.
(11) Moved Raob shack to new location near Hospital Building and constructed one small building for taking Raywinds from indoors.
(12) Winterized and parked equipment on old Runway.
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The main body of Engineers was evacuated by sea on 30 September 47. A rear party left behind to winterize equipment was evacuated by
air on 23 October 47.
Some of the work planned for the summer of 1948 by the Corps of Engineers is as follows:
(1) Capping runway 010-190 with asphalt.
(2) Construction of Dependents Housing.
(3) Repair of Hangar.
(4) Digging a well.

Were there black people still living here in 1950?

Saami Qaumagiaq: He came here as a soldier.

Simonie Michael: No. When they were finished about two years
later, they left. There was one left behind. Lionel Jones was his
name. He died here, not too long ago.

Did people know him from before?

Not too long ago?
Simonie Michael: Yes.

Saami Qaumagiaq: Yes. He came back here and started to try to
help, when the government came. Back then the Americans did
not build housing for the Inuit they employed, so the Inuit who
worked for them made home-made housing for themselves.

After they left, did he help people to try to get housing?
Do you remember if some soldiers stayed here after the
military left?
Saami Qaumagiaq: I don't know. Maybe some did. We didn't
even have radios then, so we weren't aware of what was going
on. As for myself, I was not aware if anyone stayed behind.

Saami Qaumagiaq: After he came back here he started to help.
We would hear that he was trying to help. He is said to have
given out furniture and to have helped in getting beds for the
hospital. That's why there is a picture of him up there.

Somebody told me about a man named Lionel Jones, a black
man.

It is said that Lionel Jones was here with the military, and
came back to Iqaluit afterwards.

Saami Qaumagiaq: Yes. He came back here.

Bill MacKenzie: Lionel had been with the Canadian military. He
was not an American. He is actually buried here. He was a very
good friend of mine. Lionel was from Barbados. He came to study
at McGill University in Montreal. He joined the Canadian army in

Was he in the military back then?
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1941. I think he was overseas in the army in Italy. After he was
discharged, he settled again in Montreal. He drove a taxi for a
while, and he made some very good friends. I think he had an
affair or something happened, and he decided to leave Montreal.
One of his friends was an engineer for the Foundation Company
of Canada. Anyway, his friend was going to work building the
DEW Line and Lionel wanted to leave. His friend said, "Why
don't you go to the DEW Line?". So Lionel came. He was on the
DEW Line here in Frobisher Bay first. Then he was transferred to
the Mid-Canada Line, which was further south, in Northern
Ontario. He spent some years on that, and then came back on the
DEW Line. He came back to Iqaluit, at Upper Base. He finally
settled in Iqaluit. Great kind of man, he gave a lot of money away
to people around town. He was about to leave town when he
died. He died on a Sunday, and he was supposed to leave Iqaluit
on the Monday...
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CHAPTER 10
JOBS AT THE MILITARY BASE
Bartlett, 1946, p. 605
Lieutenant Turner tells a story about an Eskimo who camped near the airfield. 'I was directing a work party setting up hilltop beacons,' he
said. 'This job required the carrying of lumber, cement, and sheeting up a mountain.
'My men had set out, leaving a 90-pound sack of cement. I had reluctantly come to the conclusion that I would have to carry it, when I
observed an Eskimo eyeing me with curiosity. Thick and muscular, he had the looks of a good porter. Using sign language, I persuaded
him to shoulder my load.
'At the mountain top I gave him my cigarettes as payment. Then I fumbled for a match, thinking I would surprise him by the sight of the
white man's magical flame. The Eskimo reached into his parka and pulled out a silver lighter! It worked, too. He had earned it working for
the Army.'

Pallu Nowdlak: When the people started working... I think that I
saw people working for them. There were only a few Inuit. I mean
that there were hardly any Inuit working for them. Some of the
people lived in outpost camps. I think that there were only four
Inuit working for the Americans; Nakasuk, Siqiniq, and Inuuliaq,
my uncle.

He was your uncle?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes, my real uncle. He was here when the
Americans first arrived here. He was a janitor.

Inuuliaq was?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes, with Nakasuk. They lived amongst the
qallunaat for quite a while, when other people were still living in
camps. I think those four men were the main employees. I think

that they were with Maatiu Quvianaqtuq and Aatami. The fourth
man, Ittuatsiaq lived here all the time. He was working for them.

He worked here all the time?
Pallu Nowdlak: He would spend the winter elsewhere. I was still
a child when we started living here amongst the Americans. I
wasn't quite grown up yet. There were people who pumped fuel
during the day, at MOT. There were also people who worked
night shift. Because there weren't always enough workers at
night, I would sometimes help out filling up the barrels from the
ship. There were many barrels that had to be filled up during the
night. The fuel would spill. The clothes that we were wearing
were the only ones we had, so the Americans would provide us
with other clothing. The barrels would fill up quickly. There
would be a hose coming from the ship. Since the fuel did not stop
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when the barrels were filled, I would try to bend the hose to stop
the flow. The fuel would go into my eyes and I couldn't open
them. My eyes would sting.
We never saw any money. The workers who handled the
fuel did not get paid, but when Saturday rolled around, we would
be given food. We were paid with food and not with money. Our
food would have to last a whole week.

What kind of food were you given?
Pallu Nowdlak: American food, such as canned goods and flour.
It was enough. They also gave us tea and sugar. That was enough.
Even though they were the only things we received, we were
happy. We were not given anything else. We didn't know that
people got paid with money.

tobacco would come here, maybe they came for food too. They
could get food from them, so they came here. Even though the
Hudson's Bay Company was located in Iqalugaarjuk, they would
pass by it and come here instead. Perhaps this was because they
did not have any money to buy goods. The people here would be
given some tobacco. They were also given food, like flour.

In Iqalugaarjuit?
Pallu Nowdlak: When the Company was in Iqalugaarjuk, the
people from Iqalugaarjuk would come here to get food from the
Americans. I know that they received food and cigarettes which
they obtained from the qallunaat and the Inuit living here. They
helped the Inuit in Iqaluit a great deal, perhaps not only the
people in Iqaluit.

Do you remember what kind of clothing the Americans wore?

The employees that you were talking about, were they picked,

Pallu Nowdlak: A little bit. They wore military clothing because
they were in the army.

or did just anybody come?

You stated earlier that you were given clothing. Was the
clothing you were given military clothing?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes. The patches would be taken off since they
didn't mean anything to us. I wore mine with the patches on.

Pallu Nowdlak: Anybody who wanted to work would come,
since there were not a whole lot of people around. Since there
were only a few people, they were looking for anybody. They
didn't need special skills. Anybody who wanted to work could
work. Today, they have to do interviews to pick people. Back
then, it was not like that.

Did Inuit get rifles?

How did people communicate with each other?

Pallu Nowdlak: No. I never saw anybody getting rifles here. I
never saw anybody giving away a rifle. We would spend short
periods of time here because we knew that the Americans had
tobacco with them. The workers had a lot of tobacco. Maybe
because we were not getting paid, they would give us some. I
mentioned them giving us food earlier. They had a lot of food. I
think they had a lot of tobacco too. People who were craving for

Pallu Nowdlak: Some people knew how to speak a little English
and people would use them as interpreters, the same way they
use interpreters now. Some of the whalers helped the Inuit long
ago. We were able to use elders who learned English from the
whalers as interpreters. The people from this area seemed to
understand more. I don't really know, but I think the younger
people in those days seemed less shy. Today younger people are
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shy to interpret. In those days, younger people who interpreted
really improved. They would only interpret what they
understood. That is how it was in those days. The ones who
seemed the most skilled would often be relied on. Simonie
Michael from Apex was often one of them.

Martha Michael: My father was the janitor at the officers' house.
Inuuliaq was a janitor at the enlisted men's house. His hands
would often shake from sweeping so much. That was when they
used a different kind of broom. There was one house up on top of
the hill that was separate. It belonged to Nakasuk. He was the first
person to work for the Americans. That is why the school is
named Nakasuk after him.

Was he the first Inuk to be employed by the Americans?
Martha Michael: Yes. It was as though he was their foundation.
They relied on him for everything.

Did he also act as their interpreter?
Martha Michael: No. He couldn't speak English. He lived here
with them. This is what I think. He was the one who founded this
place. Nakasuk was living up there. The Americans lived at
Mialigaqtaliviniq before they moved here. Nakasuk moved here
with them. His family were the first ones to live here. When the
Inuit found out that they would receive money for working, they
came here. They were given employment as soon as they asked
for it. The Americans would just look for something for them to
do. One of the reasons they were given employment is because
they were going to build the airstrip. That is when the population
started growing.

When you were young, were there many people working?

Martha Michael: There were many people working then. There
were good jobs available then. There were a lot of jobs, so there
were many people who came here. It wasn't like today at all. If
they thought a person would be a good worker, they would hire
them. A person would just be asked, "Are you willing to work?"
They weren't given any papers to fill out at all. When they saw
that they would be good workers, they would just hire them.

Akisu Joamie: People had their tents along here. All of these
people were employed during the summer-time when the ship
arrived. They worked as sea lift workers. They worked here
during August and September, but in October, they went back to
their camps. They didn't receive any money. They only received
food. That's all.

What kinds of food did they receive?
Akisu Joamie: Flour, sugar and maybe milk. People would work
during the summer. They were not given any food or money
during that time, but once they were finished in September, when
they were about to go back to their camps, they received food
such as flour, sugar, and milk. They weren't given money; maybe
because they didn't know anything about money, I don't know.
They started receiving money in 1945. I know this, because I
worked in the kitchen. I was paid $5.00 for a day's work. I was
working in the kitchen. I'm not sure how many of us there were. I
think there were four of us. There were two people younger than I
was, and there was also a person around the same age as I was. I
was being paid $5.00. That's what I was paid. The others were
paid $3.00 a day. I don't know why our pay was different. I would
work all day. I would start working at five in the morning in the
kitchen, and I would go home at ten at night. Every morning, I
would go to work at five in the morning and go home at ten at
night during August and September.
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What did you do in the kitchen?
Akisu Joamie: I would wash the dishes. I wasn't the cook. I would
clean up the kitchen and wash the floor. I would wash all day
because it had to be clean. I used to do that. I remember it very
clearly. We didn't know any better, so it seemed like it was okay.
Today, I wouldn't agree to work for $5.00 a day. In 1945, when
people started receiving money, there were four families
wintering here in Iqaluit then. After that, people started gradually
moving here to Iqaluit. Ever since then, people have been moving
here.

Did they come here because the Americans were here?
Akisu Joamie: Yes.

Before 1945, did they only come here during the summer to
work?
Akisu Joamie: Yes.

When it was your payday, did they give you money?
Akisu Joamie: Yes. I received real money.

Would they give the money to you personally?
Akisu Joamie: Yes. My money would be handed over to me. That
is what they did. Perhaps during 1943 or 1944, or around 1942 or
1943 we worked without receiving money. We started receiving
payment in 1945.

Const. V.H. Marchbank, Frobisher Bay Detachment, to the Officer Commanding, "G" Division, RCMP, September 26, 1944 (RG85, vol. 1070, series D1-a, file 251-5, quoted in Diubaldo, 1985, p. 133-134).
The terms of their engagement, which may be altered to coincide with existing conditions, are as follows: payment will be made by cheque at the rate of
twenty-five cents an hour. They will work from 8-10 hours a day excluding Sundays, when they will be permitted to hunt seal or other game. Meals for
the workers will be furnished from the Quartermaster Stores for their families. Under my personal supervision adequate rations, to be issued weekly, have
been arranged for with the Officer in Charge of Quartermaster Stores. These foods will be purchased at outside retail prices (approximately), and after
additional education has been made for tobacco and sundry articles, I will insist that each native makes out a money order payable to the Hudson's Bay
Company, Ward Inlet. The reason for my action in this case is two fold; firstly, I will endeavour to make the Eskimo realize and appreciate the monetary
value of merchandise accessible for their procurement, and secondly by having an accumulated credit account at the Hudson's Bay store they will be able
to purchase certain items of equipment, such as boats and arms, which they may need in the future and which they are unable to obtain at this base.
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It is said in the archives that the people working for the
Americans just received credit at the HBC. That is how they
were paid. Their names were written down at the HBC and
they were paid like that.
Akisu Joamie: I remember in 1945 that people started receiving
payment. Before that the HBC asked them what they wanted from
there. For instance, if it was a man, they would ask him what he
wanted, and he was able to receive goods from the HBC. People
were not given money. They were told that they could obtain
goods at the HBC.

How were the workers for the Americans in the kitchen
selected? How were they hired?
Akisu Joamie: I don't know. While we were working outside,
someone came and got us. There was this person who came to get
me. He told me to come, so I followed him. It was then I realized
that he had taken me to the kitchen. They didn't ask any questions
at all, probably because I didn't speak English. That is how I was
hired.

How did you communicate?
Akisu Joamie: We were not really able to communicate. We did
understand a little bit. When we started working at our job, we
learned what it was we had to do. We didn't communicate
through language very much, but we were able to understand a
little. We did not communicate much with them. We just did our
job.

You were working at the kitchen. Were there Inuit working
in locations other than the kitchen?
Akisu Joamie: The others only worked outside. They would work
during the sealift. For instance, they worked after the ship came

in. They took the goods, and put them into warehouses. They
would put fuel into barrels, the fuel that came off the ship. The
hose would come from the ship. There would be many barrels
and people would fill them up. All day, the fuel would flow, I
don't know how many days it would flow. The Inuit would fill up
the barrels with fuel. They would change the barrels as they filled
them up. They worked through the night. They never stopped
working. All of their clothes were drenched in fuel. When the
barrel filled up, it would overflow. You would try to put the hose
into another barrel but the opening of the barrel was very small.
We would try to put the hose into the barrel as quickly as
possible.

Did the Inuit who were hired as workers by the military have
a place to eat on the base?
Akisu Joamie: There was a little house, not too big, where the
dining room was. The food was taken from the kitchen to the
dining room. We would eat there. The food was taken from their
kitchen. The food would be in big pails. It would be taken to the
dining room and people would eat there while the military
personnel worked.

Was it qallunaat food?
Akisu Joamie: Yes.

Was it new for them? Had they eaten this before?
Akisu Joamie: We would eat the food that was made by the
qallunaat. There were two older people, my father and his friend.
A qallunaaq gave them some onions. The qallunaat tried to make
the Inuit happy. They could not speak together in any way, but
they would try to give them what they wanted. These people did
not know what onions were. Because the qallunaat often gave
them oranges, they took a bite out of the onions.
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They probably were not happy afterwards?

What kind of work did you do?

Akisu Joamie: They just laughed. You don't know what to do
when you are trying to do something for the first time. Since they
didn't know what to do, they took a bite.

Napatchie Noah: I helped with various things. I wasn't able to
drive then. Later on, I got to drive the American trucks.

Were you born here in Iqaluit?

Napatchie Noah: The name of the place we used to camp at is
called Talilliarjuk.

Napatchie Noah: I was born in Kinngait. I am originally from
Kinngait. When I was a little child, we went to Pangniqtuuq by
dogteam, but by the time I was a teenager, we had moved here.
That's when I met my wife, who has since passed away. After we
stayed here for a while, we went to Kinngait, because my father
was from there. I lost my mother; she died when I was a teenager.
The only transportation back then was by dogteam. There were
no airplanes then. I should have mentioned this earlier, but we
also lived in Kimmirut. I had an uncle in Kimmirut named
Anugaaq. He was also Aakavak's maternal uncle. By the time we
got back here to Iqaluit, the Americans were already here.

What is the name of the camp that you stayed at for the
winter?

Is it far from Iqaluit?
Napatchie Noah: No. It's not very far from here. I used to travel
there in a day by dogteam, but nowadays it's a short trip by
canoe.

Were you and your wife living alone in the camp, or were
there other people?
Napatchie Noah: There weren't a lot of people. There was myself,
my wife, my in-laws, and their children.

When you got back, were there many Americans?

Who was your father-in-law?

Napatchie Noah: Not really. But since we did not see many
people back then, we thought there were a lot of them.

Napatchie Noah: Joamie. The one beside the twins was his wife
[showing us a picture].

When you started living here, did you start working for the
Americans?

In the fall would they all leave?

Napatchie Noah: We only worked here during the summer.
When winter arrived, we went back to our camps. We went back
in the summer by boat.

Did you spend the whole winter at your camp?
Napatchie Noah: Yes. We stayed at our camps the whole winter,
but we came back in the summer to work here in Iqaluit.

Napatchie Noah: Yes, everybody left. They all went back to their
camps.

Was there anybody left in Iqaluit during the winter?
Napatchie Noah: I think Nakasuk and his family were allowed to
stay here. He was the only employee who worked during the
winter.
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When you worked for the Americans, did you see any
unusual things that you hadn't seen before?

staple items. When we were children we never went inside the
store.

Napatchie Noah: Not really, but the pay from the work was very
little.

Were these items purchased from the Hudson's Bay
Company?

How much did you usually get?

Mary Peter: When we came to Iqaluit, the people who were
already living here gave these items to the adults of our group
freely.

Napatchie Noah: I don't remember how much we got from the
Americans.

Were they given these things by the Americans?

What did you do with your money?
Napatchie Noah: I usually bought ammunition for my rifle. I also
bought food supplies before we headed to our winter camp. We
also received food from the Americans.

The food that you received from the Americans, was it new to
you, or had you tried it before?
Napatchie Noah: We were not able to obtain them at the store at
Iqalugaarjuit. Most of what they had for sale were things like
flour, sugar, etc. They didn't have much food there. The
Americans helped us a lot with their donations of food.

Mary Peter: No. They were given these things by those living
among the Americans.

Were they given these things by other Inuit?
Mary Peter: They were given to them by other Inuit.

Were the Americans here when you and your family came
back here?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: Yes. They were already here when we came.
People would come here to buy food, cigarettes and tobacco.
People would only come here for short periods of time.

Did any of your relatives work for the Americans?
Mary Peter: Only during the summer. My grandfather came and
worked in the summer and we would return to our camp in the
fall.

What did your grandfather purchase with the wages that he
earned?
Mary Peter: The only items that seemed available to purchase
were tea, sugar, tobacco, flour and ammunition. They were the

Where was your camp?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: It was down there, quite a way, at the mouth
of the inlet, not inside the inlet. We moved closer to Iqaluit after
the Americans arrived. We would come here often, but we would
go back to our camps. When we started to come here more often,
the Americans would let us work, but we would go back to our
camps at the end of the summer. Our dogs were left behind at our
camps. We did not have vehicles, or snow machines at that time.
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Our dogs would be left behind when we would come here to
work. We had to listen to those soldiers.

Did you and the workers have relatives here or did you just
come here to work?

What kind of jobs did you and other people do?

Lucatsie Nowdlak: The people who lived in camps that were
closer came here to work. Those who lived further away missed
out.

Lucatsie Nowdlak: We filled the gasoline barrels that were the
closest. The gasoline flow never stopped, even at nights. We
would fill up the barrels that had been brought by ship that were
to be left here. Sometimes at nights, because we did not have any
flashlights, they would get too full and would overflow. We
managed to fill some of them without spilling. The gasoline never
stopped flowing. Even when it was night we would fill them in
the dark because we didn't have any flashlights.

You filled up the forty five-gallon barrels of gasoline?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: Yes, we filled the barrels, before there was a
tank farm. Before there were buildings where the Elders facility is
located now, we would fill up the barrels for the winter.

Did you do the same work during the summer as other people
did?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: I was not here in the beginning. When the
ship arrived, I would help the people who were unloading it.
They would use the barge and go to the low tide area. I would
help unload things onto the shore.

When did you and your family stop going back and forth, and
move here permanently?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: We used to travel back and forth in the 1960s.
In the 1960s, we started living here permanently. When the
Americans were living in that building, near the Baffin
Correctional Centre, I was working there as a janitor. Even though
I was not able to speak English, I was working there as a janitor.

In the three-storey building there?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: Yes. I used to drive around inside on some
sort of a vehicle when I was working.

Was that the only job you had, as a janitor, or did you have
any other job?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: I would clean the whole place. I would clean
in the kitchen as well. I would clean everywhere. There were
other Inuit working with me.

Const. M.L. Cottell, Frobisher Bay Detachment, to the Officer Commanding, "G" Division, RCMP, "Hiring of Eskimos by Americans at Frobisher Bay,
N.W.T.", December 17, 1946 (National Archives of Canada, RG85, vol. 1070, series D-1-a, file 251-5)
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3. [...] ...when the writer took over Frobisher Bay Detachment [in 1945] an accounting system was already into effect. At that time the
Eskimos were being paid by cheque, these cheques would be signed by the Member in charge of this detachment at the request of the
American Army Paymaster, as a witness to the signature of the Eskimo was necessary. These cheques would then be cashed in the presence
of The Paymaster, Quartermaster Officer and the Member of this Detachment and then the money would be placed in the Quartermasters
safe after the member of this detachment had properly entered the correct amounts for each individual on the records that were kept at the
detachment. The quartermasters Officer kept a separate money envelope in the safe on each Eskimo.
4. Each Friday the Eskimo would come to the Detachment and receive a slip of paper, on it would contain the Eskimo Name, number and
amount of money that he requested. This amount was deducted from his file that was kept in the Detachment. The Eskimo would go over
to the Quartermaster and receive his money and the Quartermaster would retain the issue slip. On the 15th and 30th of each month the
writer would take the Eskimo money files over to the Quartermaster and together with the Quartermaster would balance each file. [p. 2]
After the files were balanced the issue slips would be destroyed, so they would not get mixed up with the next months slips.
5. On the 1st of April, 1946 Capt. V.E. Hickey Base Quartermaster notified the writer that he could not take care of the Eskimo money due to
the fact that nearly all his personnel were being discharged. The writer obtained a safe and took the money from the Quartermaster and
placed the safe with the money in the Detachment.
6. Each Friday when the Eskimo came to get their money the writer would take each Eskimo's file out and write down the amount which they wanted.
This was done in the presence of each Eskimo. This would show the Eskimo how much money they had as a balance. Eskimo Man Itorcheak [Ittuatsiaq]
[…] who was used as an interpreter would pass the money out to each Eskimo.
[...]
7. In September [...] when the Eskimo money came up from Goose Bay, the Eskimo's would obtain it themselves direct from the Paymaster and the writer
would only witness the transaction.

8. [...] In view of the fact that the personnel of this base has decreased it was requested that the Eskimo's be payed in cash as it was impossible to cash the
cheques at the Post Exchange. Since June, 1946 the Eskimos have been receiving money instead of cheques.
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Did you work for the Americans?
Simonie Michael: Very much so. I worked as a dish washer when
I was a child. I would stand up on a stool and do the dishes. That
is how I grew up. I was getting paid fifty cents an hour at the
base. I worked there for a long time. Ever since the military came
here I have been working.

Because the goods were cheap, we did not complain about our
small paycheques.

Where did you buy these, at the American store?

Simonie Michael: Yes. When I learned how to drive, I was a
heavy equipment operator.

Simonie Michael: Yes, at the canteen. We would not
communicate much because we didn't speak the same language.
There wasn't even one Inuk who was able to speak English, and
there wasn't even one qallunaaq who was able to speak Inuktitut.
There wasn't much communication going on between people.
When a man from Labrador came, he was a good interpreter. He
was used a lot. He was the interpreter between the Inuit and the
qallunaat. We were able to communicate better then. We were not
able to speak English and he was used as an interpreter for us up
there. After I started working for them, I was able to understand
some English. We were learning English all the time because we
worked with them. There wasn't a school in those days. We began
to understand English by working with them, Tikivik and I.

Did you actually receive cash for payment or did you obtain

After you and Tikivik were able to speak English, were you
used as interpreters?

What else did you do besides doing the dishes?
Simonie Michael: Besides the dishes? I worked as a cook after I
was promoted. After I was the dish washer, I became the cook. I
worked as a cook and a stock boy. When I became able to work
outdoors, I worked for the quartermaster.

Did you work for them all year?

goods through the Hudson's Bay Company?
Simonie Michael: I just received cash. There were two military
police, and an accountant, who was also with the military, who
would give us cash as payment. When it was payday, the
accountant would give out the cash while the police watched. The
amount that we received was enough, because the Americans sold
their goods cheaply. A chocolate bar would cost ten cents as did
the Coca Cola. They had the same price. A carton of cigarettes,
with ten packages inside cost a dollar. We children would not buy
any cigarettes, but we would buy chocolate bars and Coca Cola.

Simonie Michael: Yes. We were used as interpreters. We were
fifteen or sixteen when they started using us as interpreters. We
were not paid at that time, but we helped the two military police
officers when they needed help.

Since you were able to speak English, did the Americans
favour you? Did you receive special treatment?
Simonie Michael: Yes. People were really happy that we were
able to speak English, even after the Americans left, and the
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government started moving in. My wife and I were young when
we were married. We went out to a camp by dogteam. Someone
came from here to get me because of my ability to speak English.
We started living with her mother and father in their camp. We
went there during the winter. A year later, when the ice became
good enough to travel on, they came to get me because I was able
to speak English. There were other men there, but people who
were able to speak English were favoured.

her husband, we moved from here to live on the land during the
winter.

Did you come here to live?

Was it the Canadian government that went to get you?

Iqaluk Ipeelie: Yes. We came here because of the Americans. But

Simonie Michael: Yes. They needed an employee.

later on we spent at least three winters at a camp before we
moved here permanently. I have been here since I began working
for the Americans. We moved back to our camp for a while, but I

Where did you grow up?

came back here to work during the summers while the Americans

Iqaluk Ipeelie: I was originally born in Kinngait, but I grew up in

were here.

Pangniqtuuq. I was a young man in 1945 when we moved here.

Were you passing through here when you got hired? Is that

We travelled by boat to Ukalialuk [Allen Island]. Because the

why you stayed?

people living there at the time were starving, I was told to stay
there and help them out. It wasn't until January 1946, that I first

Iqaluk Ipeelie: I was hired after I came here. There were already

arrived in Iqaluit.

some Inuit working here, and when I was asked if I was interested
in working, I accepted right away. That's when I started working.

Where was your house located?
When the Americans arrived, did they ask people to come in
Iqaluk Ipeelie: We lived down in that area. We've been here ever

from the camps and work for them?

since. My wife's family used to live across the bay. After I became
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Iqaluk Ipeelie: An Inuk asked me if I was interested in a job, not a

start the motor. The starter was attached to the vehicle. Back then,

qallunaaq. I could not speak English, but there was a person from

we didn't need a driver's licence to drive. As long as we could

Labrador who served as an interpreter. No one else spoke

drive the vehicles it was okay.

English. It was through him that I got a job.

Did you learn how to drive while you were working, or did
What was your first job?

you learn after working hours?

Iqaluk Ipeelie: I started out as a helper for the garbage truck

Iqaluk Ipeelie: It was during working hours that my cousin

driver. After that, another Inuk taught me how to drive. I began to

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq's husband taught me how to drive. I wasn't

drive the water truck. I didn't keep track of the number of years

taught by a qallunaaq.

that I worked, so I can't tell you how long I did this for.

Did you leave your wife behind at your camp when you left
How long did it take you to learn how to drive?

for work?

Iqaluk Ipeelie: It didn't take me very long to learn, perhaps one

Iqaluk Ipeelie: As she said, they came here before I did. It was

day. Back then, there were no stop signs so it was not as

when Inuit began to live here permanently that houses began to

complicated to learn as it is today.

be erected. We Inuit built our own houses to live in. The
Americans were not supposed to have contact with the Inuit, so

What kind of truck did you learn to drive?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: The kind with gear shifts. The trucks that

they stayed in their own tents at their camp. We did not visit
them. It was only when we went to work that we had any contact

belonged to the Americans had six gears. You didn't need a key to
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with the qallunaat. Some of the things that you are asking about

Did you come here in the late 1940's and work into the

occurred before I came here.

1950's?

Were there many Inuit working for the Americans at that

Iqaluk Ipeelie: I have worked since I came here. I cannot

time?

remember exactly when I began working. I can only tell you that I
started working when qallunaat began to arrive, and I continued

Iqaluk Ipeelie: It would take me a while to recall all the Inuit that
were working then, but there were not that many. Only a few
Inuit lived here. There were no traders here at the time. They used

to work until I retired in 1992. The last place that I worked was at
the correctional center. I retired when I became old enough to
qualify for the old age pension.

to arrive from Kimmirut. There were not that many people who
came here before me. It was only after we had been here for some

When you were working, how were you paid?

time that a trading post was built at Iqalugaarjuit. The people
would still be living in their camps. There were only a few Inuit
working when I came here. This was before a lot of people came

Iqaluk Ipeelie: The wages increased over the years. When we
worked for the Americans, we all got the same pay. The only
person who got paid more than others was the janitor. We earned

here to work for the Americans.

$38.00 bi-weekly when we worked for the Americans and that

Did being a truck driver give you more status than other

didn't change. Even when Charlie Saagiaqtuq and I had to work

Inuit, or were you treated as just another employee?

late into the night delivering water to keep up with the demand,
we'd still get paid $38.00 every two weeks. I know the person who

Iqaluk Ipeelie: There was more than one Inuk working as a
driver, so no one paid any special attention to us.

got paid $59.00 every two weeks just for being a janitor. It was a
lot compared to what we got paid.
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Who was the janitor?

Fridays. Every Friday, the canteen would open, and as employees,
we were able to buy chocolate, candies, soft drinks and cigarettes,

Iqaluk Ipeelie: Ikilluaq. He used to work for the high ranking
American officers so he got paid more than anybody else, but the

but only once a week. Our purchases would amount to less than
$5.00.

money we made was very useful. We would spend our earnings
at Iqalugaarjuit because there were some qallunaat there who

Would you make a trip to the trading post every time you got

worked for the Hudson's Bay. We spent some of the money on

paid?

cigarettes. There was no store of any kind at the American
military base. Food and tea or coffee would be given to us by the
Americans every Saturday, so we did not need to buy those. The
cigarettes cost ten cents a package back then. The American goods

Iqaluk Ipeelie: We would purchase supplies from the trading
post once in the winter and once in the summer. We didn't go
frequently, because it was quite far.

were really cheap. There would be twenty cigarettes to a pack and
we only paid a dime for them. Our earnings would accumulate
into a substantial amount if we hadn't been to the trading post in
Iqalugaarjuit for a while.

Were you able to spend your money after each payday?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: Yes. The Americans had a canteen where you
could buy cigarettes, chocolates, and soft drinks, but only on

Elijah Pudlu: When the Americans had paydays, before the HBC
moved from Iqalugaarjuit to Apex, I remember people saving the
money they received from them. When I was a child I went there
with Quvianaqtuq who has since passed away, and another man.
They were wealthy. When they were shopping at the HBC they
bought many supplies because they were helped by the
Americans. In those days they didn't make much money, I
remember that. They didn't have big wages but in those days the
merchandise and the food weren't expensive. When they bought
things at the HBC in Iqalugaarjuit they weren't expensive.
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Const. V.L. Jeffers, Frobisher Bay Detachment, to the Officer Commanding, "G" Division, RCMP, "Eskimo Paulosee (E7-558) and Eskimo Josephee (E7562) – Destitute – Frobisher Bay, N.W.T.; Employment of Natives Generally at Frobisher Bay Air Base", February 17, 1947 (National Archives of
Canada, RG85, vol. 1070, series D-1-a, file 251-5), p. 2
4. Forty-five Natives, including all ages, have arrived at Frobisher Bay from Pangniqtuuq and Clyde River. None of these Natives are
employed at the base. All Natives that have arrived here were either born at Frobisher Bay or married to a Daughter of other Eskimos in the
vicinity of Frobisher Bay, Lake Harbour or Cape Dorset. As Frobisher Bay has plenty of seals and also good trapping in good years it is
considered that these subjects would have as much, or more enticement for the Natives than the American Base. There are now onehundred Natives of all ages living at the Base camp. These only consist of those that are employed on the base and under no circumstances
are other Natives allowed to linger or make their home at the Base camp. It is of course only natural that other Natives will visit their
relatives at different times. The Natives employed at the base live in tents during the summer months and have wooden houses for winter
use. These houses are heated by small coal stoves and lighted with gasoline or kerosine [sic] lamps and lanterns issued by the Americans.
There are no Natives employed at the base that use skin tents all winter although they could do so if they so desired. They like the wooden
houses and keep them as clean as can be expected. These houses are inspected at least once weekly to see that they are kept clean and a
marked difference is noted after a period of time as the floors are scrubbed almost daily.
Elijah Pudlu: This is what it was like when the Americans left and
the Canadians came here. Lots of Inuit from camps, mostly from
Tasiujarjuaq, used to come here during the summer. The reason
why they came here was to work. When they came here during
the summer some people were working and some people weren't.
Those people who weren't working were asked not to spend the
winter here. They had to leave during the winter. Some people
left for their camps because the Canadians didn't want them here
during the winter. There was one family who spent the winter just
beyond the point, because the Canadians didn't want that many
families here.

Was that at Ukaliqtulik?
Elijah Pudlu: No. At the tip of that point there. That's where the
people were camping for the winter because they were told not to
stay here. The people didn't stay here because they were told to
leave. After the Canadians arrived only a certain number of
people were allowed to be here. I remember well when the
Canadians came. An Inuk who had lived here for many years,
who was it, it was Sheutiapik's father, was asked to leave.

Annie Pudlu: That was Ittuatsiaq.
Elijah Pudlu: Ittuatsiaq lived here for as long as I can remember.
He had to leave here for the winter. He was told to leave. He was
told that there were already enough people living here. That's
what the Canadians did when they first came here.

Did you work for the Americans when you started living
here?
Akaka Sataa: I worked for them for a little while, when the
Americans were here. When the Americans left, I remained here
for a while.

What did you do for the Americans? What was your job?
Akaka Sataa: People wanted food when the Americans were here.
When I settled down here, I think I had children by that time.
When they wanted me to work, one of them came to get me by
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dogteam. That was the first time I ever worked. I didn't work in
the kitchen. I worked in a warehouse.

Where did they come and get you from?
Akaka Sataa: Down there... beyond the second Tasiujarjuaq. It
was when we were living close to Aukkarnilik. They came to get
me by dogteam so I came here.

Was this before you moved here permanently, when you still
lived in Kimmirut?
Akaka Sataa: No. It was after I was living in this area.

What year did they come and get you?

Jimmy Nooshoota: We came straight to Iqaluit from Kimmirut.
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: You even started working the very next
day.

Who did you work for?
Jimmy Nooshoota: I worked for D.O.T. [Department of
Transport], across the bay in those D.O.T. buildings.

What kind of work did you do?
Jimmy Nooshoota: I started out as a labourer for a qallunaaq, but
as I became more adept at working, I began driving trucks and
heavy equipment.

What kind of truck did you drive?

Akaka Sataa: I think it was in 1951.

Were you the cook when you first started working here?
Akaka Sataa: No, I didn't work in the kitchen. I worked in a
warehouse.

With country food?
Akaka Sataa: No. I worked in the warehouse when it was a
general storage area. They kept the food in one place. There were
many kinds of foods. They had to be always looked after. That is
what I did. The food had to be kept in this room and it had to be
moved around. There were many different jobs available. Even
though I do not have any formal education, I can understand
some English. If a person is able to understand a language, they
can work, if a person tells them what to do, no matter what race
they are. They can work as long as they understand.

When you moved here, did you live in Apex?

Jimmy Nooshoota: I started out as a garbage man on the garbage
truck. Then I drove the water delivery truck, the sewage pumpout truck, the dump truck, and bulldozers. I drove all of the
trucks there were to drive as part of my job. I believe the first
truck I drove was the garbage truck.

Did you work with Iqaluk?
Jimmy Nooshoota: Yes. I worked with Iqaluk Ipeelie, Lucatsie,
Nuvija, Iqaluk, Arnaittuq...
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: ...and Saagiaqtuq...
Jimmy Nooshoota: ...and Quujuq. I worked with all those men
including my father. Those are the men that I worked with. We
used the equipment that was left behind by the Americans.

Had the Americans left then?
Jimmy Nooshoota: They were still in the process of moving. None
of the Americans who were in Iqaluit had wives and children
with them. There was one qallunaaq that came up after the
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Americans began leaving, who had a wife and children, but there
were no qallunaat women or children when the Americans were
still here.

What kind of work did your late stepbrother, Suu, do?
Jimmy Nooshoota: He hardly ever talked about his work. I'm not
exactly sure what type of work he did.

Why?
Jimmy Nooshoota: Because the Americans were in the military.
As military personnel, they had to make a base camp. When the
Canadian military came, the American military left. When the
Canadian military left, the government arrived.

Why did you seek employment here?
Jimmy Nooshoota: There was a time when fox furs and sealskins
were the only source of income to buy goods with. We would
trade them in for goods. The price of the pelts was not sufficient to
purchase all the goods we needed, but they were all we had to
buy goods. Perhaps that was one of the reasons why we moved
here, so we could have a chance to buy more goods.

Did your parents finally move here with you?
Jimmy Nooshoota: There was a time when I was ready to venture
out on my own even though I still did what my step-mother and
father told me to do. I was wondering how I was going to break
the news to them about coming here to Iqaluit to look for work,
when they decided to move here in the summer of 1957.
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Your older stepbrother was already here
at the time.
Jimmy Nooshoota: Yes.

Anugaaq Arnaqquq: In 1957 or 1958, I started working. The
Americans were still here. Even though we did not have any
formal education, they hired us men as drivers, and janitors.
There were four men who worked in the kitchen. It was an
excellent place to work. I never went hungry and I was paid. Back
then things were not as expensive, so I could afford a lot of stuff. I
wasn't the only one there, when I started working for the
Americans.
When I started working for the Americans in the kitchen,
someone would clean the tables and I would wash the dishes. I
cannot say anything bad about the workplace. I worked for the
Americans when I was a young man. I know that they took their
policies seriously. Their dining area had to be spotless. There were
two inspectors, one was an American and one was not. They were
the inspectors. They would say things like, "Is this good? Is this
good? NO! This one here too." That is what the military was like.
They checked their fingernails to see if people were clean too. I
know that is how the military are because I have seen it. The
government people are not like that at all. I have noticed the
difference. I am just telling you this. They have to follow the rules,
even if they don't like them.

Did they inspect your hands too?

Who was your stepbrother?
Jimmy Nooshoota: His name was Suu, the late Suu. When he was
hired to work at the DEW Line site up in the hills, I began to
wonder if I could get a job too.

Anugaaq Arnaqquq: They inspected when it was time to inspect.
They did not tell them to clean their fingernails because they were
going to be inspected soon. They inspected them when it was
time. That was their rule. It is clear that they had to follow it. I can
also say that when the Americans were still here at the old Ukiivik
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over there, that is where their quarters were. That was when the
Department of Defense, not the M.O.T. [Ministry of Transport]
were there. A lot of us Inuit first started working there. Even
though we didn't have any formal education, we were hired to
help out as water delivery personnel and janitors. They really
helped us. Even though people were not able to speak English,
they worked there. Some of them worked there for a long time.
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CHAPTER 11
CRAVING FOR COUNTRY FOOD
Const. V.L. Jeffers, Frobisher Bay Detachment, to the Officer Commanding, "G" Division, RCMP, "Hiring of Eskimos by Americans at Frobisher Bay,
N.W.T.", December 17, 1946. (National Archives of Canada, RG85, vol. 1070, series D-1-a, file 251-5).
The Eskimo here are only allowed to purchase items such as cigarettes, tobacco, a little candy and a small amount of clothing that is
available in the Post Exchange. It is now necessary for them to save their money to also buy food from the Quartermaster Stores for
themselves and families, as the Eskimo Mess hall was closed on November 9th, 1946. This action was taken because it was considered that
the women and children were suffering from lack of food, as the men did not seem to have too much interest as long as they had sufficient
food at the Mess hall for themselves. They have also shown more interest in hunting seals for food since the Mess hall was closed.

Const. H.A. Johnson, Frobisher Bay Detachment, to the Officer Commanding, "G" Division, RCMP, "Employment of Eskimos, R.C.A.F., Frobisher
Bay", February 14, 1951 (National Archives of Canada, RG85, vol. 1070, series D-1-a, file 251-5).
Under the present arrangement, the R.C.A.F., at Frobisher Bay, employ 90% of the male Eskimos as laborers during the Summer months
and as a result, little or no hunting is carried out by these natives. They also have no time to hunt sufficient dog feed for the coming Winter
and consequentially cannot hunt prosperously during the winter months. During their term of employment in the Summer, they miss the
best hunting season. During this season the other Eskimos of the district are busy securing sufficient dog feed for the Winter and are often
forced to share it with the natives who worked at the Base that Summer and neglected to secure their own dog feed. […]
[p. 2] The period of employment is approximately two months and when their employment is terminated, the season is much too late for
them to move to the better hunting grounds, consequentially they camp about ten or fifteen miles from the Base, where the hunting is very
poor and to get sufficient food for their families they must spend their compulsory savings on white man's food at the Hudson's Bay Co.
and with prices such as they are at Arctic trading posts, the little money they save during the Summer months does not buy a great deal in
the line of food.
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Did the Americans make a difference when they came here?
Oolooriaq Ineak: Back then our husbands came here to work.
They would come back home every two weeks. Because there
were no women allowed here in Iqaluit, our husbands would go
back and forth to build the houses here. The Americans were very
generous with their food. We were never hungry, but our
husbands tried to hunt as much as possible because our dogs had
to eat. When the Americans lived here we had plenty of food,
because they were very generous. Because there were so many
Americans arriving by ship, they would bring in a lot of food. We
did not live here, we lived on that island. There was lots of tents
on that little island. While our husbands were working, we used
to spend the whole summer down there.

Did the Americans change anything in your lives when they
arrived and started building houses?

Kanaju Ipeelie: When we lived in our camps we always had
plenty of food. Inuit started working for the Americans a few
years after the military moved here. It was hard for us not to have
country food.

Did you have time to go hunting while you were working?
Shorty Shoo: It was hard for me to go hunting at that time
because I could not get days off from my job.

Was it like that even in the summer?
Shorty Shoo: Yes, because they were building it in the summer
time.

Did you go hunting after the construction was finished?
Shorty Shoo: Yes, we started to go hunting again after that.

Kanaju Ipeelie: I think so. We hardly had any more country food
when our husbands started working for the Americans.

You said you didn't have any more country food. Did

Which was better, working for the Americans or living out
on the land? Which lifestyle enabled you to have more food?

this begin when the men started working for the

Pallu Nowdlak: We were better off here in Iqaluit.

Americans and weren't hunting anymore?
Kanaju Ipeelie: Yes, it was only country food we didn't have. The
Americans were very generous with their food.

I guess the people in the camps had plenty of country
food because they weren't working.

It was better staying here?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes. We weren't given anything by the Hudson's
Bay Company. The Americans were giving out food freely, so
that's why the people liked them more. They were better to us,
because they gave out food freely.

Did you trade things at the Hudson's Bay Company?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes. We would not get anything free from them.
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We would only get food after giving them sealskins, fox furs, or
polar bear skins.

Jaanipu, Uluakallak, my husband, Napatchie Noah and his father.
They came here by dogteam. My husband and I decided to come
here with them in 1955.

Were you related to them?

Were you born here in Iqaluit?
Jayko Pitseolak: No. I was born near Kinngait. There are three
islands between Northern Quebec and Kinngait. I was born on the
middle one. The names of those islands are Tujjaaq, Akulliq and
Tujjaarjuaq.

When did you move to Iqaluit?
Jayko Pitseolak: We moved here in 1953. My husband and I lived
near Kinngait in Qarmaarjuit where there had been a Hudson's
Bay trading post for a while. There had been Indians living there a
long time before. That's where I got married to my husband. My
husband was asked by his uncle Pinnguaqtuq to accompany him
to Kimmirut to pick up Aapak, Juusipi Tikivik's younger brother.

Have you lived here since you came here?
Jayko Pitseolak: No. We tried to go back to Kinngait a year later
but there was too much ice in one of the islands near Kimmirut.

Did you stay here?
Jayko Pitseolak: We stayed here over the winter in the outpost
camp called Kangilliajuk at my uncle Joamie's camp. We went
back to Kinngait during the spring of 1954. We came here to
Iqaluit in 1953, and we went back to Kinngait in 1954.

When you went back to Kinngait how long were you there?
Jayko Pitseolak: We came back here the year after, in 1955, by
dogteam. We came from Qarmaarjuit. In English they call it
Ammarjuaq. The Hudson's Bay Company had a post there and
there used to be qallunaat living there. We came from there,

Jayko Pitseolak: Yes. We are related. My father and Napatchie's
wife Malaija's father were brothers. Jaanipu was my cousin. He
was my father's sister's son.

When you came back, did you stay here then?
Jayko Pitseolak: Yes. We've been here since then. Jaanipu and I
have been here since then. When we moved here we were
teenagers and now we are elders. We became old here.

Why did you decide to move here?
Jayko Pitseolak: We moved here because my husband and I
missed our relatives. We moved here to spend time with our
relatives. They loved us so much. We found out after we moved
here that we had a lot more relatives here, through our parents.

Who were your relatives?
Jayko Pitseolak: Joamie was my uncle. He was my father's
younger brother. Joamie's children are Harry Kilabuk, Akisu
Joamie, Josephie Kilabuk, Qummuattuq Ipeelie, Malaija Noah and
Aluki Joamie.

Did your relatives work here or did they just live here?
Jayko Pitseolak: My uncle Joamie and his children lived in
Kangilliajuk when they finished working here for the Americans
in the fall. They worked for the military during the summer and
they lived in a camp during the winter.

Did your lifestyle change when you lived here with the
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military? Were there differences?
Jayko Pitseolak: We were all the same human beings. The only
differences were in our dialects, and in our clothing. We were all
the same people.

The only differences were in the language and how you
dressed?
Jayko Pitseolak: The Inuit who worked for the military couldn't
speak English. Even though they couldn't speak English, the
military looked at how the people worked, not which language
they spoke. When I came here that's how it was. Inuit couldn't
speak English. It's not like that nowadays. Only a few Inuit could
speak English back then.

Did you know any Inuit who could speak English?
Jayko Pitseolak: The person I know who really spoke English
well was Simonie Michael. He used to be the interpreter for the
Americans. When we first came here Simonie Alainga was down
south being treated for tuberculosis. That was when he was
single. He was a teenager when we first came here and he didn't
have a wife. He had been down south before, and when he came
back he could speak English.

When you first moved here did your lifestyle change? Was it
different where you came from?
Jayko Pitseolak: No, it was the same lifestyle. Nowadays there
are lots of people moving here and everything seems to be
happening at once. Right now the Inuktitut language is becoming
more prominent. It was not like that before.

Were most of the Inuit here in Iqaluit related to each other?
Jayko Pitseolak: When we first came here to Iqaluit, the people
were very friendly. Lots of people were related to each other.

When we first came here Iqaluit wasn't as big as Kinngait. There
were more people living in Kinngait back then. When I first came
here to Iqaluit I had to look around to find where men moored
their boats and also where they kept their dogteams. In Kinngait
they used to tie their dogteams up. They did that because the
owners were asked to do this. Here it was different. I didn't see
many dogs tied up. I used to look around to find where the dogs
were tied. Inuit who lived in camps had dogteams, but here in
Iqaluit those who were employed didn't seem to have dogteams
at all during the winter. People from the camps used to come here
by dogteam during the winter. That's how it was when we first
moved here. They might have had dogteams but I didn't realize it.
In Kinngait lots of people had dogteams. That's why when I came
here I used to look around for dogs. I'm not trying to put Iqaluit
people down. It's just that what I saw in Kinngait was different.
There weren't that many boats at the beach either. There used to
be boats coming from the camps.

The Inuit who were employed didn't go hunting as much as
those who didn't have jobs, did they?
Jayko Pitseolak: I think the men who were employed didn't go
hunting as much. That's what I noticed when I came here. It
wasn't like it is today. Nowadays men who are employed go
hunting right after they get off from work or when it's high tide. It
seems as though it has always been like that. Today they don't
have any shortage of hunting equipment such as boats.

If the men didn't go hunting, did their families not have
country food to eat?
Jayko Pitseolak: We used to crave for country food so much
when the men started working on construction in Apex. We didn't
have much country food, especially during the spring. When we
first came here, the people here didn't have as many outboards as
the people in Kinngait. There were more outboards there. I'm not
trying to put down Iqaluit people. I'm just saying what I
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remember about Kinngait in those old days.

Were the young men able to hunt or did they start work
before they learned how to hunt?
Jayko Pitseolak: I don't remember if the young men were
working, but I know that they weren't in school. There weren't

many canoes or boats with motors, when the government first
started building houses. When they started building houses in
Apex they were getting pay cheques. There weren't that many
boats coming from the south in those days. I remember when
Inuit first started working for the government. That was after the
military left here after the war.

Const. V.L. Jeffers, Frobisher Bay Detachment, to the Officer Commanding, "G" Division, RCMP, "Eskimo Paulosee (E7-558) and Eskimo Josephee
(E7-562) – Destitute – Frobisher Bay, N.W.T.; Employment of Natives Generally at Frobisher Bay Air Base", February 17, 1947 (National Archives of
Canada, RG85, vol. 1070, series D-1-a, file 251-5)
7. The Majority of Natives that are employed at the base are elderly men who would not lose their skill as a hunter unless employed for a
good number of years and it is doubtful if they would lose it entirely then. There are a few younger men at the base who will no doubt lose
their skill if kept employed any longer and should be terminated during the summer of 1947. There are also a few young boys from 12-14
years of age who have very little opportunity to learn the Native way of life although they do go trapping and seal hunting with their
Fathers when these Natives are allowed time off for this purpose during working days. Such young Natives are not employed at the base
but live with their parents that are.
Const. C.H. Jack, Frobisher Bay Detachment, to the Officer Commanding, "G" Division, RCMP, "Eskimo Employment Generally, Frobisher Bay Air
Base", August 14, 1948 (National Archives of Canada, RG85, vol. 1070, series D-1-a, file 251-5)
A rotation scheme has already been set up for the termination of some of the Eskimo especially as far as possible the younger generation. It has been
experienced that the older Eskimo is a more satisfactory worker during the winter employment and it is the decision of the writer to maintain
employment of the older natives wherever possible in place of the younger natives. Eskimos of the younger generation are not being hired on for winter
employment only during the summer employment months. By doing this it can be assured that the younger generation will maintain their hunting
experience which the older native already has. [...] When new Eskimos are hired in place of ones terminated the age limit is kept above 30 years.
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Jimmy Kilabuk: I can also tell you a funny thing. At that time we were just children and we wore only kamiit, sealskin boots. Whenever we came here
we – those who lived in outpost camps – had our own kamiit that fit us, but the children from here wore very big boots that were meant for adults. The
Americans of course, did not have any children. We used to make fun of the little kids with very big boots. At that time only the traders and their children
had rubber boots that fit them. They were qallunaat, and of course they could get them from down south.

Didn't they have anything else to wear?
Jimmy Kilabuk: They didn't have anything else. Because they didn't have any outboard motors – they had qajait though – the Iqalummiut
found it difficult to obtain traditional food and clothing. Our fathers would try to be employed during the summer so they could get
supplies that they would take with them for the winter. They didn't do much hunting for they didn't have any outboard motors. Traditional
food used to be really scarce because although they had qajait they did not have outboard motors.

What was the difference between living in a camp and living here in Iqaluit?
Martha Kilabuk: I never really thought about it. For me, since it was my first time here, I did not like it.

Why didn't you like it?
Martha Kilabuk: I was afraid. I was away from my family for the first time.

What were you afraid of?
Martha Kilabuk: I was just afraid.

Some people moved here because there was a base, and the Inuit here had a lot of things. Was it the same for you? Did the
Americans give you some food?
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Martha Kilabuk: People were given free food by the Americans.

Was it a good thing for the Inuit to live with the Americans?
Martha Kilabuk: It was okay. They never did us any harm.

Since the men were working, was there less country food for their families?
Martha Kilabuk: There was less. When I came here, there wasn't much country food. Back then there were no boats with motors or snow
machines.

Was it hard for you when there was hardly any country food?
Martha Kilabuk: Yes. Especially when I was craving for it. When I first started to live here, I was really craving for country food, because
we grew up eating it.

Was it because of the food available from the Americans that there was less country food?
Martha Kilabuk: Yes. Maybe because our husbands were working, they did not have time to hunt, so we ate qallunaat food instead.

Did other families experience the same thing? Did those who were not working hunt for food?
Martha Kilabuk: The people who were not working probably went hunting. Other people were still living in their camps. When they came
here, they would have country food and they would give us some.

Mittuk Nowdluk: The men who were working full time were unable to go hunting for meat. Although we weren't short of food there were
times when we really craved country food. Whenever anybody got some, everybody would be given some meat. People really craved meat,
especially before I came here. I came here when there were a lot of dogs.

Were the dogs loose?
Mittuk Nowdluk: After the police asked that they be tied up, they were tied. At first they were all over the place. They were able to keep
dogs because they were able to feed them garbage. When the Americans left, the Hudson's Bay Company became the only place where we
could buy food. Although the Hudson's Bay Company was already here, until the Americans left, we didn't depend on them as much for
food.
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Mary Peter: When we came to Iqaluit the people who were living here seemed very well off because they were freely given candies and
cigarettes. The people of Iqaluit were very well off. We would even have candy scrambles.

Did you enjoy all of this when you came here?
Mary Peter: Yes. We were very happy to get candy. It is only afterwards that I had thoughts regarding cigarettes. Maybe they are the cause
of the breakdown in people's health. People would have continued to live longer if it wasn't for the Americans.

They say that the Americans gave things out for free. Do you feel that that was the reason why some people ended up remaining
here?
Mary Peter: Yes, because they received things for free. I believe that that is what happened. We continued to live elsewhere, although we
would come to Iqaluit from time to time.

Why didn't you just live here?
Mary Peter: Real hunters, those who relied solely on hunting, didn't want to live among the qallunaat in Iqaluit.

Was your father a real hunter?
Mary Peter: Yes. My grandfather Arnakallak was a real hunter.

Had the people living here stopped hunting?
Mary Peter: Some of them did. There were others who continued to hunt.

Do you think that some men who were working were not able to go hunting?
Mary Peter: Yes. Because they were working full time, they were not able to hunt. They did manage to go hunting during their time off
though.

Did you move here in 1950?
Akaka Sataa: Yes.

Did your life become easier because you were provided with food and other things by the Americans?
Akaka Sataa: Yes. I learned how to live, even though I was not educated formally. I did not come here because of the Americans. I came
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here because of the game. I did not think about the qallunaat at all; it was only because of the animals that I came here. I always lived off the
animals here. That is the only reason why I moved here. It became easier in the end when I came here. One of my relatives had everything;
he had dogs and a boat. I was welcome to use his tools because that place was like my home. That is why I came back here to live.
Everything he had, I was automatically welcome to use. He was my wife's older sister's husband. He was quite old too, and that was
another reason why I moved here. He had everything. He had dogs and everything was available to me when I wanted to go hunting,
either by dogteam or by boat. Life became easier because I had access to a lot of hunting equipment. I was able to go in search of game on
my own. When I came here, I was able to hunt for food. That was after I had lost my own dogs too.

When the men were working at the base what did the women do?
Saami Qaumagiaq: They looked after their children. We did not have rubber boots then, so there was a lot of work involved in repairing
and keeping our kamiit dry and mending our clothes. The women did not know how to go out and work. Some would go to work. My
mother used to work for the minister in Kimmirut, but the other women did not have an occupation before the Americans came. My
mother worked for someone other than the Americans. She worked for the minister.

When the men started working for the Americans did it make a difference in the women's lives?
Saami Qaumagiaq: All we lived on as Inuit, was country food. For us Inuit, we really craved eating country food. I didn't want to do anything but lie
in bed because I craved country food so much. This was when the government came here, and Inuit could no longer have dogs. They had no way of going
hunting in the winter without dogs. When the men no longer had dogs that was when the government was taking over everything. That is the only real
big change that affected my life. Back then, when the Americans were here, we did not stay here in the winter. Only a few of the workers stayed here. I
don't recall any changes in my life back then. It might have affected the men who worked here and their wives more, because they had not spent a lot of
time with qallunaat and were not used to that way of life. It was when the Americans came that people who were older than us were having more contact
with qallunaat.

You were given food by the Americans, but the only thing that you were craving was country food?
Saami Qaumagiaq: Yes. The only thing that we were craving was country food.
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Do you think it was because of the American presence here that you didn't have any country food?
Saami Qaumagiaq: I am not really blaming the Americans for the lack of country food. After we were not allowed to keep our dogs
anymore, which I didn't like, and before snowmobiles were brought here, we used to be very hungry when the men had no means to go
out hunting in the winter. They no longer had dogs for transportation. We were able to get qallunaat foods that kept us from starving, but
we were still hungry.
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CHAPTER 12
WORK AT THE DEW LINE SITES – SOME RECOLLECTIONS

"U.S. Air Defense in the Northeast 1940-1957", Historical Reference Paper # 1, April 1st, 1957, by Lydus H. Buss, Directorate of Command History,
Office of Information Services, Headquarters Continental Air Defense Command

(www.pinetreeline.org/other/neac.html)

The DEW Line was to consist of three types of stations: six Main stations at about 500 statute miles apart, 23 Auxiliary stations at about 100
miles apart, and 28 Intermediate stations some 50 statute miles apart.
[...]
The DEW Line, according to USAF-RCAF plan, was to be divided into eastern and western sections. The Alaskan Air Command was to be
responsible for operating (which included operational control) the western section, NEAC [Northeast Air Command] the eastern.
[...]
There were a total of 17 stations in this [eastern] region, which was further divided into two sectors - FOX and DYE (both of which were
Main stations).

"Instructions for Northern Service Officers Representing the Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources on construction of the Distant
Early Warning Line", 1955 (National Archives of Canada, RG85, vol. 1071, series D-1-a, file 251-5)
...whenever possible, Eskimos selected for employment should be young, single men, and it should be suggested to them that they may
make more rapid progress in learning if they work at sites away from their own localities. When this is done they are to be accommodated
with board and lodging in the same way as other men on the job.
[…]
[p. 2] The Northern Service Officer is to bear in mind that his primary responsibility is toward the Eskimos. Considerations of their welfare
are to be dominant at all times. Only Eskimos who wish to be employed are to be engaged and only for such periods and in such locations
as are suitable and acceptable to them. [...] Northern Service Officers are to have constant regard to arranging continuous employment for
only such numbers of Eskimos as it seems likely will continue to be employed after the construction phase is over - either on the DEW Line
itself or on other operations for which the training they get will make them suitable.
[…]
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[p. 3] RCMP officers, with their knowledge of local areas and individuals, will often be able to advise as to Eskimos whose employment is
or is not desirable. They should be consulted whenever possible.
[…]
The [HBC] managers will frequently have an intimate knowledge of the Eskimos in their area and their views and assistance may often be
very helpful.

Jimmy Komarjuk: I came to Iqaluit after having worked on the
DEW Line for fifteen years. I wasn't here when the first military
personnel came here. The Americans were the first ones to live at
what was called the Ukiivik building.

Jimmy Komarjuk: There was no airline traffic between Kinngait
and Iqaluit in those days. There was a call for workers for the
DEW Line sites. That's when I came here to Iqaluit. It took quite a
while to go from Kinngait to here by dogteam.

Did you come here while they were still here?

Who was it who recruited for the DEW Line sites?

Jimmy Komarjuk: I was not here when the military was here
during the war. That building was built after the war. The
Canadians moved into it afterwards.

Jimmy Komarjuk: There was no airline travel in those days. The
Hudson's Bay Company had a telegraph and they were
requested to do the recruitment. They used the telegraph to keep
in contact with each other in those days.

Where did you move here from?
Jimmy Komarjuk: I came here from Kinngait. I was born in
Salliq [Coral Harbour] in 1931. I have my birthday in October.
I'm from the Kivalliq area. My parents moved to Kinngait when I
was five years old. I grew up in Kinngait. I am sorry I wasn't here
when the Americans were here. I was around the military
though, because I was working for the DEW Line. Myself and
other Inuit were rotated back and forth between Iqaluit and the
other sites.

Where did you go?
Jimmy Komarjuk: I was at all the DEW Line sites from Alaska to
Greenland. My job at those sites was to clear the roads.

How were you chosen for the job?

How many of you came here?
Jimmy Komarjuk: There were three of us. We were young then.
We were brought over here by a couple from Kinngait. The three
of us ended up working at different locations.

Who was it that brought you here?
Jimmy Komarjuk: The man who brought us over here was
Manumi Saaqqu.

Did you work here in Iqaluit for a while, or were you sent
elsewhere right away?
Jimmy Komarjuk: We worked here at first. We were shown
what we had to do. It was afterwards that we were shipped off to
other places.
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When you were first sent out of Iqaluit where did you go?
Jimmy Komarjuk: We were sent to a place we called Nunatta. It
is in the middle of Baffin Island. It was called Fox 3 in English.

How long were you there?
Jimmy Komarjuk: I was there for two years. I was the only Inuk
there the whole time. I worked at road construction as well as
road maintenance. I didn't come to Iqaluit all that often. I went to
Fox Main more often. That's where the headquarters for the
region was. That's where the airport in Sanirajak [Hall Beach] is
today. We were sent wherever there was a DEW Line site, even
as far as Alaska. We were sent out from Fox Main all over the
place. We never stopped. Some of the qallunaat at the DEW Line
sites were Americans, and some were Canadians. They were all
from the military. Although they worked at the same sites, they
didn't work together.

What exactly did you do?
Jimmy Komarjuk: I was a heavy equipment operator. We were
sent down south for training. Then we would be sent down for
further training again after.

How long did you spend each time you were down south?
Jimmy Komarjuk: We would be there anywhere from three
weeks to a couple of months. We would be sent down to take
whatever training we required. When we had learned what we
needed, we were sent back up to work. It was necessary to be
well-trained in order to do our jobs well.

When you went for training, was that the first time you had
been down south?
Jimmy Komarjuk: Yes.

Do you remember what your first impressions of the south
were?
Jimmy Komarjuk: It was very different from what I was
accustomed to. It looked very strange to me. When we went
down south there was no snow. That was what seemed the
strangest when I first went down south.

Did you find it warm?
Jimmy Komarjuk: Yes. It was warm. I don't like going down
south in the late spring. I prefer it when it's not that warm.

Earlier you said you were the only Inuk at the site. Was this
because they didn't need more Inuit, or because you were the
only one with training?
Jimmy Komarjuk: Although there were Inuit who wanted to
work, most sites only had one Inuk; the larger sites would have
two. Even though we were rotated there was always an Inuk at a
site.

How were you able to understand them? Were you able to
speak English before you took the job?
Jimmy Komarjuk: I couldn't speak English. The first time a
qallunaaq told me to do something I didn't understand, but the
second time I could do what was asked of me. As long as the
person speaking to me explained well, I was able to understand.
Even though I couldn't speak English I would keep my mind
open to what was being said. Because of that I didn't mind being
the only Inuk at my workplace.

Were the DEW Line sites near communities or were they
located in isolated areas?
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Jimmy Komarjuk: In our area the DEW Line sites were not near
any communities, but in the Uqsuqtuuq [Gjoa Haven], and
Talurjuaq [Taloyoak] area they were much closer. Fox Main was
the closest to a community; the community of Sanirajak [Hall
Beach]. There were also sites near Arviligjuaq [Pelly Bay],
Iqaluktuuttiaq [Cambridge Bay], and Inuuvik [Inuvik]. Inuuvik
is close to the community of Tuktuujaqtuuq [Tuktuyaktuk]. I
have also worked on the island where Tuktuujaqtuuq is located.
When I was there in the winter time I would go to the
community at the end of my workday. It was a good place to
work because you were close to other people.

Were they living in military-style camps, because they
weren't near communities?
Jimmy Komarjuk: We were provided with housing. The housing
that was provided to us was like government housing. They
were like mid-size government units.

Were you given one of these units if you were going to stay
at a site for a long time?
Jimmy Komarjuk: Yes. We would live in them and then when
we moved out somebody else would move in. There was
housing that was designated for Inuit.

So the DEW Line sites were not the same as the Upper Base
here in Iqaluit?
Jimmy Komarjuk: Here in Iqaluit there was housing for the
military. At the DEW lines sites the houses were occupied by
both the American and Canadian military.

Did they have separate radar systems?
Jimmy Komarjuk: They used the same system. When you went
from one site to another all the equipment was the same.

Was the Upper Base a DEW Line site? What was it called in
Inuktitut?
Jimmy Komarjuk: It was called Qaqqamiut. It was built before
the other DEW Line sites came into existence.

Did they have many buildings at the other DEW Line sites?
Jimmy Komarjuk: There were more buildings here in Iqaluit
than at the other sites. Here and in Fox Main they had new
housing. The long new houses had ten units and the smaller ones
only had five. They tried to make sure that no one had to live in
crowded housing. They tried to make sure that there wasn't
anything that would be disruptive to people's lives.

Did the Inuit who lived at the sites have to follow the same
rules as the military?
Jimmy Komarjuk: Yes. The civilians living in Iqaluit didn't have
to follow the rules. They were much freer. Those of us who
worked at the DEW Line sites were much freer than those in the
military, but there were still some rules we had to follow.
We were provided with all the food and winter clothing
we needed. This didn't change, even when it was the Canadians
who were there when we were there. When we were going
home, we would return this clothing and we would be given
money for it, even if it was tattered and torn.

Did you work at the Upper Base here in Iqaluit first?
Jimmy Komarjuk: No. I never worked at the Upper Base because
the road was already built. There were also already a lot of Inuit
workers here. The other DEW Line sites were newer and needed
Inuit employees. They needed enough workers for a rotation.

Did the people know why the military was building these
sites?
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Jimmy Komarjuk: We didn't completely understand why. But
we had heard that the Russians might attack. Although we didn't
understand English, because we worked at these sites we could
see that there were always radio operators working.

When did you stop working for the DEW line?
Jimmy Komarjuk: I worked for a few months in 1964, but that's
the year I quit.

When you quit, did you come back and live here?
Jimmy Komarjuk: Yes.

Did your relatives live here?
Jimmy Komarjuk: I didn't have many relatives here, but I had
found a wife here during that time. I wanted my children to
know my wife's relatives and that's why we stayed here. I have
numerous relatives in Kinngait. If I moved there I would have a
lot of places to stay.

Since your wife was from here, did she have many relatives
here?
Jimmy Komarjuk: My wife's mother was here.

Did you have a job before you worked at the DEW line, or
was this your first job?
Jimmy Komarjuk: I had worked for the Hudson's Bay Company
in Kinngait from the time I was very young.

I read a book written by Peter Pitseolak. Did you know him?
Were you related to him?
Jimmy Komarjuk: He was my father's youngest brother. There
was one time I wanted to travel by dogteam with my parents, but

they wouldn't let me because I was too small, so I stayed with my
uncle. I think he enjoyed having me around to do his bidding.
Since he was my uncle I got to stay with him and learned from
him. Since I learned from him I am sometimes considered
knowledgeable. All the time I lived in that area, my uncle stayed
in one place and didn't travel around like other people did. He
was my real uncle and I learned a lot from him.

What do you think about the Americans leaving toxic waste
at Resolution Island?
Jimmy Komarjuk: I have never been to Resolution Island and I
haven't really understood what I have heard about it. From what
I have heard it's not a very good situation. Probably all the DEW
Line sites are like that, but perhaps Resolution Island is the
worst.

Tomassie Naglingniq: In 1944 we went to Kimmirut and came
back in 1955.

Were you young when you came back?
Tomassie Naglingniq: No. I was nineteen years old when we
moved here for good. My wife also moved here from Kinngait in
1955 by dogteam, which used to take a long time. Maybe because
we were meant for each other we ended up here at the same
time. In 1955, when the Americans were going to leave, that same
year I started working for them. It was the first time I ever
worked in my life. I made $40.00 a month, which seemed a lot
back then. That was the first money I ever earned.

When the Americans went to Resolution Island, couldn't
they have brought their stuff back with them, rather than
burying it?
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Tomassie Naglingniq: There were some people living at
Resolution Island. The Americans went there around 1955. After
that the Foundation Company arrived. People from Montreal,
Shaw Island, Quebec and all over Canada started working at the
DEW Line sites. I used to work at a DEW Line site before.

What was your job?
Tomassie Naglingniq: I was a heavy equipment operator. I used
a bulldozer to help build the airstrip. The Americans would
arrive when it was hard to fix something. They would arrive
from the United States and they would fix whatever they needed
to fix. I think the Americans are really smart. They were in
Resolution Island for a long time. When the Americans left the
Canadians came. They were the ones who buried a lot of
contaminated stuff in the ground.

digging got really big and really wide. Then we would fill it with
old vehicles. We thought that it was a part of our job.

You thought you had to do that?
Tomassie Naglingniq: Yes.

No one told you it was wrong?
Tomassie Naglingniq: No. We Inuit who used to work up there
know where all these things are. I know because I used to drive
the bulldozer. I was up there for nine days showing those people
where we had dug up the land.

Did they bury it at the same place?
Tomassie Naglingniq: Yes. They buried it at the same place.
They also buried materials at Cape Dyer and at Qikiqtarjuaq
[Broughton Island]. I used to work at these places, including
Break Ward Island down at Qikiqtarjuaq.

Did the Americans do less damage than the Canadians?
Tomassie Naglingniq: Yes. The Canadians did more damage.
We used to work for them. Two years ago I was in Cape Dyer.
People from the United States, British Columbia, and Ottawa
were there. Jason Aatou was there from British Columbia. There
were five qallunaat from Ottawa that I took to Cape Dyer. They
were checking how badly it was contaminated and how many
PCBs there were. They did that in Sanirajak [Hall Beach] too. We
did not know what they were doing while we were working for
them back then. We thought it was a part of our job. We drove
the bulldozers. We used to dig up the land. The hole we were
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CHAPTER 13
APEX HILL, THE GOVERNMENT, AND THE END OF AN ERA…
R.G. Robertson, Deputy Minister, Ottawa, to R.H. Chesshire, General Manager, HBC, Winnipeg, April 22, 1955 (Hudson's Bay Company Archives,
RG7/1/1753).
The programme for 1955 includes the construction of a school, a garage-workshop, a powerhouse and six small buildings, three of which
are temporary dwellings for our staff. In addition, the Department of National Health and Welfare is going to erect a four-bed nursing
station. The school, garage-workshop, powerhouse and nursing station will be built by contract, the six small buildings will be built by local
Eskimo labour under the supervision of our officers and with the assistance of such craftsmen from outside as may be necessary. The cost
of the buildings, excluding the nursing station, has been estimated at some $230,000.
[p. 2]
This department has purchased, for delivery this summer, a D6 Caterpillar Tractor with bulldozer blade and hystaway crane, a heavy duty
truck, a covered jeep, a small cement mixer, two 10 K.V.A. generators and the necessary tools, equipment and supplies.
We are arranging with the Department of Transport to carry building materials, equipment and supplies in the CGS "N.B. MacLean" which
will make a special trip to Frobisher Bay as soon as ice conditions are favourable. This will probably be late in July.

Were there already houses in Apex Hill by the time the HBC

standing down there. I don't know... perhaps the Americans were

came here?

already here when the traders came. The traders would have built
houses anyway, but they did not mingle with the Americans. The

Iqaluk Ipeelie: No. The HBC came just before the others. The
buildings in Apex were built when Northern Affairs arrived here.
They built a few houses here in Iqaluit first and, then erected

Americans were the reason that the HBC moved here, but they
did not become neighbors with the Americans. The HBC camped
down in Apex when they moved here and they did not visit with

more houses in Apex later. The old HBC buildings were already
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the Americans, even in the evening. Only the people who worked

who came from various locations were given projects like arts and

with the Americans would get to see them. We did not socialize

crafts. There are only a few who stayed here at that time left.

with them either, and they did not come to visit us. One can only

There was quite a number of people who lived down there. As I

think that the traders did not want to live alongside the

said earlier, the Hudson's Bay Company built their houses in

Americans because the houses they built were a fair distance

Apex when they moved here. When DIAND arrived, they built

away.

another building where the HBC store was later located. That was
in part of the highrise, that place now occupied by the CBC.

Was it the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern

Gordon Rennie managed the HBC store back then.

Development that chose Apex as a place to settle?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: Yes. Ray Harper ran a home for the disabled. That

At the highrise?

was the first of its kind to be built up here. The disabled persons

Iqaluk Ipeelie: Yes. At the place now occupied by the CBC. That

came from different places. Some arrived from Northern Quebec.

place became the HBC store right after DIAND built the highrise,

The disabled from here were the first patients at that facility in

soon after the Americans left. As I said earlier, the HBC store was

Apex.

built down in Apex because the Americans were on this side. The
reason I'm saying this is because the HBC moved to this side right

Was that the very first house built down there?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: Yes. The people who were responsible for running
that place had a garage as well. The first people to reside down in
Apex were the disabled people and their caregivers. The disabled

after Northern Affairs arrived. They left their buildings which are
still standing in Apex. My wife and I used to live down there too.
I would drive the bus that would bring people from Apex to work
here. The students would ride the bus to go to school as well. The
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white row houses were some of the first houses that were built

things.

here too. After the construction of the white row houses was
completed, my wife and I moved into one of them. We've lived
here ever since.

Inuit were able to move into those white row houses?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: Yes. Both the Inuit and the qallunaat moved into
them. Those white row houses marked the beginning of coexistence between the Inuit and the qallunaat.

Akisu Joamie: Around 1953 or 1954 or 1955, people started
trying to build their own houses. These weren't rented houses like
the qallunaat built ones now. They started building their own
houses in 1953 or 1954 or 1955. They used Arctic Bell Heater as
insulation. In 1956, the first house was built using modern
insulation. It was Simonie Michael's house. He lived there with
his wife. They were the first ones to have an insulated house. He
worked here as a carpenter. As we got to know more, we started
building houses. That is how I see it.

Was that the time you decided to move here from Apex?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: Yes.

Were those houses built better than the houses in Apex?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: Probably.

Who provided you with a house?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: It was after DIAND had arrived here that we
moved into it. This is after DIAND had stopped being in charge of

Pallu Nowdlak: When Apex was starting out, the government
started taking over. Perhaps in about 1950, the government
started moving to Apex, not to Iqaluit. I was living here when
they first arrived, when the first houses were being built. They
were the only houses. This house [pointing out the window] was
the only house erected back then. It was smaller back then. The
qallunaat made it bigger. There were no houses at all then, only
that one. That was the only house when the government arrived.
There were two vehicles. Only two. Simonie had worked for the
Americans before we started working. The government started
building the Apex road from Apex. There were only two
government vehicles when they started to build the road. The
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Americans started working on the road too, starting from Iqaluit.

The government started building from Apex and the
Americans started building from Iqaluit?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes. They tried doing that to save time. They
were the only people who were building it. The government only
had two vehicles to work with. They were tiny. They were dump
trucks.

Whose vehicles were they?
Pallu Nowdlak: The vehicles belonged to the government. They
arrived during the summer time. They arrived when the
government started to erect their buildings. My father was living
there. He knew that I could be on my own. He brought me here
by dogteam so I could work for them. He knew that I was able to
work. My family moved down there because they didn't want to
live here. When the ice broke, during the summer, they finished
building the road and I left with them, since I was not from here,
and they didn't live here. I was dropped off there. Simonie and his
family started living here in Iqaluit. Ever since then, Simonie and
his family have been living here, ever since they moved to Apex.

Did he move to Apex?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes.

Did Simonie move there from the military base?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes. From the base up there. The man who used
to take care of him used to work there. His adopted father did not
work for the Americans. Simonie worked as a carpenter. He
worked before, for the Americans. He was able to speak English.
The people of Iqaluit were helped a lot by the Americans.
Some of the people were even taught by the Americans, even
though there was no school. People like Simonie were taught

English by the Americans. It was only after the Canadians arrived
that they started building houses.

Did they build them here?
Pallu Nowdlak: Yes. They built them here in Apex. The American
buildings were taken over by the Canadians. Even their vehicles
were taken over by the Canadians.

Jayko Pitseolak: People used to live in those houses here in
Iqaluit. They had those houses in Apex as well. Apex had houses
before Iqaluit. Apex used to be so nice when people first lived
there. Here in Iqaluit they started building houses later. When
people used to go to Apex in the evenings it used to be so nice.
We could see the house lights on the way there. It was beautiful.
When they first started building houses in 1955 my husband and I
didn't have our own place. We lived in a qammaq during the
winter. A year after that, my husband and I planned to get our
own place in one of the houses in Apex.

Did you get your own place a year after that?
Jayko Pitseolak: Yes. When we moved into the house it wasn't
quite finished. My husband was working on it, and after he was
finished, the house turned out very nicely. The floor wasn't done
and the insulation wasn't finished either, so we were given
materials to finish the construction of the house. We lived in the
house even though it wasn't finished. After my husband worked
on it, it turned out very nice. He was given materials for the house
because he was working for the government as a labourer.

Was it better to have your own place?
Jayko Pitseolak: Yes. My husband was building a house that was
going to be ours. People started to have their own houses in Apex.
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We were one of those who had their own house. Some of the
houses that were owned are still there in Apex. The house that we
had is still there in Apex. It was our own house. I chose the area
where I wanted our house because the women chose where they
wanted the houses located. We had a meeting and they asked us
which house we wanted. To this date I can still see our old house
that we lived in that my husband built. The government put up
the frames of the houses and after that the man who was going to
be the owner built the rest of it. When we first came here to Iqaluit
in 1955 a lot of men were employed. My husband was one of the
employees. We had a qammaq here. My husband used to go to
Apex on foot. He used to walk along the beach. That was when
there wasn't a road to Apex. Apex was first established as a town
in 1954. In 1955 the government started building houses.

Did the Americans help build the road to Apex and help build
the houses?
Jayko Pitseolak: That was when the Americans left town. When
the Americans left they started demolishing the buildings that
belonged to the military. I don't remember the Americans helping
to build roads and buildings in Apex. When they started building
houses in Apex, I don't know if the Americans helped because I
never watched what work the qallunaat did. It was my first time
seeing a town being established.

still like that. We live amongst each other even though we don't
understand each other much.

Were there already a lot of qallunaat here then?
Martha Tikivik: Yes. The military were a little farther out, but
when the government workers started moving in, they started
moving closer.

Were you here when people started to move here?
Josie Itiitiq: Yes, I've been here all along. I've been here since
people started moving here.

Did the community get bigger gradually?
Josie Itiitiq: It got bigger when children started to attend school
and more houses were built.

Was this when the government came here?
Josie Itiitiq: It was when they were taking over from the
Americans. That's when a lot of people moved here.

Did you have a house in Apex or did you always stay in
Iqaluit?
Josie Itiitiq: No. I used to live down there, too.

Martha Tikivik: When we started getting houses in Apex, there
was a meeting. They told us that we would be getting neighbours
that were qallunaat or Chinese in the future. We see now that this
has happened.

Who organized the meeting?

Did you get a house there when the village was bigger?
Josie Itiitiq: It was only some time later that I moved down there,
when the children had to attend school. I lived down there for a
short time.

Martha Tikivik: It was one of the store managers who is now
deceased. He was Tommy Manning's father, Leo Manning. It is
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Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: I remember when the Americans left.
There was suddenly so many rules and laws then. Inuit didn't
have any rules and laws. I started finding out about laws after the
Americans left.

people. Back then there were only a few of us. There weren't as
many bad things happening, but neither was it all good. Both
good and bad have increased. Although there is still a lot of good

Who was in charge of those laws?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: The government made the laws, and
nobody was to break them.

out there, there seems to be more bad things happening as well.
Both have grown. The changes brought by growth and

Did it change your lives when the government came?

development have not all been good. That's because there are a lot

Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: Yes, it did. We found out that we had to
follow the law.

of people now. This place has become large. Both good and bad

What were those rules and laws that you had to follow?
Ooleepeeka Nooshoota: The laws that they created. They effected
everything. They changed our lives.

have grown.
The life we live today is very different from the life we used
to live. Back in the old days, we didn't have alcohol. Alcohol is
one of the most negative impacts on the north and its people.

Were the changes that took place in your life good or bad?
Iqaluk Ipeelie: Well, we were able to get a house. I have seen the
development as it happened. The people I spoke of earlier had
houses up on the low hills, on their peaks, but they didn't
socialize with the Inuit. I have not experienced anything really
bad personally. There are some things that have happened that
are not so good. They seem to be slowly increasing. There are
more bad things that have happened because there are more

Although we had started socializing with the qallunaat by then,
we didn't drink alcohol. The first time I ever saw liquor was after
World War II was over. Although we worked for qallunaat, we did
not know anything about liquor because we never saw our
employers using it. The Americans celebrated by having a feast.
That was the first time I ever saw liquor. Even later, not too many
people got into the habit of drinking, although I had seen some
Inuit take a drink. The Americans only invited the men to join in
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the celebrations and eat with them. That was when I learned that
qallunaat use alcohol when they celebrate something.

Anugaaq Arnaqquq: There was a manager and an assistant
manager at the Department of Defense. There was the big one and
the little one. The smaller one had to go attend a meeting with the
government officials during lunch hour. When he started to meet
with the government he started making remarks. He had an
interpreter. He said through an interpreter that qallunaaq liquor
was no good. That is what I remember him saying to this day. He
said that after Inuit had started drinking. That is what he said. He
stated that qallunaaq alcohol was no good, before alcohol was
going to be made available to the public in Iqaluit. We, men,
started using alcohol when we felt like it. That was when the
women did not drink, or did not drink very much. I wanted to
say, even though I felt intimidated, "Why does he say that alcohol
is no good? When I have some, I feel happy. Why does he say
that?" That is what I wanted to say. Now I realize it is not good.
When winter came, there was a person who froze to death during
a blizzard because he was drunk. Alcohol wasn't the only thing to
blame. It turns out that a lot of people would die as a result of
alcohol. I am only telling you what I know.

was told. We were taught to listen to our elders, in the same way
that we have to listen to what qallunaat tell us. My mother told me
to act as though I was walking on the ground at the place where I
had been born. We moved over here when Inuit started drinking.
Those words about walking on the ground at the place I had been
born were a deterrent for me to not drink, even though this place
was not the place I was born. So I have never drunk alcohol
because it is not of any use. I don't know of any use for alcohol. It
only seems to cause disruption.

Is there anything important to you that you think we should
put in the book?
Oolooriaq Ineak: Our children think that it is important to live in
a community where there are qallunaat, because this is what they
have grown up with. For us, what was important was to go
hunting everyday, because our clothes and tents were made of
animal skins. Our husbands and fathers would go hunting not
knowing if they were going to catch anything. They were only
thinking about providing for their families. Only when they
caught something would their families eat. Having clothes and
tents was important. They were made of animal skins and fur.
Our children today only know it is important to go to school and
work.

They don't know how to provide for their families?
Naqi Ekho: The words of our elders are true. We have to continue
to follow them. I feel very strongly about this and have followed
them. I was told when I was young that when I became old
enough to have a spouse, and was taken to other lands, that I was
to treat the people the same way as the people that I had left. If I
was taken to a place, I wasn't supposed to change. That's what I

Oolooriaq Ineak: Yes. This has happened since there were
qallunaat.

Is this because you have to pay for everything nowadays?
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Oolooriaq Ineak: Even though we are living with qallunaat, I
always tell my children to go and see the sick people or people
who cannot take care of themselves, so they can live a long life. I
try and give them advice. This was very important to us. Back in
those days before there were doctors I used to help sick people. I
would stay up at night when my father-in-law was sick along
with my mother-in-law, her mother and her mother-in-law.

they were with our children in school. One of my children is
working at public health, caring for elders and the chronically ill.
Using myself as an example, I too took care of the sick, but I was
not the only one. A lot of us did this. But I don't think we would
be able to go back to the way things were. Although my youngest
works with elders, she doesn't seem to be able to give advice to
children.

Why do you think that Inuit are not helping other Inuit who

What changed your life more? Was it the government or the
Americans?

are sick or acting as mid-wives anymore?
Oolooriaq Ineak: I do not know why this has changed, maybe
because there are doctors now. My father-in-law would always
give me advice. He had been in the south before. He told me,
"Now that I'm sick you are going to get all my belongings when I
die. Do not ever give up on anything so you can raise my children
and grandchildren well." He would also tell me never to drink, so
I never had a drink. He also told me not to do anything that I was
not supposed to do. What I did not know was that his
grandchildren would come here to eat all the time. That's how it
is. They come here to eat all the time. I have quite a few
grandchildren. I have five children and two adopted children and
they also have children of their own. If it were not for my fatherin-law, I would not be here. I tell my children to help their
grandfather so they can live a long life. People who help and
listen to their elders live long. I give my grandchildren that
advice. When my father-in-law became ill, he was sick for two
weeks. I had one child back then and I did not sleep during the
night. Both my in-laws and my husband were sick. Nowadays I
can't do anything, I become sleepy in the early evening.

What do you think happened to your traditional way of life
after the government and other businesses arrived?
Oolooriaq Ineak: I do not think things could go back to the way

Oolooriaq Ineak: It did not make a big difference to me when the
Americans were here, because I never saw them. My father-in-law
always told me not to go out. Even when we came here by boat I
was not supposed to go out. I was not even supposed to go to the
dump when a lot of people were going there. I did not even know
there were houses around here. I didn't leave the house much
because I was sick, so I cannot say which things changed my life.
It was only through my children who went to school, that I have
noticed changes happening.

Is there anything that you think is important that should be
in the book?
Tomassie Naglingniq: Before the Americans arrived, Inuit people
who lived here a long time ago like Nakasuk and his father were
very poor. When the Americans arrived they helped the Inuit
very much. I would not mind if you put that in the book. The
Americans helped us out with everything. That is important to
me. Perhaps if they did not come here, we wouldn't be here, or
the next generation would not be here any more. Because of the
Americans we are alive today.

Were people dying of starvation back then?
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Tomassie Naglingniq: Yes. They were dying of starvation. I
always think about that when I look back.

Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: When there are arguments about the
Americans, I tell myself that I must defend them, because they
helped Inuit so much. Perhaps the qallunaat would not be here, if
the Americans had not founded this place. This town was
founded by the Americans, not by the government. The
government came here after the Americans. That is why I defend
the Americans when people are arguing. There would never have
been any houses here if they hadn't come.

would give away a lot of food to the Inuit. This can be confirmed
by people who were poor back then. They would give away beef
at no cost. The meat was not spoiled at all. They helped us a great
deal. Even though they did not understand Inuktitut, they
communicated through interpreters. Once people started
communicating with each other, the Americans helped out a lot.
People started acquiring boats and motors. People would have
been a lot poorer if it hadn't been for the Americans. Then the
government started to take over.

Were there any negative impacts on the environment after
they built the houses and the airstrip? Did you think that it
destroyed or spoiled the land?

Anugaaq Arnaqquq: The Americans helped us a great deal.
When we were near starvation, they would feed us. I would like
to express my gratitude to the President of the United States, even
though the President at that time has long passed away, on behalf
of the Inuit, including those who have died. I am not alone in my
feelings; everyone across Baffin Island feels that way. The people
from Baffin Island are not the only ones either. The Inuit from
Northern Quebec also greatly appreciated the Americans. They
did not give away cash, but they fed us instead. They had
abundant food with them. The Americans helped us a great deal.

Do you recall when the Americans initially started to arrive
here in Iqaluit, and how there were positive impacts after
their arrival?
Anugaaq Arnaqquq: I can tell you about the advantages. The
Americans had an abundance of food which they brought. They

Anugaaq Arnaqquq: It did not have any negative impact. We
only felt fortunate about it. The qallunaat gave wood and material
goods to us, and we are just happy that they did. We did not
mind at all that they had to blast in order to build it. From the
time they started working on the airstrip, we did not see or hear
anything that would affect the environment. I can only say that it
brought advantages.
After the Americans arrived and they developed new
things, people wanted to come to Iqaluit. There were no social
workers then. The RCMP were the social workers. Inuit were told
that they were not allowed to come here. The people wanted to
acquire more material goods, and tobacco and clothing. That is
why they wanted to come when the Americans came here in the
first place. I am not sure how much later it was when the people
were allowed to go to Iqaluit. I think it was when the government
started taking over. We are only thankful for the Americans. We
did not experience any difficulties, or see anything that spoiled
the land at all. We would have been really unhappy if there had
been an oil spill, or they had just dumped oil, but this didn't
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happen.
I can only say that I liked them and was happy about
them. I don't recall anything that was difficult, or anything that
spoiled the land. I can only say that they helped us a lot. The
elders all say that. Perhaps if the elders were to meet all morning
until lunch hour, there would not be enough time for the elders to
talk about what they remember. They would talk about good
things and bad things too. At least that is what I think.

Elijah Pudlu: We think of them so much, those people that were
here when the Americans came. Some people complain about the
things that the Americans left behind, but they helped us so
much. We are wealthy now because of the Americans. That's how
I think about this. Also, when the Americans came, they seemed
to be happy most of the time. When the Americans left and the
Canadians came, there was a big difference because the
Canadians seemed to be depressed and lazy, even though they
were our countrymen. I remember that I was depressed and lazy
after being around them. That's what I remember. The Americans
were always happy when we saw them. It was like that back then.
For us people who live here in Iqaluit we think about how much
they helped us.
I remember the evenings when the Americans were here
when I was seven or eight or nine years of age, before we lived in
Apex. When we were at Qaummaaviit camping for the winter, we
came here to get supplies, Ajappauti used to live here before but
he has since passed away. He gave me some money. Maybe it was
five dollars, I always wondered how much it was. The manager
started putting things in my hood. He even put in a carton of
cigarettes. A package of cigarettes cost ten cents. It cost a dollar
for ten. I often remember that. I gave the cigarettes to my sister.
There were lots of candies and chocolate bars. I always remember
that. I still think of it sometimes. A dollar or five dollars can't

really buy anything today. I remember one package of cigarettes
was ten cents, and ten packages of cigarettes cost a dollar. I still
think of that. Nowadays everything is expensive. We were helped
so much. Maybe we wouldn't have had a good house. My sister
was hired by the Hudson's Bay Company. We would never have
had a good qammaq if it hadn't been for the Americans. It was well
built. We got supplies from the Americans. It's hard to explain
how much we were helped by the Americans.
The Americans had a building by that hockey arena. It was
big, but it was only a one storey building. It was spread out
everywhere and it had a big generator. The Americans used to let
us go there for church services. That was before people built a
church. They let us use the building for church services. I'm not
sure for how long. The Americans owned the building. There are
lots of things that they did for people who lived here, including
me. It's hard to really express it.
Inuit became drivers. That was because the Americans
trained them. They used to drive vehicles and they learned how
from the Americans. We were helped in many ways by the
Americans. I might think of something else later on. When I was a
child, I started working. Whenever we went for lunch we didn't
pay for it. It used to be free. That's what I remember. When we ate
we didn't pay anything. Today it would be really expensive. The
Inuit didn't starve because of the Americans. Perhaps some
people wouldn't have been around today if the Americans hadn't
come. I think there were people starving everywhere, even in
Northern Quebec.
The Americans helped us so much. Sometimes I become
emotional when the old buildings are being talked about. Inuit
talk about that. The Americans were here to protect people. The
bad thing was they left behind lots of stuff. They were here for a
good cause. They tried to help people. When the Canadians came
they didn't do as much. Maybe they tried to help. Perhaps the
Americans came here after they received some kind of approval
from the Canadians. Maybe the Canadians wouldn't have come if
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they hadn't been here. You wonder a lot. I worked when the
Americans were here. I said earlier that the Canadians seemed
lazy. When we were around the qallunaat it seemed like they
were. I had more than one supervisor. When the Americans were
still here I was a young teenager. They always seemed to be

happy when you were with them. I heard that it was like that in
Northern Quebec too. I think sometimes if the Americans hadn't
come here, there wouldn't be communities everywhere. That's
what I think.
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Conclusion
INUIT PERSPECTIVES ON THE HISTORY OF IQALUIT
The principal aim of this book was to gather the recollections of Inuit elders on the military presence in the 1940s and the 1950s, mainly for Inuit readers,
but also for non-Inuit and scholars interested in discovering new perspectives – Inuit life stories and experiences. Although our goal here is not to enter
into a deep theoretical and analytic discussion – the material presented here could be the source for further analysis elsewhere – we found it interesting to
review some aspects of the Inuit perspectives presented throughout the book. Most of the archival excerpts we included provide information
complementary to the elders' recollections, however the latter views and considerations – their perspectives – in many ways differ from what we find in
the western documentation in general.

World War II, a conflict against the Germans
First of all, we saw that many Inuit knew that a conflict was taking place in the qallunaat world, as news could be heard on radio at the HBC
or the RCMP posts (Kimmirut11, Pangnirtung, etc.) and spread to the camps. Most of them also knew that the Germans were the enemy,
especially with the arrival of the Americans and their surveillance activities for potential invasion. The Germans were still a threat to North
America at that time, as U-Boats were active in North Atlantic seas and as German weather stations were even discovered on Greenland
(mainly on the eastern coast). A German attack on North America via Greenland was also feared. Although it never happened, the
maritime convoys occasionally saw long-range German aircraft, posing the possibility that they could reach other Arctic regions and thus
calling for intensified surveillance (Tilley, n.d.). In this regard, a few elders remembered the Americans' vigilance, both on Mialigaqtaliviniq
and in Kimmirut, standing watch and guarding the area day and night. Such a situation may have helped to develop an image of the "bad"
Germans among Inuit groups. Some like Napatchie Noah in Chapter 1 were "afraid of being killed when [the Germans] arrived", whereas
others like Peter Atsitaq in Chapter 3 "were told that [they] weren't going to die, not just yet, because the Germans were still far away".
According to Inuit recollections, it would seem that the "Germans" eventually came, since two elders mention in Chapter 3 the presence of
"prisoners" held by the Americans in Kimmirut during the war. We found no evidence of German prisoners on Baffin Island in the archives
or in western documentation in general, although it is well known that many were held in camps in the United States and Canada during
World War II (Brown Mason, 1945; Spidle Jr., 1975; Krammer, 1976; Bernard & Bergeron, 1995). The RCMP post journals for Kimmirut did
not mention prisoners or Germans during the American presence there (1943-1946) either. Nevertheless, we decided to include these
recollections in Chapter 3, as we didn't wish to exclude the data collected from Inuit elders because they differed from our historical sources
(as Burch (1991) put it, such information could be found "true" in our own terms after a while...), but also as they could provide an
indication of a particular representation of Germans in Inuit memory.
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It should be noted that both elders specified that there was one radio operator said to be German, that others referred to as German, working or
"helping" the Americans. When we try to date this information, we are confronted with contradictory results. The first informant (Akaka
Sataa) said that he saw this German when he was seventeen years old. Knowing that he was born in 1918, this information could then be
situated in the middle of the 1930s, that is to say before the war and the American presence in Kimmirut. However, the other elder (Jimmy
Nooshoota), who likely was born in the mid-1930s (he said he was 21 years old when he moved to Iqaluit in 1957), mentions that he saw the
German(s) when he was about twelve or thirteen (e.g. in the 1940s).
The Lake Harbour Weather Station Historical Reports provide an interesting but somewhat general overview of the men's life at this detachment, without
much details on their specific activities further than "weather observation". Also, although some of their names could appear to sound "German" (Burgess,
Schurter, etc.), no one is referred to as such and no mention of the enemy is made, except for the following:
The Natives' superstitious natures, very evident after these deaths, provoked many laughs and a few scary tales. Stories concerning
enemy subs and spies were finally run to Earth and proven as false.12
The deaths in question in this excerpt are those of Jack Kilgour and an Inuit hunter, Jimmy, who drowned in August 1943. According to
this, Inuit seemed to be very alert to an enemy presence on Baffin Island and "stories" were probably regularly brought to the Americans.
Bill Mackenzie suggests (cf. footnote in Chapter 3), that the German "prisoners" working for the Americans in Kimmirut might in fact have
been U.S. Army radio operators (of German nationality?) trying to detect enemy signals. Whether or not the "Germans" in Kimmirut were
"held captive" by the Americans may depend largely on who said that they were German and how was this information translated and
interpreted by Inuit. Another possibility is that Inuit associated German nationality with the enemy: the "bad" Germans would necessarily
have to be prisoners of the "good" Americans, the idea of them being "on the same side" in this conflict (against the Germans) therefore
making no sense. Even though such an image of Germans certainly doesn't hold today, reflections and recollections of that time (World
War II) may still convey this association. But more data needs to be collected and analyzed in order to clarify this idea.
Inuit as active historical participants and commemoration of local "heroes"
Nobody, not even RCMP members, were informed that the USAAF planned to post some of their men to Baffin Island. The coming of the
first airplanes and ships took everybody by surprise and confirmed that "something" in connection with the war was going on in the north
as well. According to the recollections of Dorothy Mesher (1995: 37-38), who grew up in Fort Chimo/Kuujjuaq (Nunavik) near the USAAF
airbase, the same thing happened with the first survey teams to come to the area:
I realize now that these men were dressed in military uniform but I didn't know about such things then.
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I don't know how many of these people there were but to us it seemed like a whole lot of them. One of them, I know now, was
President Roosevelt's son. [...]
I also have the strong impression that absolutely no one in our community had been informed that these visitors were coming.
These were American planes, they were American officers, and I really don't think they were accompanied by any Canadian people.
On Baffin Island, Inuit were, from the very start, involved in the USAAF military activities, beginning in July 1941 when Captain Elliot
Roosevelt came to Kimmirut to conduct surveys. The RCMP records for that detachment mention that Special Constable Sheutiapik and
Moosa took part in the surveys as guides and interpreters. The need for interpreters indicates that the U.S. survey team intended to consult
local Inuit on potential sites for an airbase. Some elders' recollections inform us that Inuit men were questioned by the party in the
Frobisher Bay area: among them, Tigullagaq (the HBC post servant in Frobisher Bay), Joamie and Nakasuk. For Inuit, this initial
participation is very important. Two elementary schools in Iqaluit are named after Inuit considered as the founders of the community, by
helping the Americans find the site for the airbase. On the Joamie School website13, Joamie and Tigullagaq's roles are acknowledged in the
following terms:
Discussions with Joamie and Tigullagaq eliminated a place called Sarraq as a possible selection as Joamie felt the area wasn't suitable
due to high winds and soft mud.
Joamie and Tigullagaq thought the flat land of Iqaluit was the best place on Frobisher Bay. So, it was decided to set up the base in this
area. [...] Joamie was a respected and kind man, who felt it was his responsibility to provide meat for widows and the needy. His
cooperation and exploration in the early days resulted in the foundation of our community.
The Nakasuk School website14 also describes Nakasuk's importance in the founding of the community of Iqaluit:
On October 1941, three American navy ships arrived at Linngait [sic] (a hunting camp) and wintered there in 1941-42. They spent the
winter searching for a possible landing strip with Nakasuk guiding them. When they couldn't find a site for the landing strip they
headed down the coast toward what is now Iqaluit. Nakasuk again spent the winter (1942-43) caring for and guiding the Americans in
Iqaluit. Two more American ships arrived in July 1943 to help make the landing strip. After helping find the site Nakasuk became one of
the first Inuit to settle in Iqaluit. He spent the rest of his life in and around Iqaluit.
When Nakasuk died he was over 70 years old.
When the Americans came back in the fall of 1941, it was too late to reach the recommended site and they settled on a small island called
Crowell Island by Major John Crowell and his men. The military presence on that island has since been marked in the Inuit toponymy, as
they call the island Mialigaqtaliviniq, from "Mialigait" ("Americans" pronounced in Inuktitut), meaning "the place where there were
13
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Americans". During the winter of 1941-1942, Paulusi Nakasuk established his camp near the weather station and worked full time for the
Americans. Although some elders hesitated to identify Nakasuk as a leader for Inuit, most of them agreed on his importance in the local
history. A few elders also mentioned that without Nakasuk, the first Americans on Mialigaqtaliviniq would have had difficulties wintering
in the Arctic, far from their homeland and without any knowledge of the area:
Anugaaq Arnaqquq: I can tell you that setting up a camp is not easy. These Americans wanted to set up a camp in the north. There was
nothing. There were no trees. It was dark. There were blizzards. There was nothing in place at all. I am in awe of how [Nakasuk] helped
those qallunaat set up camp here.
The western version of this story does not give Inuit such a decisive role in the establishment of the USAAF on South Baffin Island. The archival data
generally depict Inuit as being "inactive" in the course of the events, mainly by the tone and the expressions used to refer to them: Inuit are "returned" to
their winter camps, they are "moved" to another location, "selected" to work, etc.. During the first years of the American military presence (1941 to about
1946), the elders' recollections describe Inuit as being active and in control of their lives: Sheutiapik, Josephie, Mikijjuk, Nakasuk, Tigullagaq, Joamie,
Ittuatsiaq and others helped the Americans, Inuit decided to leave for their winter camps in the fall, they decided to work or not at the base during the
summer, etc.. Nevertheless, a few documents mention Nakasuk's help – known as "Paluchi" – and his close relationship with Major Crowell on
Mialigaqtaliviniq. Later, RCMP records regularly report Inuit participating in the local military activities, as workers at the base, but also as guides for
U.S. personnel travels in the area (between Iqaluit and Kimmirut, Clyde River and Pangnirtung, etc.). Although the military possessed a highly developed
technology (airplanes, ships, etc.), they still had to rely on Inuit to pilot the ships in hazardous and uncharted areas, to access communities without landing
facilities or when weather conditions prevented them from using their own resources. When they are identified at all, Inuit men such as Spyglassie,
Timotee, Navolio and Joamie appear to have been often hired for such travels. The Americans also had their own dogs. Mesher (1995: 46) remembered
them in Kuujjuaq:
I remember how displeased my father was with the way in which these Americans harnessed their dogs. So he took the initiative
of making traditional Inuit harnesses for all of the American dogteams and showing the American driver how to work with the dogs
differently. Particularly, my father did not like pieces of wood that the dogs were harnessed to and he didn't like to see them tied up so
closely together. He felt sorry for them and didn't want to see the dogs treated that way.
The team of dogs that the Americans brought in are what we always called "cracky" dogs. We always knew that the Qallunaat
dogs, with long ears hanging down, were very inferior to our own Huskies. These dogs that were brought to our Base might have come
from Alaska or maybe they came from somewhere back East but they were not only harnessed improperly, from my father's point of
view, they were also inferior animals. Anyway, there was not much danger of the American dogs breeding with our dogs because they
were always kept confined. They were tied to a run where they could go back and forth, but they were not generally loose in the
community.
An Iqaluit elder related a similar story about Nakasuk and the American dogteams, showing that even with their advanced technology, the
Americans did not possess the art of travelling during winter time:
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Peter Atsitaq: Because we are Inuit, the dogs in our teams had individual traces. Nakasuk came to Iqaluit, with his dogs in a line one
after the other, like the Indians do. He said he was told to do that. Because they did not have rope at the time here in Iqaluit, he was just
listening to what he had been told to do. He had his dogs in a straight line.

Just one long line?
Peter Atsitaq: Yes, just one after the other like the Indians.

The dogs were just in a long line? He didn't have dogs on the sides like the Inuit do?
Peter Atsitaq: They were in one line although they were owned by an Inuk. It was the first time I saw anything like that. Then they
bought a lot of rope. I don't remember exactly how many dogteams there were; perhaps there were four or five teams. They were going
to the American base. They went straight to the base. They did not stop at the HBC. We had a good laugh that time because Nakasuk
was angry at his dogs because they were in a line. He was saying that he wouldn't have dogs like that on their return journey. The
Americans were very helpful. They obtained rope from the HBC in no time. I don't know how much the rope cost. They were in coils of
different lengths.
Some Inuit men also acted as intermediaries and interpreters between the qallunaat and the Inuit, such as Ittuatsiaq, one of the first to winter
in Iqaluit around 1944. His name (Itorcheak) appears in the archives, as he was working as a janitor on the base and he was interpreting
when Inuit received their pay cheques at the RCMP detachment in 1946. Another document depicts him as the head of the Inuit village in
1948. It is possible that Ittuatsiaq, and others working for the qallunaat, had a somewhat elevated position among their fellow Inuit, but we
may also imagine that without this involvement in qallunaat activities, they may not necessarily have had special status among Inuit.
Williamson (1994: 26) uses the expression "inter-cultural brokers" when speaking of Inuit men who were closely working with the captains
during the whaling period. According to him, they were not leaders, and some were even on the margin of the group, ready to venture
with the newcomers. But whalers considered them as "camp bosses", thus attributing them a particular status in Inuit society. It is possible
that the same prevailed with the Americans, who picked reliable men to help them in their activities, without necessarily chosing the actual
Inuit leaders of that time (if such a status ever existed).
These men later became important figures in the local history, and some may now be considered and acknowledged as local "heroes", as
shown on the two websites quoted earlier. For some elders, naming buildings after local Inuit considered as influential in history is seen as
a qallunaat tradition:

Why was the Nakasuk School named after him?
Lucatsie Nowdlak: That is what they do. There is also the Arnakallak Building. I don't know why these buildings are named after a
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person. Maybe it is to help remember our ancestors, who had lived here. We are not to forget the words of our ancestors. We have to
know what they did. Our father told us not to forget the words of our ancestors.
Anugaaq Arnaqquq also relates this commemoration to the non-Inuit tradition, when he says that "in the way of the qallunaat, as a
descendant, [Nakasuk's son] should be given recognition". In a local newspaper (Nunatsiaq News), we followed the development of another
project of commemoration in Iqaluit: the street names project. The latter has been carried out by the chief of the Iqaluit Fire Department
since the beginning of 2000, mainly as a public safety issue, in order to allow faster ambulance and fire truck response to emergencies in the
city. A local resident (Peter, 2000) also supported the idea in proposing to select names of "local heroes" from Iqaluit and other Nunavut
communities, to help remember Nunavut "builders and doers". In an article titled "Name Game continues" (Nunatsiaq News, September 21,
2001), we read that the project was about to be implemented, based on a list of 70 names of "famous residents" (Ben Ell, Bill MacKenzie, Al
Woodhouse), of explorers (Baffin, Frobisher) and Arctic animals. As we didn't find the entire list of street names selected, it is impossible to
know what status was given to local Inuit "heroes", although we once saw Tigullagaq's and Simonie Alainga's names among the
possibilities.
Past encounters and the development of relationships patterns
When the Americans came to Baffin Island, Inuit already knew some facets of the qallunaat world and had developed regular socioeconomic relationships with them for at least a century. Fishing crews and explorers had come to Baffin Island for centuries. The
documentation of the more official expeditions even provides details of encounters with Inuit. More regular contacts between qallunaat and
Inuit occurred with the whalers, who started visiting the region by the beginning of the 1820s. Inuit progressively modified their migration
habits in order to meet these visitors in the summer. Informed by Inuit of the good hunting conditions in spring, whaling crews began to
winter in the middle of the century (1850s), mainly in Cumberland Sound, and whaling stations were soon established on shore. Inuit thus
became active participants in the whaling industry (Goldring, 1989; Holland, 1994). The facilities erected by the whalers in Cumberland
Sound and the possibilities of wintering in the Arctic also brought scientists to Baffin Island (such as the Howgate and Tyson expedition
(1877), the German team of the first International Polar Year (1882-1883), and Franz Boas a year later). Inuit again played an important role in
these activities, as some of them were hired as guides, informants and providers.
In 1894, the first mission on Baffin Island was established by Peck in Blacklead (Cumberland Sound), and a second mission was opened in
Kimmirut in 1909 by Fleming, bringing up north another "kind" of qallunaat with different interests, but also depending on Inuit
involvement to carry on their activities (Scace & Hunt, 1975; Laugrand, 1997). Whaling activities decreased by the 1880s and collapsed at the
beginning of the 20th century, but they were progressively replaced by the trade of other country products. Trapping became the essence of
a renewed socio-economic relationship with the Inuit. The first HBC post established on Baffin Island was opened in 1911 in Kimmirut,
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followed in 1913 by another in Cape Dorset, 1914 in Frobisher Bay15. Other companies operated on Baffin Island as well (Robert Kinnes, the
Sabellum Trading Company, the Arctic Gold Exploration Syndicates), but they were all closed down or taken over in the 1920s by the
competitive HBC (Goldring, 1989). Finally, the first governmental representatives, the RCMP, established their post in Pangnirtung in 1923
and Kimmirut in 1927. They too would need Inuit interpreters, guides and assistants to patrol the region and to apply Canadian laws.
Inuit, therefore, played an important role in the discovery of territories, the establishment and the development of commercial activities,
christianization, acting as guides and interpreters, but also as mediators and conveyors of new values and activities. To what extent did
these past relationships with different representatives of western society influence the dynamics between the military and the Inuit, and the
way the latter welcomed the former to their land and into their lives? It seems to us that in many ways, the "first contacts" with the
Americans and the participation in their activities were somewhat in continuity with the relationships that Inuit developed over the last
century with other qallunaat. In Chapter 3, we asked an elder whether he was scared when he first saw Americans. His answer seems to
situate them in line with previous encounters:
Jimmy Nooshoota: When Inuit saw qallunaat or ships arrive, they would always greet them. When a ship arrived, Inuit would go out
and greet the people aboard, hoping that they would be given items like tea or cigarettes. The Inuit did not seem to be afraid of the
qallunaat at all, because whenever a ship arrived, they would go out in their boats to meet the people on board.
When the Americans arrived, Inuit were used to welcoming newcomers, to regrouping themselves near western facilities and to trade
goods. In this regard, we found on the U.S. Coast Guard History website an interesting account, consisting of an edited diary written in
1942 by a young American, then sailing on the Nanok in the Greenland Patrol (Novak, 1942). Although the colonial history of Greenland is
different from that of the Canadian Eastern Arctic, Novak's account of his encounters with "Eskimos" may reflect many aspects of the
interactions that took place between Inuit and the Americans on Baffin Island as well. In the following excerpt, we can see that Inuit were
clever and crafty with the curious and inexperienced military men they met:
July 27 1942, Monday; U.S. airbase, Narsarssuaq, Bluie West 1
[...]
Narsarssuaq turns out to be just a tiny Eskimo settlement on the side of the fjord directly across from BW 1. [...]
I am disappointed to learn that Eskimo villages are out of bounds for everyone except Eskimos. If one does not have specific and official
business to conduct, one is not allowed to visit with Greenlanders at their settlements. It should therefore prove difficult to accidentally
or intentionally violate native customs as feared by Captain Magnusson. As a matter of fact, it would be near impossible for land-based
army or navy personnel to even reach any of the villages. There are no roads or even paths that lead from base to villages, or even from
village to village or base to base. One would have to cross mountains and glaciers on foot, or travel by boat. Since land-based personnel
have no access to boats or ships, they will never experience a one-on-one contact with natives.
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But we on board the Nanok may. We on board the Nanok are privileged in that we have occasion and reason to visit various villages.
There is bound to be some sort of fraternization.
Speaking of Eskimos, I am on deck and hear water splashing at the Nanok's side. Peering over the portside gunwale, I get to see my first
honest-to-goodness Eskimo face to face! We see one another simultaneously. He is startled and taken aback at sight of me, and I am of
him! I conclude that he is not an enemy spy for he wears no disguising beard or handlebar moustache. No smoked glasses, or raincoat,
nor does he carry a machine gun.
"Ahoy!" I say.
He answers with a smile and forms some sounds deep in his throat. I take it to mean "howdy."
His conveyance is a kayak some fourteen to sixteen feet in length, about two feet in width and perhaps eighteen inches in depth.[...]
My visitor laid aside his long, slender paddle that had a flat blade at each end and untied his cockpit collar. From somewhere inside his
cramped quarters he withdrew a small codfish and held it up for my approval. I smiled and nodded approvingly. "Nice fish." I said,
doubtful that he understood. He made a motion toward his mouth and away, and back to his mouth and away again. For a moment I
thought he was trying to let me know the fish is good to eat. Then I recognize an old and common American habit. He slaps at his heart
as if he is searching for something. Of course! He is trying to let me know that his inner blouse pocket is empty of cigarettes. Motioning
the fish back and forth, to and away from his mouth, inhaling and exhaling, was his way of demonstrating the act of cigarette smoking!
Damned clever of him.
To verify whether I was correct in my assumption, I pulled out a pack of smokes. I shook a cigarette part-way out of the pack and
extended the pack toward the visitor. His golden-tan, moon face glowed when he saw the butts. Instead of taking one as is our custom,
he grasped the entire pack and pulled it out of my hand and replaced it with the codfish!
"Hey!" I began, but away he went, bound for the village across the fjord. He paddled swiftly without a backward glance.
Standing in line with the rippled wake of the small vessel, I wondered if this was Greenlandic custom. There was no doubt I had been
"taken" by this iceberg carpetbagger. He knew I was unable to pursue him. My spontaneous anger turns into laughter. No longer must I
wonder what I may teach these uneducated natives, but what they will teach me. In the future I will be wary of welcoming committees.
The Nanok crew later developed the habit of trading with the Inuit they met on their trips. Novak again gives a detailed description of how
such an activity could prove to be a game of strategy on both sides:
September 3 [1942], Thursday; Julianehåb.
[...]
Trading with the Eskimos is a trial of patience. An aged gentleman eases himself toward me as I am encircled by a group of younger
Eskimos. I show him a cigarette and he grins at me as he comes closer. I put the cigarette into my mouth, pretend to puff on it, then
return it to my shirt pocket. This lets him know I want more than a grin for the cigarette. He tries to appear disinterested. I turn my back
on him and slowly move away into the crowd. He shouts at me! He is grinning broadly now and is holding up a miniature kayak for me
to see. It is beautiful and perfectly detailed. [...]
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The kayak model held by the aged Eskimo even has a miniature hunter in the cockpit. It wears a tiny leather jumper. It must have taken
weeks to create this model! I try to hide my excitement. I want the hand-crafted masterpiece desperately! I offer the man one cigarette.
His smile is gone. The model disappears into the man's clothing. He resumes the pretense of not being interested, but he is not leaving.
My patience is being tested. An eternity passes. I pull out a full pack of cigarettes (which cost me forty cents a carton.) The brownskinned huckster pretends not to notice. Another eternity passes. He must sense my impatience and rising anger. A faint grin of
impending victory appears for a flashing moment on the man's face.
I am angry but try not to allow it to be seen. I am not successful. Without further ado, and to hurry the annoying procedure of bartering,
I produce a packet of chew-gum and a large tootsie roll and add them to the two full packs of cigarettes.
The old beggar laughs at me!
"Go to hell!!" I shout and turn away.
He shouts back at me. Neither of us knows what the other says, but the tones of our voices speak an understandable language. He hands
me the kayak ... we have struck a deal!
I grasp the kayak with my free right hand, but he does not let loose of it! I understand. I allow him to grasp my goodies in his one free
hand. He nods and we simultaneously relinquish the hold on our goods. The kayak is mine! It is a bargain! I am, however, still angry!
Since the huckster cannot understand me, I shout at him. "You're a stickin' thief!" His smile broadens and he stuffs his goodies inside his
clothing. Then, he pokes the index finger of his right hand into a circle with the forefinger and thumb of his left hand. I get the meaning.
Two 'stinkin' thieves' laugh together.
We know that many of the military men coming to Iqaluit during the war had no past experience of the Arctic and only knew Inuit through
literature or motion pictures such as Nanook of the North. They certainly wanted to meet this "legendary" people, but also to obtain exotic
souvenirs from them. On the other hand, Inuit wanted to get tobacco and other specific items that they could not get elsewhere. Among the
reasons Inuit elders gave us when asked why they would come to Iqaluit, we find the will to visit relatives already settled and to work in
order to get supplies and to buy ammunition. Some elders also mentioned that they didn't stay near the base in the winter as they preferred
to go back to their camps and live off the land. Most of them left their dogs behind at their camps and came to Iqaluit by boat. In some
ways, it may be said that the summer trips to the base were made in the same spirit as the "traditional" visits to the whaling station or the
HBC post (to work at the sealift and to trade goods).
We will see in the next section that the relationships with the military established at the Iqaluit airbase soon brought significant changes
and modified the pattern of the "traditional" interactions with qallunaat. However, we saw in Chapter 3 that the dynamics with the
Americans established in Kimmirut and Clyde River were substantially different from those at the base. Even though they were watching
the area and sometimes controlling Inuit dogteams, the Americans had Inuit helpers, they could be visited anytime and seemed to be closer
to the local settlers. In the RCMP and the HBC archives, we found evidence that these Americans participated in community life. For
example, when Kilgour and Jimmy drowned in the summer 1943, the Americans in Kimmirut took part in the search for the bodies:
Tuesday August 31, 1943
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Const. McLauchlan [with Sheutiapik and Moosa] spent the day searching for H.B. Company party that went hunting yesterday and had
not returned.
Boat turned over drowning R.H. Kilgour, manager of H.B.C. Lake Harbour, and Native Jimmy (No 1103).
Mrs. Kilgour and Native Tommy managed to hang on to boat and got ashore.
Wednesday September 1st, 1943
Const. McLauchlan and party of five American Army Soldiers, Mr. Quartermain [Anglican missionary] and five eskimos conducting
search for bodies of R.H. Kilgour, and Native Jimmie (No. 1103). No trace of the bodies could be found - the sea bottom in vicinity of
accident is very rough, with heavy sea-weed growth.16
This accident was even mentioned in their Historical Report: "One tragic note must be inserted here, for although it did not cause the loss of
any army personnel, it did affect the general spirit of the settlement"17. In Clyde River, the Americans seemed to participate in community
life as well. For instance, at the beginning of November 1943, a case of appendicitis occurred among the "white" community. The American
Sergent in charge of the Clyde River weather detachment contacted his headquarters and a USAAF surgeon was sent to Clyde via Iqaluit to
take care of the case. Finally dropped by parachute along with mail and medical supplies by mid-November, he conducted the operation,
assisted by a few Americans and the HBC manager18. The Americans were also participating in expeditions to Inuit camps where sickness
was reported, and taking part in celebration activities with the rest of the community.
The Americans and their "impact" on Inuit lives
Although we may assume that the Americans were first engaged in "traditional" patterns of relationships and welcomed as any other
newcomers, they soon proved to be very different from the qallunaat Inuit had previously met. We can mention their number, their
impressive power (capacity to quickly erect huge buildings), their equipment, vehicles and technology (airplanes, bulldozers, ships, etc.)
and their wealth (abundance of goods). On a human level, the Americans belonged to a distinct "world", the army culture with its strict
rules, its uniforms and hierarchy, and the different use of guns and rifles, mainly for defence against other human beings instead of for
hunting purposes (a detail some Inuit elders remembered as scary). They also appeared very generous as a group (and not necessarily on
an individual basis when trading) as they were giving away things for free. Finally, the dynamics between Inuit and the Americans
gradually switched from interpersonal relationships and mutual exchanges ("traditional" patterns) to highly controlled and restricted
contacts (although both groups still wanted to meet).
What about the impact on women? Contacts between the Americans and Inuit women is a touchy topic, hardly discussed openly by the
elders we met. When asked about the subject, they emphasized that women were not allowed on the base and that the Inuit village was out
of bounds for military personnel. Some said that there were "stories" about women hiding their visit to the Lower and Upper bases, but
Royal Canadian Mounted Police Detachment, Daily Diary for Lake Harbour, 1943-1944
Lake Harbour Historical Data, op. cit.
18 Hudson's Bay Company, Clyde Journal of Events, Outfit 274, November 1943, p. 4-5.
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none talked about it extensively. Again, Novak's diary provides a detailed account of an encounter with Greenlandic women on the shore,
showing the latter not only consenting to close contact but taking the initiative with the crew men. However, the context was different at
the Iqaluit base, with the military authorities and the RCMP officers watching closely. We found a few references in the archives to soldiers
having been "too close" to Inuit women, but they seem to be isolated cases – solved by sending the guilty men back to Goose Bay. The
Honigmanns (1965: 149-150) deal with the subject through what they call "illegitimacy", implying that such things occurred but were not
generalized in the 1940s and the 1950s (according to the data they had at least):
From 1948 to 1957, illegitimacy occurred infrequently. During this early period only in 1949, 1954, 1956, and 1957 do any such births at
all appear in the records, and only an average 2% of all births per year occurred out of wedlock. In 1958 illegitimacy rises sharply [...] to
10%. [...] The growth in population reflects migration correlated with a boom in local construction and DEW-line construction further
north for which Frobisher Bay served as marshalling area.
[...] Apparently (though official records don't show this) children born out of wedlock are often fathered by non-Eskimos stationed in
town, including United States Air Force personnel.
Another aspect of contacts between the military and Inuit is related to celebrations. In some interviews, we asked the elders whether they
celebrated Christmas or other special occasions with the Americans. By asking this question we did not refer to drinking alcohol, but most
of the answers were negative and the elders insisted on the fact that they never had drinks with the Americans at the base. Maybe the
translated question turned out to be connotated with the idea of "partying", or maybe for the elders interviewed, celebration or party
simply mean drinking alcohol, as can be shown in these two excerpts from Chapter 7:

Did you celebrate Christmas or other occasions with the Americans?
Akisu Joamie: No. We never did. While the Americans were here, I never saw anybody partying with them or drinking with them.

After the Americans arrived here, how did they interact with the Inuit?
Inuapik Saagiaqtuq: I never heard about any problems. There weren't any bars to go to. They were lucky. They just worked together
really well.
An archival excerpt included in Chapter 7 shows that local Inuit were prevented from drinking with the Americans. The RCMP report
relates an incident that took place in August 1945, involving an Inuk from Labrador working at the Iqaluit base. The local Inuit workers
were complaining that the latter could enter the U.S. Post Exchange (the bar) and have drinks, whereas they were restricted in doing so. The
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RCMP officer solved the problem by submitting this Labrador Inuk to the same "policy" as the other Inuit, discriminating against him on
the basis of his ethnic appearance and ignoring his Newfoundland worker status. The Honigmanns (1965: 124-125) noted the same
restrictions in the 1950s for Inuit, who were not allowed at the base's N.C.O. Club and certainly not at the Officers' Club open only to
members. In January 1960, the N.W.T. liquor ordinance was modified to allow Inuit to drink alcohol. A Western Arctic Inuk living in Iqaluit
quoted by the Honigmanns (1965: 203) mentioned that "People in Frobisher Bay [...] haven't had a chance to observe the style of drinking
that goes on 'at the Lord Elgin' (a popular hotel in Ottawa) but only the kind that construction workers do." Looking back on it, and
knowing the bad consequences alcohol had and still has on Inuit society, elders now seem happy with the fact that they did not drink with
the Americans at the base.
Although such things as contacts with Inuit women or drinking alcohol seemed not to be happening extensively on or around the base, the
western documentation in general still describes the military presence in the Arctic as having negative impacts on Inuit. One of the main
preoccupations at that time was to "keep the natives native", ie. to encourage them to continue to live according to their traditional way of
life (nomadic, hunting, trapping, etc.). In this context, the construction of a military base and the employment of Inuit men were certainly
seen as a threat, by introducing new goods and habits, but also diseases and dependence.
Obviously, Inuit elders don't share and convey this negative perspective. For them, the establishment of the Americans in Iqaluit
represented an important event, remembered in positive terms. "The Americans helped us so much" summarizes the main memory the
elders keep of this episode of their history. Asked about the negative impacts of the military presence in Iqaluit (on women, on the
availibility of country food, on their traditions, on the environment, etc.), some elders recognized their existence but didn't directly relate
them to the Americans, while some others showed us that it didn't weigh that much in the overall balance compared to the help they
received. This help and the Americans generosity was expressed through the food (given as rations or put near the dump), the cigarettes
and tobacco, clothing, wood and crates, fuel, but also through medical treatment and opportunities to get training and skills, to learn
English and to get money (enabling them to buy more outfitting supplies at the HBC and to get rid of their debts19). Instead of considering
their growing involvement in the military activities as a loss of their traditions, some elders expressed their happiness in having a less
precarious life. In the "picture" the elders described, the Canadian military (Royal Canadian Air Force) appear almost completely in the
shadow of the Americans. Compared to the latter, they were less numerous, less generous, less efficient, their goods were more expensive,
etc..
If we leave aside the work with the sealift during the shipping season as well as the hiring of interpreters, guides and dogteam drivers, the
jobs Inuit men got at the military base were totally "alien to their culture" (Jenness, 1964: 74) and to what they used to do for other qallunaat
established in the Arctic. Inuit were introduced to the monetary system, to daily working schedules, by working as janitors, as general
In the Fall, Inuit hunters would be outfitted by the HBC and would therefore accumulate a debt to be paid during the trapping season. This neverending debt system was a way to associate each Inuit hunter with a particular post and to make sure he would come back there to trade and to get more
supplies. The possibility for Inuit to eliminate their debt with the wages accumulated at the airbase modified their relationship with the traders and
relieved Inuit hunters from this dependence system (Williamson, 1994).
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helpers in the kitchen and the mess hall, in the laundry and the warehouses. After a few years, some became drivers (heavy equipment
operators, garbage, water, dump, sewage and pick-up trucks, etc.). Was there a distinction made among Inuit workers on the basis of the
different jobs they had? Iqaluk Ipeelie, in Chapter 10, answers that Inuit would not make any distriction between the drivers and other
workers for instance.
Most workers were employed during the summer and would return to their winter camps in the fall. Maybe the real distinction among the
employees was between those leaving for the winter and those working year-round for the Americans, settled almost permanently in the
Inuit village near the base: Nakasuk, Ittuatsiaq, Inuuliaq, Alakkaiju (also called Aatsainnaq). Knowing that the RCMP member stationed in
Iqaluit was sometimes "forcing" the families to go back to their camps in the fall, the fact of staying near the base for the winter could then
be seen as a privilege (but some elders explicitly mentioned that "real hunters" did not stay in the winter). The year-round workers would
also accumulate more money and be wealthy, although this abundance in qallunaat goods and food could not compensate for the resulting
lack of country food.
Another negative impact attributed in the western perspective to the massive "intrusion" of military troops in the Arctic concerns the
epidemics and illnesses they brought among Inuit groups visiting the bases. The Inuit elders we interviewed did not put an emphasis on
that matter. When the subject of health was discussed, it was to say that the American doctors helped by treating them at the base hospital
or by visiting their camp, to describe the harshness of their life before the Americans came, or to talk about the tuberculosis (TB)
evacuations. We got very few comments linking the illnesses and epidemics in the camps to the contacts with the military. In the archives,
we found much evidence that epidemics and starvation were prevalent in the camps way before the military came to the Arctic, as shown
in these excerpts from Frobisher Bay in the 1930s:
Sunday December 10, 1933
J. Bell traded to-night, with the natives who arrived this evening, as they are anxious to get away early to-morrow, as the other natives at
the camp are hungry.
[...]
Joannasie reports that his father's boat was lost in a gale about the middle of October, and, as this was the only boat at the camp they
were unable to hunt walrus during the fall, with the result that they are very hard up, and have been subsisting on walrus meat that was
killed last spring. Many of their dogs have also died from starvation. Although hard up they have caught quite a few foxes - the
proceeds from which will help them considerably. Joannasie also reports that all the people at Mingatook were ill in the fall, and that
three deaths occurred.20

Wednesday September 12, 1934
20
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Early this morning the natives arrived, and brought a load of bad news. They say that 14 people have died since the M.B. Negleak left &
give the date as the 5th and 6th of August. The people tell me that it was part of one camp and seems to have been the same complaint
that the people died from last year. The dead people were only sick for one or two days and all who took sick died, while the rest of the
people were not affected at all. The deaths were: 7 men, four women + 3 children. Tegoodlegak tells me that all the men were good
hunters.21
Saturday March 9, 1935
Pitseolak was in for medicine as a bunch of people are sick, vomiting [...]. The people here on the post are also affected including
myself.22
Tuesday October 4, 1938
J.C. Cormack on sick list. In evening Tegoodlegak lanced his neck, which discharged a great deal of pus, and gave relief.
This is a most peculiar disease that has been amongst the natives. The glands of the neck swell up and after about four days it is
with difficulty that the patient swallows any food. Lancing is the only cure, and at nearly every camp someone has been affected, mostly
people younger than myself (27 years). So far, there has been no deaths from this cause and there has been no fresh outbreaks during the
past week.23
Some local qallunaat did not hesitate to attribute the sickness prevaling in Inuit camps to the military presence:
February 1st, 1943
Colds are now going around all the local camps. Brought back from Chaplet [Iqaluit airbase].24
October 1944
RCMP visited the camps by boat about the last week of the month to check up on sickness there and found that it was quite prevalent.
The sickness was traced to having been brought here by Blacklead Island people who had been sick all summer after having visited
Frobisher Base. These people came in for Debt in the early part of the month.25
In this sense, we found in the Weather Station of Crystal Two Historical Data for spring 1945 a mention of "an unprecedentedly general and
severe epidemic of colds. Every member of the weather personnel has had a cold, some men not being able to shake them for six or more

Hudson's Bay Company, Frobisher Bay Post Journal, 1934-1935, p. 12
Ibid. p. 56.
23 Hudson's Bay Company, Frobisher Bay Post Journal, 1938-1939, p. 11
24 Hudson's Bay Company, Lake Harbour Monthly Report, February 1943
25 Hudson's Bay Company, Pangnirtung Post, Summary of Journal of Events, Outfit 275, p. 1
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weeks"26. Knowing that Inuit workers would go on the base and attend some social activities, the possibilities for them to catch such colds
were existent. However, Constable Jeffers in 1947 mentioned his doubt about the effects of the American presence on Inuit health:
From information as submitted above on the outbreaks of diseases the writer would not care to suggest that the existence of the
American Army Air Base at Frobisher Bay is the cause of such outbreaks. It is well known that all personnel are given a Medical
Examination at Goose Bay before departing for Frobisher Bay. There have been no cases of such disease amongst the personnel of the
base and the Medic has very few of the personnel reporting sick. When any of the personnel do report sick it is generally with headache
or other minor ailment. Any serious cases of sickness amongst the personnel at this base are immediately transported to Goose Bay for
Medical attention.27
Medical treatment was included among the privileges Inuit workers had as employees of the base, but the medical officers soon provided
their services to other Inuit of the region as well, who were not employed by the Americans. As we mentioned earlier, American medical
officers were treating the local Inuit as well as those living in camps, sometimes travelling a few days with the RCMP officer and Inuit
guides to reach the reported sick and even evacuating them by plane if necessary. A complementary effect of the military presence in the
Arctic, regarding health matters, is their growing criticism of Canadian authorities for the poor condition of Inuit (Diubaldo, 1985: 100;
Grant, 1988: 89). In fact, when the war broke out, the government relied mainly on local representatives (RCMP, HBC, missionnaries) to
provide medical attention to Inuit:
In various posts there are two or three individuals more or less attempting to attend to the health needs of the native. To cite the case of
Lake Harbour as being fairly representative we have the following state of affairs: the Anglican missionary receives the Government
Medical supplies; but according to his own words is not in any way trained nor gifted in the matter of treatment of illnesses, as a
consequence our supplies accumulate from year to year in his cupboards. The Hudson's Bay factor administers whatever relief he can
with the medical supplies that are issued by his company. The most logical men, the R.C.M.P., to do this work, are not supplied in any
form with medical equipment. It has been the experience at this post that whenever surgery has been necessary the R.C.M.P. have been
called.28
No wonder, in such a context, the Americans again appeared so efficient in helping Inuit with medical treatment. The facilities at the base
proved advantageous for another reason; the rapidity with which one could get news from a relative sent down south for treatment (of TB
for the most part). For some elders, such as Peter Atsitaq (Chapter 9), this was the main reason to move to Iqaluit. Anugaaq Arnaqquq also
moved from Kimmirut to Iqaluit in 1956 in order to get his wife's letters more often and regularly. This illustrates the major change that the
Frobisher Bay (Crystal 2), History of Chaplet Weather Station, April-March 1945 (USAF Historical Research Agency)
Const. V.L. Jeffers, Frobisher Bay Detachment, to the Officer Commanding, "G" Division, RCMP, "Eskimo Paulosee (E7-558) and Eskimo Josephee (E7562) – Destitute – Frobisher Bay, N.W.T.; Employment of Natives Generally at Frobisher Bay Air Base", February 17, 1947, p. 6 (National Archives of
Canada, RG85, vol. 1070, series D-1-a, file 251-5).
28 "Summary Report on Native Health", Eastern Arctic Patrol, 1939 (RG85, vol. 863, file 8276, pt. 1, quoted in Diubaldo, 1985, p. 98).
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construction of a military base in Iqaluit brought to South Baffin Island: before World War II, the Frobisher Bay area had not been
considered strategic enough to deserve the establishment of a permanent mission or RCMP detachment, along with the HBC outpost. At
that time, the main centers were Kimmirut (South Baffin Island) and Pangnirtung (Southeast Baffin Island). This situation changed with the
establishment of the American airbase, especially for Kimmirut that gradually became a "satellite" of Iqaluit.
Loss of control as the actual turning point...
From a western point of view, it could be assumed that the construction of an airbase was a turning point in the history of the South Baffin
Inuit. However, according to the elders recollections, this turning point would not be the American military occupation, but the gradual
loss of control of their lives along with the coming of the Canadian government. Yet, we know that the dynamics established with qallunaat
over the decades were not always to the advantage of Inuit, who were in many ways exploited within unequal socio-economic
relationships. Some elders' comments also give the impression that many aspects of Inuit life were already controlled or conditioned by local
authorities. RCMP officers had a decisive and uncontested role in the village "affairs" and the Inuit movements in the region. We also know
that the HBC attached Inuit to particular areas and relocated families to different posts mainly for economic reasons, the example of the two
or three Frobisher Bay families (Pallu Nowdlak's and the Arnakallak's families) moved to the Clyde River HBC post in 1940 being
illustrative.
What seems to be important here is the actual feeling of being in control of their lives. With the relocation of the Inuit camp to Ukaliqtulik
island in 194729, before the arrival of the black soldiers30, this feeling began to change. In chapter 9, Martha Michael clearly put the
demarcation to this summer: "that was the starting point". This critical look at the events also appears in the recollections of Dorothy
Mesher (1995: 50), who experienced with the other Inuit of Fort Chimo/Kuujjuaq a relocation because of the imminent arrival of "black
troops":
When I look back on it, it was interesting that no one expressed the slightest bit of resentment or resistance to the directive from the
policeman to move their families out and relocate them somewhere else. I guess the attitude of everyone was still that we were lucky to
be experiencing these good times.
Around that same year 1947, it seems that work was undertaken on the present airstrip (south-north) to replace the old one (east-west)
affected by winds. In this sense, a few informants were talking about the time "when the airstrip was being built". At first, we thought that
As we saw in chapter 9, an archival excerpt suggested that the Inuit camp was not relocated to the island, whereas another document talked about only
ten days spent on this island. However, Inuit elders mentioned they spent the whole summer on Ukaliqtuliq, before heading back to their camps in the
fall.
30 We went through most of the interviews in Inuktitut to find out which name the elders and the interpreters used to talk about the "black" soldiers.
Three expressions regularly came up: illiit, qirniqtait (who are black), and puatikiit (Inuktitut word for "Portuguese"). When asked by the interpreter What
did you do when the puatikit came? Mary Peter answered "They weren't Portuguese they were Americans."
29
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they were referring to the first years of construction of the airbase (1942-1943), to later discover that it was more likely to be around 1947,
with Martha Michael's comments on the relocation: "That was when they first started controlling us, when the airstrip was first being built."
Another related marker, used by Inuapik Saagiaqtuq, concerns the lake that was where the present airstrip is: "when the lake was not
destroyed yet" would therefore mean something like "before the airstrip was being built or extended". All these are temporal clues linked
with local geography and necessiting a deep knowledge of the local history in order to understand them.
As we saw in the elders recollections, the changes that took place in their lives did not really come from the Americans, but mainly
occurred when the Federal government came up north. Elders talked about when the government started tearing down military buildings,
when the school was opened in Apex, when housing was constructed for Inuit, when new rules, by-laws and laws were imposed. We
discussed in a previous section, how the military base attracted Inuit to Iqaluit for the goods and the work they could get, but it seems that
the base itself was not, according to elders comments, the main reason to settle permanently in Iqaluit. Many elders said they came with
their families to be closer to relatives already settled. The Honigmanns (1965: 95-97) also came to the same conclusion:
Nevertheless, we must honestly say that very few informants whom we interviewed specifically gave greater economic security or
physical comfort as a goal they had in mind when they settled in town. Many people who replied to this question simply said they had
accompanied other relatives or came to join a sibling or grown child who had already chosen Frobisher Bay as home.
By the 1950s, the Canadian authorities realized that the military activities in the Arctic would be maintained and even increased with the
Cold War. Moreover, Inuit had been already involved in this new context since World War II, in spite of the efforts to keep them living on
the land. This situation, along with the critical comments on the poor conditions in the Arctic, forced the government to reconsider its
policies towards Inuit. In 1953, the need to assist them in their learning of basic social and economic concepts was recognized and action
was taken. In fall 1954, Northern Service Officers were sent north to some communities (including Iqaluit) to take over some responsibilities
up to then held by the RCMP officers and the HBC employees, and to see that the hiring process for the DEW Line construction be
beneficial to Inuit (Robitaille, 1987). At the same time, the Inuit village of Apex Hill was created, the Department of Northern Affairs
establishing its regional headquarters and providing services there. Among those, a school was opened in 1955, a Rehabilitation Centre in
1956, as well as other facilities and housing for Inuit. That is when Inuit elders situated the changes in their lives, encouraged as they were
to leave their camps, to settle and to adapt themselves to a new way of life – controlled by the "outside".
Inuit history/histories
In the previous sections, we made a few comments about what seem to us important aspects of Inuit perspectives on the history of Iqaluit.
In doing so, we probably raised more questions (or objections) than we provided answers and explanations. Moreover, the content of the
book itself may leave large parts of the local and regional history unexplored (such as Inuit involvement in the Rangers program initiated in
1947) or too quickly touched upon (like the construction of the DEW Line, health matters, or Inuit representations of the Germans and the
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Russians, etc.). Nevertheless, this book certainly provides new perspectives on the foundation and the development of Iqaluit, as well as on
the military presence on Baffin Island, and constitutes another contribution to the current effort aimed at preserving Inuit elders memories
on various aspects of culture and traditions. However, in recording and writing down these memories, our goal was not to create an official
and permanent version of history – we quickly realized that such a history of Iqaluit could never pretend to be exhaustive and definitive –
but to provide a basis for more discussions, hoping some accounts or photographs could bring back more memories to pass on from elders.
The thirty-three Inuit elders interviewed for this book did not discuss or remember cold facts from the past. Instead, they shared with us their experiences,
what they did, what they felt, what they thought, etc.. As we mentioned in the introductory chapter, the elders we met had different backgrounds; most of
them were children or young teenagers when the war broke out, some grew up in Iqaluit near the base, others were still living in camps, some men
eventually worked for the Americans or the Canadians, etc.. They all had their own story to tell and their own perspective to add. Whereas a western
historian may establish his expertise on a topic by listing his diplomas and achievements (research, grants, publications, etc.), an Inuit elder will do the
same by situating himself (when he was born, where he comes from, which degree of direct knowledge he has, etc.).
Experience is very important when telling a story and most elders won't venture out beyond it unless they identify the source of the
information (who told them the story). When Peter Atsitaq says in Chapter 3 "I've not only heard about this, I've seen that a couple of
times", he ascertains the truth of what he says. And when Geosa Uniuqsaraq mentions: "I came here in 1960 and I did not have direct
experience with the Americans. [...] I can only tell you what I have heard and not from my own experience.", he warns us that other Inuit
elders may be better sources of knowledge than him. We gradually realized that when an elder was answering "I don't know" to a question,
it was not necessarily because he didn't know, but maybe because he didn't know for sure (e.g. not enough memories of it, no direct
experience or unable to identify the source of what he may have heard about it...).
In this context, "history" could be seen as inter-connected "lived experiences" conveyed by individuals and passed on orally by them in
meaningful settings. As Frédéric Laugrand said at a recent conference31, in order to better grasp this idea and to keep the richness of oral
tradition, we should therefore talk about Inuit memories and Inuit histories instead of history (in the singular). The latter term is mainly a
western concept referring to the science or the study of the past and relying on chronology, accuracy and objectivity. This is not to say that
Inuit are not capable of such things; they can of course date events, relate them accurately and reflect on them. But history calls for a
standardized and single version, whereas histories and memories open up the way for different perspectives and experiences, localized and
personalized knowledge, recollections and emotions.
Let's leave the final word to an elder, who reflected on these subjects of history, memory and experiences in his own terms:

Research conference on Memory and history in the North, held in Quebec city in November 2001, organized by François Trudel, GETIC, Université Laval,
within the CURA "Memory and History in Nunavut" partnership.
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Anugaaq Arnaqquq: Yes, that is how the story goes. I guess that I may have skipped parts that I had forgotten and told you what I
remembered. We, Inuit, do not record incidents for we are just Inuit. We, as Inuit, don't write things down, because we are not that
educated. Although, there are those who take notice of their experiences, there are those who don't. Some can't remember too well. We
are all different. Most of us tend to forget easily, both female and male. We all tend to forget events. However, some people can really
recall events. Perhaps they are very intelligent people.
I can also say that many older people have a lot of information to provide. It does not matter if they are female or male. A lot of elders
are passing away, therefore you have fewer people to ask anymore. I urge you to interview older people for they are gradually passing
away. If they don't remember something right away you can go ask them again, and perhaps then they will remember. Their stories
won't all be pleasant. They can tell you stories about hardship in great detail. They can talk about the great difficulties of those that were
extremely poor. Events were not all happy. Not all people were good, and not all things that were done were exemplary. These things
also need to be said, even though back then people didn't use alcohol. Nonetheless, the Inuit back then supported each other more. They
shared food more, and looked after each other.
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